Grover Maxweii
predicates-and kind words). There will be a rule to the effect that the
selection of sentences which are to be taken as A-true must be such that
no conjunction of A-true sentences L-implies a synthetic sentence. From
this point on, as far as I can s~e, one must proceed to a large extent by
trial and error. As Carnap has pointed out there is (certainly!) no decision procedure for A-truth. One will try to select a set of sentences from
the postulates and correspondence rules which, if taken as A-true, will
"fix" to a satisfactory extent the meanings of the relevant expressions. As
a starting place, there will usually be a few sentences which would, clearly,
be taken as A-true in any reasonable reformation, e.g., 'All electrons are
electrically charged.' Usually, also, there will be a few which can be selected as contingent without appreciable hesitation. As regards the latter,
however, any lawlike sentence is a possible candidate for A-truth. Several
alternative reformations may be considered, and, perhaps, one of these
may be selected as being the most satisfactory for the purpose at hand.
Among the (not necessarily independent) general reasons which may be
given for selecting a particular reformation are general clarity, simplicity
(both "inductive" and conceptual) , heuristic and didactic felicity, and,
ceteris paribus, reasonably close correspondence to actual usage of the
relevant terms.
The "necessary," then, includes only the L-true and the A-true statements. These are true by virtue of meaning alone and are completely devoid of any factual content. The "contingent" includes all other descriptive sentences. The ambiguity and vagueness inherent in actual linguistic
practice, even in scientific practice, is what gives rise to the difficulties in
segregating sentences into these two categories. Why this is so and what
can be done about it is what I have tried to show in this brief paper.

------ADOLF GRONBAUM - - - - -

Geometry, Chronometry, and Empiricism

1. Introduction
The moment the mathematical discovery of the non-Euclidean geometries had deprived Euclideanism of its claim to uniqueness, the triumph
of an empiricist account of physical geometry and chronometry seemed
assured. Observational findings were presumed capable, at least in principle, of establishing the unique truth of a particular kind of metric geometry. Ironically, however, it soon became clear that the very mathematical discoveries which had heralded the demise of the classical rationalist
and Kantian concepJ;ions of geochronometry were a double-edged sword.
Critics were quick to marshal these mathematical results against the renascent geometric empiricists who felt emboldened by their victory over
the thesis that Euclidean geometry is certifiable a priori as the true description of physical space. The challenge came from several distinct versions of conventionalism whose espousal has issued in a proliferous and
ontinuing philosophical debate.
In an endeavor to resolve the issues posed by the several variants of
onventionalism, th; present essay aims to answer the following question:
ln what sense and to what extent can the ascription of a particular metric
•cometry to physical space and the chronometry ingredient in physical
1hcory be held to have an empirical warrant? To carry out this inquiry,
we must ascertain whether and how empirical findings function restrict ivcly so as to determine a unique geochronometry as the true account of
th structure of physical space-time.
NO'I' Il: I nm indebted to Dr. Samuel Gulden of the department of mathematics, Lehigh
lJ ui v ·rsity, for very helpful discussions. I have al~o benefited from conversations wit?
Pro f ssor Albert Wilansky of that department, w1th Professor E. N ewman of t?~ Umv rs ity of Pi ttsburgh, and with Professor Grover M axwell and other fellow J,:>arbc•pants
11 tit · 195H and 1959 co nferences of the Minnesota Center for the Ph1losophy of
Sric ii C' ·. .ra t ·fnl r•cknowlcdgmcn t is made to the N ational Science Foundation of the
ll uitt'd St ntcs for t·lt c suppo rt of rcscnrch.
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It will turn out that the status of the metrics of space and time is profoundly illuminated by ( i) the distinction between factual and conventional ingredients of space-time theories and ( ii) a precise awareness of
the warrant for deeming some of the credentials of these theories to be
conventional. Thus, we shall see that whatever the merits of the repudiation of the analytic-synthetic dichotomy and of the antithesis between
theoretical and observation terms, it is grievously incorrect and obfuscating to deny as well the distinction between factual and conventional ingredients of sophisticated space-time theories in physics.
Among the writers who have held the empirical status of geochro metry to depend on whether the rigidity of rods and the isochronism of
clocks are conventional, we find Riemann [75, pp. 274, 286], Clifford (14,
pp. 49-50], Poincare (61, 62, 63, 64, 65], Russell (81] , Whitehead (97, 99,
101], Einstein (21, p. 161; 23, Section 1, pp. 38-40; 26, pp. 676-678] , Carnap (8], and Reichenbach [72]. Their assessment of the epistemological
status of congruence as pivotal has been rejected by Eddington (20, pp.
9- 10] . On his view, the thesis that congruence (for line s'egments or time
intervals) is conventional is true only in the trivial sense that "the meaning of every word in the language is conventional" (20, p. 9]: instead of
being an insight into the status of spatial or temporal equality, the conventionality of congruence is a semantical platitude expressing our freedom to decree the referents of the word 'congruent,' a freedom which we
can exercise in regard to any linguistic symbols whatever which have not
already been preempted semantically. Thus, we are told that though the
conventionality of congruence is merely an unenlightening triviality holding for the language of any field of inquiry whatever, it has been misleadingly inflated into a philosophical doctrine about the relation of spatiatemporal equality purporting to codify fundamental features endemic to
the materials of geochronometry. Eddington's conclusion that only the
use of the word 'congruent' but not the ascription of the congruence relation can be held to be a matter of convention has also been defended by
a cognate argument which invokes the theory of models of uninterpreted
formal calculi as follows : ( i) physical geometry is a spatially interpreted
abstract calculus, and this interpretation of a formal system was effected
by semantical rules which are all equally conventional and among which
the definition of the relation term 'congruent' (for line segments) does
not occupy an epistemologically distinguished position, since we are just
as free to give a noncustomary interpretation of the abstract sign 'point'

as of the sign 'congruent'; (ii) this model theoretic conception makes it
apparent that there can be no basis at all for an epistemological distinction within the system of physical geochronometry between factual statements, on the one hand, and supposedly conventional assertions of rigidity and isochronism on the other; (iii) the factual credentials of physical
geometry or chronometry can no more be impugned by adducing the alleged conventionality of rigidity and isochronism than one could gainsay
the factuality of genetics by incorrectly affirming the conventionality of
the relation of uniting which obtains between two gametes when forming
a zygote.
When defending the alternative metrizability of space and time and
the resulting possibility of giving either a Euclidean or a non-Euclidean
description of the same spatial facts, Poincare had construed the conventionality of congruence as an epistemological discovery about the status
of the relation of spatial or temporal equality. The proponent of the foregoing model theoretic argument therefore indicts Poincare's defense of
the feasibility of choosing the metric geometry as amiss, misleading, and
unnecessary, deeming this choice to be automatically assured by the theory
of models. And, by the same token, this critic maintains that there is just
as little r~son for our having posed the principal question of this essay
as there would be for instituting a philosophical inquiry as to the sense in
which genetics as such can be held to have an empirical warrant. Whereas
the aforementio d group of critics has charged the conventionality of
congruence with being only triviaiiy true, such thinkers as Russell and
Whitehead have strongly opposed that doctrine because they deemed it
• false.
to be importantly
These strictures call for critical scrutiny, and their rebuttal is included
among the polemical objectives of this essay. Before turning to their refutation, which will be presented in Section 5 below, I shall (a) set forth
the rationale of the principal concern of this essay; (b) articulate the
meaning of the contention that rigidity and isochronism are conventional;
(c ) assess the respective merits of the several justifications which have
been given for that thesis by its advocates; and (d) develop its import for
( i) the epistemological status of geochronometry and of explanatory prin·iplcs in dynamics, and (ii) alternative formulations of physical theory.
S ctions 6 and 7 will then come to grips with the articulation of the answer to the priucipal inquiry of this essay.
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2. The Criteria of Rigidity and Isochronism: The Epistemological
Status of Spatial and Temporal Congruence
(i) The Clash between Newton's and Riemann's Conceptions of Congruence and the Role of Conventions in Geochronometry.
The metrical comparisons of separate spatial and temporal intervals required for geochronometry involve rigid rods and isochronous clocks. Is
this involvement of a transported congruence standard to which separate
intervals can be referred a matter of the mere ascertainment of an otherwise intrinsic equality or inequality obtaining among these intervals?
Or is reference to the congruence standard essential to the very existence of these relations? More specifically, we must ask the following questions:
1. What is the warrant for the claim that a solid rod remains rigid
under transport in a spatial region free from inhomogeneous thermal,
elastic, electromagnetic, and other "deforming" or "perturbational" influences? The geometrically pejorative characterization of thermal and
other inhomogeneities in space as "deforming" or "perburbational" is due
to the fact that they issue in a dependence of the coincidence behavior of
transported solid rods on the latter's chemical composition, and mutatis
mutandis in a like dependence of the rates of clocks.
2. What are the grounds for asserting that a clock which is not perturbed in the sense just specified is isochronous?
This pair of questions and their far-reaching philosophical ramifications
will occupy us in Sections 2-5. It will first be in Section 7 that we shall
deal with the further issues posed by the logic of making corrections to
compensate for deformations and rate variations exhibited by rods and
clocks respectively when employed geochronometrically under perturbing
conditions.
In the Principia, Newton states his thesis of the intrinsicality of the
metric in "container" space and the corresponding contention for absolute time as follows:
. .. the common people conceive those quantities [i.e., time, space, place,
and motion] under no other notions but from the relation they bear to
sensible objects. And thence arise certain prejudices, for the removing of
which it will be convenient to distinguish them into absolute and relative,
true and apparent, mathematical and common [54, p. 6] ... . because
the parts of space cannot be seen, or distinguished from one another by
our senses, th erefore in their stead we use sensible measures of them . For

from the positions and distances of things from any body considered as
immovable, we define all places; and then with respect to such places, we
estimate all motions, considering bodies as transferred from some of those
places into others. And so, instead of absolute places and motions, we
use relative ones; and that without any inconvenience in common affairs;
but in philosophical disquisitions, we ought to abstract from our senses,
and consider things themselves, distinct from what are only sensible measures of them. For it may be that there is no body really at rest, to which
the places and motions of others may be referred [54, p. 8]... . those
... defile the purity of mathematical and philosophical truths, who con~e~d real quantities with their relations and sensible measures [54, p. 11].
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I. Absolute, true, and mathematical time, of itself, and from its own
nature, flows equably 1 without relation to anything external and by another name is called duration: relative, apparent, and common time, is
some sensible and external (whether accurate or unequable) measure of
duration by the means of motion, which is commonly used instead of true
time; such as an hour, a day, a month, a year.
II. Absolute space, in its own nature, without relation to anything external, remains always similar and immovable. Relative space is some movable dimension or measure of the absolute spaces; which our senses determine by its position to bodies; and which is commonly taken for immovable space; such is the dimension of a subterraneous, an aerial, or
celestial space, determined by its position in respect of the earth. Absolute
and relative space are the same in figure and magnitude; but they do not
remain always numerically the same. For if the earth, for instance, moves,
a space of our air, which relatively and in respect of the earth remains always the same, will at one time be one part of the absolute space into
which the air passes; at another time it will be another part of the same,
and so, absolutely understood, it will be continually changed [54, p. 6].
. . . Absolute time, in astronomy, is distinguished from relative, by the
equation or correction of the apparent time. For the natural days are truly
un equal, though they are commonly considered as equal, and used for a
measure of time; astronomers correct this inequality that they may measure the celestial motions by a more accurate time. It may be, that there
is no such thing as an equable motion, whereby time may be accurately
measured. All motions may be accelerated and retarded, but the flowing
of absolute time is not liable to any change. The duration or perseverance
of the existence of things remain the same, whether the motions are swift
or slow, or none at all: and therefore this duration ought to be distin'It is Newton's conception of the attributes of "equable" (i.e., congruent) time
lnt ·rvn ls which will be subjected to critical examination and found untenable in this
·ssuy. But I li kew ise reject New ton 's view that the concept of " flow" has relevance to
lh · li111 · of phys ics , as distin ct from the time of psychology: see [32, Sec. 4] .
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guished from what are only sensible measures thereof; and from which
we deduce it, by means of the astronomical equation (54, pp. 7-8].

congruence of one's eyes or by one's mood-dependent psychological estimates of duration. This interpretation of Newton is fully attested by the
following specific assertions of his:
i. "Absolute and relative space are the same in figure and magnitude,"
a declaration which is incompatible with Northrop's interpretation of relative space as "the immediately sensed spatial extension of, and relation
between, sensed data (which is a purely private space, varying with the
degree of one's astigmatism or the clearness of one's vision) " (56, p. 76] .
ii. As examples of merely "relative" times, Newton cites any "sensible
and external (whether accurate or unequable [nonuniform]) measure of
duration" such as "an hour, a day, a month, a year" [54, p. 6] . And he
adds that the apparent time commonly used as a measure of time is based
on natural days which are "truly unequal," true equality being allegedly
achievable by astronomical corrections compensating for the non uniformity of the earth's rotational motion caused by tidal friction, etc. 2 But
Northrop erroneously takes Newton's relative time to be the "immediately sensed time" which "varies from person to person, and even for a
single person passes very quickly under certain circumstances and drags
under others" and asserts incorrectly that Newton identified with absolute time the public time "upon which the ordinary time of social usage
is based."
iii. Newton illustrates relative motion by reference to the kinematic
relation between a body on a moving ship, the ship, and the earth, these
relations being defined in the customary manner of physics without phenomenal space or time.
Northrop is entirely right in going on to say that Einstein's conceptual
innovations in the theory of relativity cannot be construed, as they have
been in certain untutored quarters, as the abandonment of the distinction
between physically public and privately or egocentrically sensed space and
time. But Northrop's misinterpretation of the Newtonian conception of
"relative" space and time prevents him from pointing out that Einstein's
philosophical thesis can indeed be characterized epigrammatically as the
·nl"l~ron ement of the very relational conception of the space-time framework which Newton sought to proscribe by his use of the terms "relative,"
"a pparcnt," and "common" as philosophically disparaging epithets!
Lon g before the theory of relativity was propounded, a relational con-

Newton's fundamental contentions here are that (a) the identity of
points in the physical container space in which bodies are located and of
the instants of receptacle time at which physical events occur is autonomous and not derivative: physical things and events do not first define,
by their own identity, the points and instants which constitute their loci
or the loci of other things and events, and (b) receptacle space and time
each has its own intrinsic metric, which exists quite independently of the
existence of material rods and clocks in the universe, devices whose function is at best the purely epistemic one of enabling us to ascertain the intrinsic metrical relations in the receptacle space and time contingently
containing them . Thus, for example, even when clocks, unlike the rotating earth, run "equably" or uniformly, these periodic devices merely record but do not define the temporal metric. And what Newton is therefore rejecting here is a relational theory of space and time which asserts
that (a) bodies and events first define points and instants by conferring
their identity upon them, thus enabling them to serve as the loci of other
bodies and events, and (b) instead of having an intrinsic metric, physical
space and time are metrically amorphous pending explicit or tacit appeal
to the bodies which are first to define their respective metrics. To be sure,
Newton would also reject quite emphatically any identification or isomorphism of absolute space and time, on the one hand, with the psychological space and time of conscious awareness whose respective metrics
are given by unaided ocular congruence and by psychological estimates
of duration, on the other. But one overlooks the essential point here, if
one is led to suppose with F. S.C. Northrop (see, for example, (56], pp.
76-77) that the relative, apparent, and common space and time which
Newton contrasts with absolute, true, and mathematical space and time
are the private visual space and subjective psychological time of immediate sensory experience. For Newton makes it unambiguously clear,
as shown by the quoted passages, that his relative space and time are indeed that public space and time which is defined by the system of relations between material bodies and events, and not the egocentrically private space and time of phenomenal experience. The "sensible" measures
discussed by Newton as constitutive of "relative" space and time are those
furnished by the public bodies of the physicist, not by the unaided ocular
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• The logical shthts of th e criterion of uniformity implicitly invoked here will be disl"llss·cl nt lc uglh iu Sec. 4, part (i) below.
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ception of the metric of space and time diametrically opposite to Newton's was enunciated by Riemann in the following words:
Definite parts of a manifold, which are distinguished from one another
by a mark or boundary are called quanta. Their quantitative comparison
is effected by means of counting in the case of discrete magnitudes and
by measurement in the case of continuous ones.3 Measurement consists
in bringing the magnitudes to be compared into coincidence; for measurement, one therefore needs a means which can be applied (transported)
as a standard of magnitude. If it is lacking, then two magnitudes can be
compared only if one is a [proper] part of the other and then only according to more or less, not with respect to how much. . . . in the case of
a discrete manifold, the principle [criterion] of the metric relations is
already implicit in [intrinsic to] the concept of this manifold, whereas in
the case of a continuous manifold, it must be brought in from elsewhere
[extrinsically]. Thus, either the reality underlying space must form a discrete manifold or the reason for the metric relations must be sought extrinsically in binding forces which act on the manifold. [75, pp. 274, 286.]
Although we shall see in part (iii) of Section 2 that Riemann was mistaken in supposing that the first part of this statement will bear critical
scrutiny as a characterization of continuous manifolds in general, he does
render here a fundamental feature of the continua of physical space and
time, which are manifolds whose elements, taken singly, all have zero
magnitude. And this basic feature of the spatiotemporal continua will
presently be seen to invalidate decisively the Newtonian claim of the intrinsicality of the metric in empty space and time. When now proceeding to state the upshot of Riemann's declaration for the spatiotemporal
congruence issue before us, we shall not need to be concerned with either
of the following two facets of his thesis: ( 1) the inadequacies arising from
Riemann's treatment of discrete and continuous types of order as jointly
exhaustive and (2) the prophetic character of his suggestion that the
"reason for the metric relations must be sought extrinsically in the binding forces which act on the manifold" as a precursor of Einstein's original
quest to implement Mach's Principle in the general theory of relativity
[25; 36, pp. 526-527] .
Construing Riemann's statement as applying not only to lengths but
also, mutatis mutandis, to areas and to volumes of higher dimensions, he
gives the following sufficient condition for the intrinsic definability and
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nondefinability of a metric without claiming it to be necessary as well:
in the case of a discretely ordered set, the "distance" between two elements can be defined intrinsically in a rather natural way by the cardinality of the smallest number of intervening elements. 4 On the other hand,
upon confronting the extended continuous manifolds of physical space
and time, we see that neither the cardinality of intervals nor any of their
other topological properties provide a basis for an intrinsically defined
metric. The first part of this conclusion was tellingly emphasized by Cantor's proof of the equicardinality of all positive in tervals independently of
their length. Thus, there is no intrinsic attribute of the space between the
end points of a line-segment AB, or any relation between these two points
themselves, in virtue of which the interval AB could be said to contain
the same amount of space as the space between the termini of another
interval CD not coinciding with AB. Corresponding remarks apply to the
time continuum. Accordingly, the continuity we postulate for physical
space and time furnishes a sufficient condition for their intrinsic metrical
amorphousness. 5
This intrinsic metric amorphousness is made further evident by reference to the axioms for spatial congruence [99, pp. 42-50]. These axioms
preempt "congruent" (for intervals) to be a spatial equality predicate by

• Riemann apparently does not consider sets which are neither discrete nor continuous, but we shall consider the significan ce of that omission below.

• The basis for the discrete ordering is not here at issue : it can be conventional, as
in the case of the letters of the alphabet, or it may arise from special properties and relations characterizing the objects possessing the specified order.
• Clearly, this does not preclude the existence of sufficient conditions other than continuity for the intrinsic metrical amorphousness of sets. But one cannot invoke densely
ordered, denumerable sets of points (instants) in an endeavor to show that discontinuous sets of such elements may likewise lack an intrinsic metric: even without measure
theory, ordinary analytic geometry allows the deduction that the length of a denumerab/y infinite point set is intrinsically zero. This result is evident from the fact that since
each point (more accurately, each unit point set or degenerate subinterval) has length
zero, we obtain zero as the intrinsic length of the densely ordered denumerable point
set upon summing, in accord with the usual limit definition, the sequence of zero
I •ngths obtainable by denumeration ( cf. Griinbaum (33, pp. 297-298] ). More genernlly, the measure of a denumerable point set is always zero (cf. Hobson (41 , p. 166])
unless one succeeds in developing a very restrictive intuitionistic measure theory of some
sort.
These considerations show incidentally that space intervals cannot be held to be
111crcly denumerable aggregates. Hence in the context of our post-Cantorean meaning
of "continuous," it is actually not as damaging to Riemann's statement as it might seem
pri ma facie that he neglected the denumerable dense sets by incorrectly treating the
discrete and continuous types of order as jointly exhaustive. Moreover, since the dis1iuction between denumerable and super-denumerable dense sets was almost certainly
un know n to Riemann , it is likely that by "continuous" he merely intended the prop·rty which we now call " dense." Evidence of such an earlier usage of "continuous" is
fouud as laic ns 19 14 ( cf. Russell [80, p. 138]) .
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assuring the reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity of the congruence relation in the class of spatial intervals. But although having thus preempted
the use of "congruent," the congruence axioms still allow an infinitude
of mutually exclusive congruence classes of intervals, where it is to be
understood that any particular congruence class is a class of classes of congruent intervals whose lengths are specified by a particular distance function ds 2 = g1kdx1dxk. And we just saw that there are no intrinsic metric
attributes of intervals which could be invoked to single out one of these
congruence classes as unique.
How then can we speak of the assumedly continuous physical space as
having a metric or mutatis mutandis suppose that the physical time continuum has a unique metric? The answer can be none other than the
following: 6 Only the choice of a particular extrinsic congruence standard
can determine a unique congruence class, the rigidity or self-congruence
of that standard under transport being decreed by convention, and similarly for the periodic devices which are held to be isochronous (uniform)
clocks. Thus the role of the spatial or temporal congruence standard cannot be construed with Newton or Russell ([81]; cf. also Section 5, part (i)
below) to be the mere ascertainment of an otherwise intrinsic equality
obtaining between the intervals belonging to the congruence class defined by it. Unless one of two segments is a subset of the other, the congruence of two segments is a matter of convention, stipulation, or definition and not a factual matter concerning which empirical findings could
show one to have been mistaken. And hence there can be no question at
all of an empirically or factually determinate metric geometry or chronometry until after a physical stipulation of congruence.7
6 The conclusion which is about to be stated will appear unfounded to those who
follow A. N. Whitehead in rejecting the "bifurcation of nature," which is assumed in
its premises. But in Sec. 5 below, the reader will find a detailed rebuttal of the White·
headian contention that perceptual space and time do have an intrinsic metric and
that once the allegedly illegitimate distinction between physical and perceptual space
(or time) has been jettisoned, an intrinsic metric can hence be meaningfully imputed
to physical space and time. Cf. also A. Griinbaum, "Whitehead's Philosophy of Sci·
ence," Philosophical Review, 71:218-219 (1962).
7 A. d'Abro [16, p. 27] has offered an unsound illustration of the thesis that the
metric in a continuum is conventional: he considers a stream of sounds of varying
pitch and points out that a congruence criterion based on the successive auditory octaves of a given musical note would be at variance with the congruence defined by
equal differences between the associated frequencies of vibration, since the frequency
differences between successive octaves are not equal. But instead of constituting an
example of th e alternative metrizability of the same mathematically continuous manifold of clements, d'Abro's illustration involves the metrizations of two different mani-
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In the case of geometry, the specification of the intervals which are
stipulated to be congruent is given by the distance function
ds = ygtkdx 1dxk,
congruent intervals being those which are assigned equal lengths ds by
this function. Whether the intervals defined by the coincidence behavior
of the transported rod are those to which the distance function assigns
equal lengths ds or not will depend on our selection of the functions g1k.
Thus, if the components of the metric tensor g1k are suitably chosen in
any given coordinate system, then the transported rod will have been
stipulated to be congruent to itself everywhere indcpcndcntly of its position and orientation. On the other hand, by an appropriately different
choice of the functions g1k, the length ds of the transported rod will be
made to vary with position or orientation instead of being constant. Once
congruence has been defined via the distance function ds, the geodesics
(straight lines) 8 associated with that choice of congruence are determined,
since the family of geodesics is defined by the variational requirement
ofds = 0, which takes the form of a differential equation whose solution
is the equation of the family of geodesics. The geometry characterizing
the relations of the geodesics in question is likewise determined by the
distance function ds, because the Gaussian curvature K of every surface
element at any point in space is fixed by the functions g1k ingredient in the
distance function ds.
There are therefore alternative metrizations of the same factual coincidence relations sustained by a transported rod, and some of these alternative definitions of congruence will give rise to different metric geometries than others. Accordingly, via an appropriate definition of congruence
we are free to choose as the description of a given body of spatial facts any
folds only one of which is continuous in the mathematical sense. For the auditory contents sustaining the relation of being octaves of one another are elements of a merely
sensory " continuum." Moreover, we shall see in part (iii) of this section that while
holding for the mathematical continua of physical space and time, whose elements
(points and instants) are respectively alike both qualitatively and in magnitude, the
I hcsis of the conventionality of the metric cannot be upheld for all kinds of mathemati·;tl continua, Riemann and d'Abro to the contrary notwithstanding.
" The geodesics are called "straight lines" when discussing their relations in the cont xt of sy nthetic geometry. But this identification must not be taken to entail that
very geodesic connection of two points is a line of shortest distance between them. For
once we abandon the restriction to Euclidean geometry, being a geodesic connection is
only ;t necessary and not also a suffi cient condition for being the shortest distance [86,
pp . 140- 14 3J.
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metric geometry compatible with the existing topology. Moreover, we
shall find later on (Section 3, part (iii)) that there are infinitely many
incompatible definitions of congruence which will implement the choice
of any one metric geometry, be it the Euclidean one or one of the nonEuclidean geometries.
An illustration will serve to give concrete meaning to this general formulation of the conventionality of spatial congruence. Consider a physical
surface such as part or all of an infinite blackboard and suppose it to be
equipped with a network of Cartesian coordinates. The customary metrization of such a surface is based on the congruence defined by the coincidence behavior of transported rods: line segments whose termini have
coordinate differences dx and dy are assigned a length ds given by

circular arcs. 9 It is now clear that the hyperbolic metrization of the semiblackboard possesses not only mathematical but also epistemological credentials as good as those of the Euclidean one.
It might be objected that although not objectionable epistemologically,
there is a pedantic artificiality and even perverse complexity in all congruence definitions which do not assign equal lengths ds to the intervals
defined by the coincidence behavior of a solid rod. The grounds of this
objection would be that (a) there are no convenient and familiar natural
objects whose coincidence behavior under transport furnishes a physical
realization of the bizarre, noncustomary congruences, and (b) after correcting for the chemically dependent distortional idiosyncrasies of various

ds

= ydx 2 + dy2 ,

and the geometry associated with this metrization of the surface is, of
course, Euclidean. But we are also at liberty to employ a different metrization in part or all of this space. Thus, for example, we could equally
legitimately metrize the portion above the x-axis by means of the new
metric
Jdx 2

ds

= '\j

+ dy

2

yz

This alternative metrization is incompatible with the customary one : for
example, it makes the lengths ds = dx/y of horizontal segments whose
termini have the same coordinate differences dx depend on where they
are along the y-axis. Consequently, the new metric would commit us to
regard a segment for which dx = 2 at y = 2 as congruent to a segment
for which dx = 1 at y = 1, although the customary metrization would
regard the length ratio of these segments to be 2: 1. But, of course, the
new metric does not say that a transported solid rod will coincide successively with the intervals belonging to the congruence class defined by that
metric; instead it allows for this noncoincidence by making the length of
the rod a suitably nonconstant function of its position. And this noncustomary congruence definition, which was suggested by Poincare, confers a hyperbolic geometry on the half plane y > 0 of the customarily
Euclidean plane: the associated geodesics in the half plane are a family
of hyperbolically related lines whose infinitude is assured by the behavior
of the new metric as y-,) 0 and whose Euclidean status is that of semi-
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• The reader can convince himself that the new metrization issues in a hyperbolic
geometry by noting that now gu = 1/y", gu = g.,_ = 0, and g.. = 1/y" and then using
these components of the metric tensor to obtain a negative value of the Gaussian
curvature K via Gauss's fonnula. (For a statement of this formula, sec, for example,
F. Klein [44, p. 281].)
To determine what particular curves in the semiblackboard are the geodesics of
our hyperbolic metric
ds

= y'd:x" + dy" ,
,--:--;;-- 7 - : : -

y

one must substitute this ds and carry out the variation in \ he equation 6fds = 0,
which is the defining condition for the family of geodesics. The desired geodesics of
our new metric must therefore be given by the equation

aJ ~1 + ~~r

dx=O.

It is shown in the calculus of variations (cf., for example [48, pp. 193-195]) that this
variational equation requires the following differential equation-known as Euler's
equation-to be satisfied, if we put

I=

~1 +(~)"
y

oi d ai
oy- dx a(~n =O.

Upon substituting our value of I, we obtain the differential equation of the family
of geodesics:

::.+ ~ [1 +e~r J=0.

The solution of this equation is of the form
(x - k)" + y" = R",
where k and R are constants of integration, and thus represents-Eudideanly speaking-a bmily of circles centered on and perpendicular to the x-axis, the upper semicircles being the geodesics of Poincare's remetrized half plane above the x-axis.
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between the time r defined by periodic astronomical processes and the
time t defined by atomic ones, t 0 being an appropriately chosen arbitrary
constant. The nonlinearity of the relation between these two kinds of
time is of paramount importance here, because it assures that two intervals which are congruent in one of these two time scales will be incongruent in the other. Clearly, it would be utterly gratuitous to regard one
of these two congruences as bizarre, since each of them is presumed to
have a physical realization. And the choice between these scales is incontestably conventional, for it is made quite clear in Milne's theory that

their associated different metric descriptions of the world are factually
equivalent and hence equally true.
What would be the verdict of the Newtonian proponent of the intrinsicality of the metric on the examples of alternative metrizability which
we gave both for space (Poincare's hyperbolic metrization of the half
plane) and also for time (general theory of relativity and Milne's cosmology)? He would first note correctly that once it is understood that
the term "congruent," as applied to intervals, is to denote a refl exive, symmetrical, and transitive relation in this class of geometrical configurations,
then the use of this term is restricted to designating a spatial equality relation. But then the Newtonian would proceed to claim unjustifiably that
the spatial equality obtaining between congruent line segments of physical space (or between regions of surfaces and of 3-space respectively) consists in their each containing the same intrinsic amount of space. And having introduced this false premise, he would feel entitled to contend that
( l) it is never legitimate to choose arbitrarily what specific intervals are
to be regarded as congruent, and ( 2) as a corollary of this lack of choice,
there is no room for selecting the lines which are to be regarded as straight
and hence no choice among alternative geometric descriptions of actual
physical space, since the geodesic requirement 8f ds = 0 which must be
satisfied by the straight lines is subject to the restriction that only the
members of the unique class of intrinsically equal line segments may ever
be assigned the same length ds. By the same token, the Newtonian asserts that only "truly" (intrinsically) equal time intervals may be regarded
as congruent and therefore holds that there exists only one legitimate
metrization of the time continuum, a conclusion which he then attempts
to buttress further by adducing certain causal considerations from Newtonian dynamics which will be refuted in Section 4, part (i) below.
It is of the utmost importance to realize clearly that the thesis of the
conventionality of congruence is, in the first instance, a claim concerning
structural properties of physical space and time; only the semantical corollary of that thesis concerns the language of the geochronometric description of the physical world. Having failed to appreciate this fact, some
philosophers were led to give a shallow caricature of the debate between
the Newtonian, who affirms the factuality of congruence on the strength
of the alleged intrinsicality of the metric, and his Riemannian conventioualistic critic. According to the burlesqued version of this controversy,
the Ricn1annian is offering no more than a semantical truism, and the
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kinds of solids in inhomogeneous thermal, electric, and other fields, all
transported solid bodies furnish the same physical intervals, and thus they
realize only one of the infinitude of incompatible mathematical congruences. Mutatis mutandis, the same objection might be raised to any definition of temporal congruence which does not accord with the cycles of
standard material clocks. The reply to this criticism is twofold :
1. The prima-facie plausibility of the demand for simplicity in the
choice of the congruence definition gives way to second thoughts the moment it is realized that the desideratum of simplicity requires consideration not only of the congruence definition but also of the latter's bearing
on the form of the associated system of geometry and physics. And our
discussions in Sections 4 and 6 will show that a bizarre definition of congruence may well have to be countenanced as the price for the attainment
of the over-all simplicity of the total theory. Specifically, we anticipate
Section 4, part ( ii) by just mentioning here that although Einstein merely alludes to the possibility of a noncustomary definition of spatial congruence in the general theory of relativity without actually availing himself of it [21, p. 161 ], he does indeed utilize in that theory what our putative objector deems a highly artificial definition of temporal congruence,
since it is not given by the cycles of standard material clocks.
2. It is particularly instructive to note that the cosmology of E. A.
Milne [51, p. 22] postulates the actual existence in nature of two metrically different kinds of clocks whose respective periods constitute physical realizations of incompatible mathematical congruences. Specifically,
Milne's assumptions lead to the result that there is a nonlinear relation
r

= tolog( : + to
)
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Newtonian assertion of metric absolutism can be dismissed as an evident
absurdity on purely semantical grounds, since it is the denial of that mere
truism. More specifically, the detractors suppose that their trivialization
of the congruence issue can be vindicated by pointing out that we are, of
course, free to decree the referents of the unpreempted word "congruent,"
because such freedom can be exercised with respect to any as yet semantically uncommitted term or string of symbols whatever. And, in this way,
they misconstrue the conventionality of congruence as merely an inflated
special case of a semantical banality holcling for any and all linguistic signs
or symbols, a banality which we shall call "trivial semantical conventionalism" or, in abbreviated form, "TSC."
No one, of course, will wish to deny that qua uncommitted signs, the
terms "spatially congruent" and "temporally congruent" are fully on a par
in regard to the trivial conventionality of the semantical rules governing
their use with all linguistic symbols whatever. And thus a sensible person
would hardly wish to contest that the unenlightening affirmation of the
conventionality of the use of the unpreempted word "congruent" is indeed a subthesis of TSC. But it is a serious obfuscation to identify the
Riemann-Poincare doctrine that the ascription of the congruence or
equality relation to space or time intervals is conventional with the platitude that the use of the unpreempted word "congruent" is conventional.
And it is therefore totally incorrect to conclude that the Riemann-Poincare tenet is merely a gratuitously emphasized special case of TSC. For
what these mathematicians are advocating is not a doctrine about the
semantical freedom we have in the use of the uncommitted sign "congruent." Instead, they are putting forward the initially nonsemantical
claim that the continua of physical space and time each lack an intrinsic
metric. And the metric amorphousness of these continua then serves to
explain that even after the word "congruent" has been preempted semantically as a spatial or temporal equality predicate by the axioms of congruence, congruence remains ambiguous in the sense that these axioms
still allow an infinitude of mutually exclusive congruence classes of intervals. Accordingly, fundamentally nonsemantical considerations are used
to show that only a conventional choice of one of these congruence
classes can provide a unique standard of length equality. In short, the
conventionality of congruence is a claim not about the noise "congruent"
but about the character of the conditions relevant to the obtaining of
the relation denoted by the term "congruent." For alternative metriza-

bility is not a matter of the freedom to use the semantically uncommitted
noise "congruent" as we please; instead, it is a matter of the nonuniqueness of a relation term already preempted as the physico-spatial (or temporal) equality predicate. And tllis nonuniqueness arises from tile lack
of an intrinsic metric in tile continuous manifolds of physical space and
time.
The epistemological status of the Riemann-Poincare conventionality
of congruence is fully analogous to that of E instein's conventionality of
simultaneity. And if the reasoning used by critics of the form er in an endeavor to establish the banality of the form er were actually sound, then,
as we shall now show, it would follow by a precisely similar argument that
Einstein's enunciation of the conventionality of simultaneity [23, Section 1] was no more than a turgid statement of the platitude that the
uncommitted word "simultaneous" (or "gleichzeitig" ) may be used as
we please. In fact, in view of the complete epistemological affinity of the
conventionality of congruence with the conventionality of simultaneity,
which we are about to exhibit, it will be useful subsequently to combine
these two theses under the name "geochronometric conventionalism" or,
in abbreviated form, "GC."
We saw in the case of spatial and temporal congruence that congruence is conventional in a sense otller tllan that prior to being preempted
semantically, the sign "congruent" can be used to denote anything we
please. Mutatis mutandis, we now wish to show that precisely the same
holds for the conventionality of metrical simultaneity. Once we have furnished this demonstration as well, we shall have established that neitller
of the component claims of conventionality in our compound GC thesis
is a subthesis of TSC.
We proceed in Einstein's manner in the special theory of relativity and
first decree that the noise "topologically simultaneous" denote the relation of not being connectible by a physical causal (signal) chain, a relation which may obtain between two physical events. We now ask : Is this
definition unique in the sense of assuring that one and only one event at
a point Q will be topologically simultaneous with a given event occurring
at a point P elsewhere in space? The answer to this question depends on
facts of mture, namely on the range of the causal chains existing in the
physical world . Thus, once the above definition is given, its uniqueness
is not a matt-er subject to regulation by semantical convention . If now we
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assume with Einstein as a fact of nature that light in vacuo is the fastest
causal chain, then this postulate entails the nonuniqueness of the definition of "topological simultaneity" given above and thereby also prevents
topological simultaneity from being a transitive relation. On the other
hand, if the facts of the physical world had the structure assumed by
Newton, this nonuniqueness would not arise. Accordingly, the structure
of the facts of the world postulated by relativity prevents the above definition of "topological simultaneity" from also serving, as it stands, as a
metrical synchronization rule for clocks at the spatially separated points
P and Q. Upon coupling this result with the relativistic assumption that
transported clocks do not define an absolute metrical simultaneity, we see
that the facts of the world leave the equality relation of metrical simultaneity indeterminate, for they do not confer upon topological simultaneity the uniqueness which it would require to serve as the basis of metrical simultaneity as well. Therefore, the assertion of that indeterminateness
and of the corollary that metrical simultaneity is made determinate by convention is in no way tantamount to the purely semantical assertion that
the mere uncommitted noise "metrically simultaneous" must be given. a
physical interpretation before it can denote and that this interpretation is
trivially a matter of convention.
Far from being a claim that a mere linguistic noise is still awaiting an
assignment of semantical meaning, the assertion of the factual indeterminateness of metrical simultaneity concerns facts of nature which find
expression in the residual nonuniqueness of the definition of "topological
simultaneity" once the latter has already been given. And it is thus impossible to construe this residual nonuniqueness as being attributable to
taciturnity or tight-lippedness on Einstein's part in telling us what he
means by the noise "simultaneous." Here, then, we are confronted with
a kind of logical gap needing to be filled by definition which is precisely
analogous to the case of congruence, where the continuity of space and
time issued in the residual nonuniqueness of the congruence axioms.
When I say that metrical simultaneity is not wholly factual but contains a conventional ingredient, what am I asserting? I am claiming none
other than that the residual nonuniqueness or logical gap cannot be removed by an appeal to facts but only by a conventional choice of a unique
pair of events at P and at Q as metrically simultaneous from within the
class of pairs that are topologically simultaneous. And when I assert that

it was a great philosophical (as well as physical) achievement for Einstein
to have discovered the conventionality of metrical simultaneity, I am
crediting Einstein not with the triviality of having decreed semantically
the meaning of the noise "metrically simultaneous" (or "gleichzeitig")
but with the recognition that, contrary to earlier belief, the facts of nature are such as to deny the required kind of semantical univocity to the
already preempted term "simultaneous" ( "gleichzcitig"). In short, Einstein's insight that metrical simultaneity is conventional is a contribution
to the theory of time rather than to semantics, because it concerns tlle
character of tlle conditions relevant to tl1e obtaining ot tl1e relation denoted by tlle term "metrically simultaneous."
The conventionality of metrical simultaneity has just been formulated
without any reference whatever to the relative motion of different Galilean frames and does not depend upon there being a relativity or nonconcordance of simultaneity as between different Galilean frames. On the
contrary, it is the conventionality of simultaneity which provides the logical framework within which the relativity of simultaneity can first be
understood: if eacll Galilean observer adopts the particular metrical synchronization rule adopted by Einstein in Section 1 of his fundamental
paper [23]-a rule which corresponds to the value ( = Y2 in the Reichenbach notation [72, p. 127]-then the relative motion of Galilean frames
issues in their choosing as metrically simultaneous different pairs of events
from within the class of topologically simultaneous events at P and Q, a
result embodied in the familiar Minkowski diagram.
In discussing the definition of simultaneity [23, Section 1], Einstein
italicized the words "by definition" in saying that the equality of the to
and fro velocities of light between two points A and B is a matter of
definition. Thus, he is asserting that metrical simultaneity is a matter of
definition or convention. Do the detractors really expect anyone to believe
that Einstein put these words in italics to convey to the public that the
noise "simultaneous" can be used as we please? Presumably they would
recoil from this conclusion. But how else could they solve the problem of
making Einstein's avowedly conventionalist conception of metrical simultaneity compatible with their semantical trivialization of GC? H. Putnam,
one of the advocates of the view that the conventionality of congruence
is a suhthcsis of TSC, has sought to meet this difficulty along the following lines: in the case of the congruence of intervals, one would never run
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into trouble upon using the customary definition; but in the case of
simultaneity, actual contradictions would be encountered upon using the
customary classical definition of metrical simultaneity, which is based on
the transport of clocks and is vitiated by the dependence of the clock rates
(readings) on the transport velocity. But Putnam's retort will not do. For
the appeal to Einstein's recognition of the inconsistency of the classical
definition of metrical simultaneity accounts only for his abandonment of
the latter but does not illuminate-as does the thesis of the conventionality of simultaneity-the logical status of the particular set of definitions
which Einstein put in its place. Thus, the Putnamian retort does not recognize that the logical status of Einstein's synchronization rules is not at
all adequately rendered by saying that whereas the classical definition of
metrical simultaneity was inconsistent, Einstein's rules have the virtue of
consistency. For what needs to be elucidated is the nature of the logical
step leading to Einstein's particular synchronization scheme within the
wider framework of the alternative consistent sets of rules for metrical
simultaneity any one of which is allowed by the nonuniqueness of topological simultaneity. Precisely this elucidation is given, as we have seen, by
the thesis of the conventionality of metrical simultaneity.
We see therefore that the phi1osophica11y i11uminating conventionality
of an affirmation of the congruence of two intervals or of the metrical
simultaneity of two physical events does not inhere in the arbitrariness of
what linguistic sentence is used to express the proposition that a relation
of equality obtains among intervals, or that a relation of metrical simultaneity obtains between two physical events. Instead, the important conventionality lies in the fact that even after we have specified what respective linguistic sentences will express these propositions, a convention is
ingredient in each of the propositions expressed, i.e., in the very obtaining
of a congruence relation among intervals or of a metrical simultaneity
relation among events.
These considerations enable us to articulate the misunderstanding of
the conventionality of congruence to which the proponent of its model
theoretic trivialization ( cf. Section 1) fell prey. It will be recalled that
this critic argued somewhat as follows: "The theory of models of uninterpreted formal calculi shows that there can be no basis at all for an episte-

mological distinction within the system of physical geometry (or chronometry) between factual statements, on the one hand, and supposedly
conventional statements of rigidity (or isochronism), on the other. For
we are just as free to give a noncustomary spatial interpretation of, say,
the abstract sign "point" in the formal geometrical calculus as of the
sign "congruent," and hence the physical interpretation of the relation
term "congruent" (for line segments) cannot occupy an epistemologically distinguished position among the semantical rules effecting the interpretation of the formal system, all of which are on a par in regard to conventionality." But this objection overlooks that (a) the obtaining of the
spatial congruence relation provides scope for the role of convention because, independently of the particular formal geometrical calculus which
is being interpreted, the term "congruent" function s as a spa tial equality
predicate in its noncustomary spatial interpretations no less than in its
customary ones; (b) consequently, suitable alternative spatial interpretations of the term "congruent" and correlatively of "straight line" ( "geodesic") show that it is always a live option (subject to the restrictions
imposed by the existing topology) to give either a Euclidean or a nonEuclidean description of the same body of physico-geometrical facts; and
(c) by contrast, the possibility of alternative spatial interpretations of
such other primitives of rival geometrical calculi as "point" does not generally issue in this option. Our concern is to note that, even disregarding
inductive imprecision, the empirical facts themselves do not uniquely dictate the truth of either Euclidean geometry or of one of its non-Euclidean
rivals in virtue of the lack of an intrinsic metric. Hence in this context
the different spatial interpretations of the term "congruent" (and hence
of "straight line") in the respective geometrical calculi play a philosophically different role than do the interpretations of such other primitives of
these calculi as "point," since the latter generally have the same spatial
meaning in both the Euclidean and non-Euclidean descriptions. The preeminent status occupied by the interpretation of "congruent" in this context becomes apparent once we cease to look at physical geometry as a
spatially interpreted system of abstract synthetic geometry and regard it
instead as an interpreted system of abstract differential geometry of the
auss-Riemann type: by choosing a particular distance function
cls =

y gtkclx dxk

,. We shall see in our discussion of time measurement on the rotating disk of the
general theory of relativity in Sec. 4, part ( ii), that there is one sense of "trouble" for
which Putnam's statement would not hold.

for the line clement, we specify not only what segments are congruent
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and what lines are straights (geodesics) but the entire geometry, since the
metric tensor g1k fully determines the Gaussian curvature K. To be sure, if
one were discussing not the alternative between a Euclidean and nonEuclidean description of the same spatial facts but rather the set of a11
models (including non-spatial ones) of a given calculus, say the Euclidean one, then indeed the physical interpretation of "congruent" and of
"straight line" would not merit any more attention than that of other
primitives like "point." 11
We have argued that the continuity postulated for physical space and
time issues in the metric amorphousness of these manifolds and thus
makes for the conventionality of congruence, much as the conventionality
of nonlocal metrical simultaneity in special relativity is a consequence of
the postulational fact that light is the fastest causal chain in vacuo and
that clocks do not define an absolute metrical simultaneity under transport. But it might be objected that unlike the latter Einstein postulate,
the postulational ascription of continuity (in the mathematical sense) to
physical space and time instead of some discontinuous structure cannot
be regarded, even in principle, as a factual assertion in the sense of being
either true or false. For surely, this objection continues, there can be no
empirical grounds for accepting a geometry postulating continuous intervals in preference to one which postulates discontinuous intervals consisting of, say, only the algebraic or only the rational points. The rejection
of the latter kind of denumerable geometry in favor of a nondenumerable
one affirming continuity therefore has no kind of factual warrant but is
based solely on considerations of arithmetic convenience within the analytic part of geometry. And hence the topology is no less infested with
features springing from conventional choice than is the metric. Hence the
exponent of this criticism concludes that it is not only a misleading emphasis but outright incorrect for us to persevere in the course taken by
Carnap [8] and Reichenbach [72] and to discern conventional elements
in geometry only in the metrization of the topological substratum while
deeming the latter to be factual.
This plea for a conventionalist conception of continuity is not con-
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vincing, however. Admittedly, the justification for regarding continuity
as a broadly inductive framework principle of physical geometry cannot
be found in the direct verdicts of measuring rods, which could hardly disclose the super-denumerability of the points on the line. And prima facie
there is a certain measure of plausibility in the contention that the postulation of a super-denumerable infinity of irrational points in addition to a
denumerable set of rational ones is dictated solel y by the desire for such
arithmetical convenience as having closure under operation s like taking
the square root. But, even disregarding the Zenonian difficulties which
may vitiate denumerable geometries logically ( cf. footnote 5 above ), these
considerations lose much of their force, it would seem, as soon as one aplies the acid test of a convention to the conventionalist conception of
continuity in physical geometry: the feasibility of one or more alternate
formulations dispensing with the particular alleged convention and yet
permitting the successful rendition of the same total body of experiential findings, such as in the case of the choice of a particular system of
units of measurement. Upon applying this test, what do we find? Attempts to dispense with the continuum of classical mathematics (geometry and analysis) by providing adequate substitutes for the mathematics
used by the total body of advanced modern physical theory have been programmatic rather than successful. And this not for want of effort on the
part of their advocates. Thus, for example, the neointuitionistic endeavors
to base mathematics on more restrictive foundations involve mutilations
of mathematical physics whose range A. A. Fraenkel has characterized as
follows: "intuitionistic restriction of the concept of continuum and of its
handling in analysis and geometry, though carried out in quite different
ways by various intuitionistic schools, always goes as far as to exclude vital
parts of those two domains. (This is not altered by Brouwer's peculiar
way of admitting the continuum per seas a 'medium of free growth.')" 1 2
The impressive difficulties encountered in these endeavors to provide a
viable denumerable substitute for such topological components of the
geometry as continuity thus insinuate the following suspicion: the empirical facts codified in terms of the classical mathematical apparatus in our
most sophisticated and best-confirmed physical theories support continuity in a broadly inductive sense as a framework principle to the exclusion of

n We have been speaking of certain uninterpreted formal calculi as systems of syn·
thetic or differential geometry. It must be understood, however, that prior to being
given a spatial interpretation, these abstract deductive systems no more qualify as
geometries, strictly speaking, than as systems of genetics or of anything else; they arc
called "geometries," it would seem, only "because the name seems good, on cmo·
tiona] and traditional grounds, to a sufficient number of competent people" [90, p. 17J .

" A. A. Fracnkel andY. Bar-Hillel [29, p. 200] . Chapter IV of this work gives an
ad nmahly comprehensive and lucid survey of the respects in which neointuitionist restnct 1ons mvolvc trun cations of th e system of classical mathematics.
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the prima-facie rivals of the continuum. Pending the elaboration of a successful alternative to the continuum, therefore, the charge that in a geometry the topological component of continuity is no less conventional than
the metric itself seems to be unfounded.

( ii) Physical Congruence, Testability, and Operationism.
We have grounded the conventionality of spatial and temporal congruence on the continuity of the manifolds of space and time. And, in thus
arguing that "true," absolute, or intrinsic rigidity and isochronism are
nonexisting properties in these respective continua, we did not adduce
any phenomenalist or homocentric-operationist criterion of factual meaning. For we did not say that the actual and potential failure of human
testing operations to disclose "true rigidity" constitutes either its nonexistence or its meaninglessness. It will be well, therefore, to compare our
Riemannian espousal of the conventionality of rigidity and isochronism
with the reasoning of those who arrive at this conception of congruence
by arguing from nontestability or from an operationist view of scientific
concepts. Thus W . K. Clifford writes: "we have defined length or distance by means of a measure which can be carried about without changing its length. But how then is this property of the measure to be tested?
. . . Is it possible . . . that lengths do really change by mere moving
about, without our knowing it? Whoever likes to meditate seriously upon
this question will find that it is wholly devoid of meaning" [14, pp. 49, 50].
We saw that within our Riemannian framework of ideas, length is relational rather than absolute in a twofold sense: ( i) length obviously depends numerically on the units used and is thus arbitrary to within a constant factor, and ( ii) in virtue of the lack of an intrinsic metric, sameness
or change of the length possessed by a body in different places and at
13
It would be an error to believe that this conclusion requires serious qualification
in the light of recent suggestions of space (or time) quantization. For as H. Weyl has
noted [95, p. 43] : "so far it [i.e., the atomistic theory of space] has always remained
mere speculation and has never achieved sufficient contact with reality. How should
one understand the metric relations in space on the basis of this idea? If a square is
built up of miniature tiles, then there are as many tiles along the diagonal as there are
along the side; thus the diagonal should be equal in length to the side." And Einstein
has remarked (see The Meaning of Relativity (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1955 ), pp. 165-166) that "From the quantum phenomena it appears to follow with
certainty that a finite system of finite energy can be completely described by a finite set
of numbers (quantum numbers ). This does not seem to be in accordance with a continuum theory, and must lead to an attempt to find a purely algebraic theory for the
description of reality. But nobody knows how to obtain the basis of such a th eory."
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different times consists in the sameness or change respectively of the
ratio (relation) of that body to the conventional standard of congruence.
Whether or not this ratio changes is quite independent of any human
discovery of it: the number of times which a given body B will contain a
certain unit rod is a property of B that is not first conferred on B by human operations. And thus the relational character of length derives, in
the first instance, not from how we human beings discover lengths but
from the failure of the continuum of physical space to possess an intrinsic
metric, a failure obtaining quite independently of our measuring activities.
In fact, it is this relational character of length which prescribes and regulates the kinds of human operations appropriate to its discovery. Since, to
begin with, there exists no property of true rigidity to be disclosed by any
human test, no test could possibly reveal its presence. Accordingly, the
unascertainability of true rigidity by us humans is a consequence of its
nonexistence in physical space and evidence for that nonexistence but
not constitutive of it.
On the basis of this nonhomocentric relational conception of length,
the utter vacuousness of the following assertion is evident at once: overnight everything has expanded (i.e., increased its length) but such that all
length ratios remained unaltered. That such an alleged "expansion" will
elude any and all human test is then obviously explained by its not having
obtained: the increase in the ratios between all bodies and the congruence
standard which would have constituted the expansion avowedly did not
materialize.
We see that the relational theory of length and hence the particular
assertion of the vacuousness of a universal nocturnal expansion do not
depend on a grounding of the meaning of the metrical concepts of length
and duration on lmman testability or manipulations of rods and clocks in
the manner of Bridgman's homocentric operationism. 14 Moreover, there
is a further sense in which the Riemannian recognition of the need for a
specification of the congruence criterion does not entail an operationist
conception of congruence and length: as we noted preliminarily at the beginning of Section 2 and will see in detail in Section 7, the definition of
"congruence" on the basis of the coincidence behavior common to all
kinds of transported solid rods provides a rule of correspondence ( coordi" fo'or ~rg um c nts supporting the conclusion that homocentric operationism is simiIndy dispensa ble and, in fact, unsuccessful in giving an account of the conceptual in-

nova tions of I he spcci:d th eory of relativity, see [35] .
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native definition) through the mediation of hypotheses and laws that are
co11ateral to the abstract geometry receiving a physical interpretation. For
the physical laws used to compute the corrections for thermal and other
substance-specific deformations of solid rods made of different kinds of
materials enter integraiiy into the statement of the physical meaning of
"congruent." Thus, in the case of "length" no less than in most other
cases, operational definitions (in any distinctive sense of the term "operational") are a quite idealized and limiting species of correspondence rules.
Further illustrations of this fact are given by Reichenbach, who cites the
definitions of the unit of length on the basis of the wave length of cadmium light and also in terms of a certain fraction of the circumference
of the earth and writes: "Which distance serves as a unit for actual measurements can ultimately be given only by reference to some actual distance ... . We say with regard to the measuring rod ... that only
'ultimately' the reference is to be conceived in this form, because we
know that by means of the interposition of conceptual relations the reference may be rather remote" [72, p. 128]. An even stronger repudiation
of the operationist account of the definition of "length" because of its
failure to allow for the role of auxiliary theory is presented by K. R. Popper, who says: "As to the doctrine of operationalism-which demands
that scientific terms, such as length .. . should be defined in terms of
the appropriate experimental procedure-it can be shown quite easily that
all so-called operational definitions will be circular. . . . the circularity
of the operational definition of length . . . may be seen from the following facts: (a) the 'operational' definition of length involves temperature
corrections, and (b) the (usual) operational definition of temperature involves measurements of length" [66, p. 440 and p. 440n]. 15

amorphousness of any manifold independently of the character of its elements. For, as Russell saw correctly [79, Sections 63 and 64], there are
continuous manifolds, such as that of colors (in the physicist's sense of
spectral frequencies) in which the individual clements differ qualitatively
from one another and have inherent magnitude, thus allowing for metrical comparison of the elements tl1 emsclvcs. l3y contra st, in the continuous manifolds of space and of time, neither points nor instants have any
inherent magnitude allowing an individual metrical comparison between
them, since all points are alike, and similarly for instants . l-Ienee in these
manifolds metrical comparisons can be effected only among the intervals
between the elements, not among the homogeneous elements themselves.
And the continuity of these manifolds then assures the nonintrinsicality
of the metric for their intervals.
To exhibit further the bearing of the character of the elements of a
continuous manifold on the feasibility of an intrinsic metric in it, I shall
contrast the status of the metric in space and time, on the one hand, with
its status in (a) the continuum of real numbers, arranged according to
magnitude and (b) the quasi-continuum of masses, mass being assumed
to be a property of bodies in the Newtonian sense clarified by Mach's
definition. 16
The assignment of real numbers to points of physical space in the
manner of the introduction of generalized curvilinear coordinates effects
only a coordinatization but not a metrization of the manifold of physical
space. No informative metrical comparison among individual points could
be made by comparing the magnitudes of their real number coordinate
names. On the other hand, within the continuous manifold formed by
the real numbers themselves, when arranged according to magnitude,
every real number is singly distinguished from and metrically comparable
to every other by its inherent magnitude. And the measurement of mass
can be seen to constitute a counterexample to Riemann's metrical philosophy from the following considerations.
In the Machian definition of Newtonian (gravitational and inertial)
mass, the mass ratio of a particle B to a standard particle A is given by the
magnitude ratio of the acceleration of A due to B to the acceleration of
B due to A. Once the space-time metric and thereby the accelerations are
fixed in the customary way, this ratio for any particular body B is indepcndcut, among other things, of how far apart B and A may be during

(iii) The Inadequacies of the Nongeometrical Portion of Riemann's Theory of Manifolds.
In pointing out earlier in Section 2 that the status of spatial and temporal congruence is decisively illuminated by Riemann's theory of continuous manifolds, I stated that this theory will not bear critical scrutiny
as a characterization of continuous manifolds in general. To justify and
clarify this indictment, we shall now see that continuity cannot be held
with Riemann to furnish a sufficient condition for the intrinsic metric
16
In Sec. 7, we shall sec how the circularity besetting the operationist conception
of length is circumvented within our framework when making allowance for thermal
and other deformations in the statement of the definition of congruence.
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•• For a co ncise account of that definiti on, sec [58, pp. 56-58].
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Philosophy of Geometry
(i) The Status of Reichenbach's 'Universal Forces,' and His 'Relativity of
Geometry.'
In Der Raum [8, p. 33], Carnap begins his discussion of physical space
by inquiring whether and how a line in this space can be identified as

straight. Arguing from testability and not, as we did in Section 2, from the
continuity of that manifold, he answers this inquiry as follows: "It is impossible in principle to ascertain this, if one restricts oneself to the unambiguous deliverances of experience and does not introduce freely-chosen
conventions in regard to objects of experience" [8, p. 33]. And he then
points out that the most important convention relevant to whether certain physical lines are to be regarded as straights is the specification of the
metric ("Mass-setzung"), which is conventional because it could "never
be either confirmed or refuted by experience." Its statement takes the following form: "A particular body and two fixed points on it are chosen,
and it is then agreed what length is to be assigned to the interval between
these points under various conditions (of temperature, position, orientation, pressure, electrical charge, etc.). An example of the choice of a
metric is the stipulation that the two marks on the Paris standard meter
bar define an interval of 100. f (T; 4>, .A, h; ... ) ern; ... a unit must also
, be chosen, but that is not our concern here which is with the choice of
the body itself and with the function f(T, ... )" [8, pp. 33-34].
Once a particular function f has been chosen, the coincidence behavior
of the selected transported body permits the determination of the metric
tensor g11, appropriate to that choice, thereby yielding a congruence class
of intervals and the associated geometry. Accordingly, Carnap's thesis is
that the question as to the geometry of physical space is indeed an empirical one but subject to an important proviso: it becomes empirical only
after a physical definition of congruence for line segments has been given
conventionally by stipulating (to within a constant factor depending on
the choice of unit) what length is to be assigned to a transported solid
rod in different positions of space.
Like Carnap, Reichenbach invokes testability [72, p. 16] to defend this
qualified empiricist conception of geometry and speaks of "the relativity
of geometry" [72, Section 8] to emphasize the dependence of the geometry on the definition of congruence. Carnap had lucidly conveyed the
conventionality of congruence by reference to our freedom to choose the
function f in the metric. But Reichenbach couches this conception in
mctaplwrical terms by speaking of "universal forces" [72, Sections 3, 6, 8]
whose metrical "effects" on measuring rods are then said to be a matter
of conven tion as follows : the customary definition of congruence in which
the rod is held to be of equal length everywhere (after allowance for subst·an c-spccific thermal effects and the like) corresponds to equating the
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their interaction. Accordingly, any affirmations of the mass equality (mass
"congruence") or inequality of two bodies will hold independently of
the extent of their spatial separation. Now, the set of medium-sized bodies
form a quasi-continuum with respect to the dyadic relations "being more
massive than," and "having the same mass," i.e., they form an array which
is a continuum except for the fact that several bodies can occupy the same
place in the array by sustaining the mass-"congruence" relation to each
other. Without having such a relation of mass-equality ab initio, the set
of bodies do not even form a quasi-continuum. We complete the rnetrization of this quasi-continuum by choosing a unit of mass (e.g., 1 gram)
and by availing ourselves of the numerical mass ratios obtained by experiment. There is no question here of the lack of an intrinsic metric in the
sense of a choice of making the mass difference between a given pair of
bodies equal to that of another pair or not. In the resulting continuum of
real mass numbers, the elements themselves have inherent magnitude and
can hence be compared individually, thus defining an intrinsic metric.
Unlike the point elements of space, the elements of the set of bodies are
not all alike mass-wise, and hence the rnetrization of the quasi-continuum
which they form with respect to the relations of being more massive than
and having the same mass can take the form of directly comparing the
individual elements of that quasi-continuum rather than only intervals
between them.
If one did wish for a spatial (or temporal) analogue of the metrization
of masses, one should take as the set to be metrized not the continuum of
points (or instants) but the quasi-continuum of all spatial (or temporal )
intervals. To have used such intervals as the elements of the set to be
metrized, we must have had a prior criterion of spatial congruence and
of "being longer than" in order to arrange the intervals in a quasi-continuum which can then be metrized by the assignment of length numbers.
This rnetrization would be the space or time analogue of the metrization
of masses.

3. An Appraisal of R . Carnap's and H. Reichenbach's
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universal forces to zero; on the other hand, a noncustomary definition of
congruence, according to which the length of the rod varies with position
or orientation (after allowance for thermal effects, etc.), corresponds to
assuming an appropriately specified nonvanishing universal force whose
mathematical characterization will be explained below. Reichenbach did
not anticipate that this metaphorical encumbrance of his formulation
would mislead some people into making the ill-conceived charge that
noncustomary definitions of congruence are based on ad hoc invocations
of universal forces. Inasmuch as this charge has been leveled against the
conventionality of congruence, it is essential that we now divest Reichenbach's statement of its misleading potentialities.
Reichenbach [72, Section 3] invites consideration of a large hemisphere
made of glass which merges into a huge glass plane, as shown in cross
section by the surface G in the accompanying diagram, which consists of a
plane with a hump. Using solid rods, human beings on this surface would
readily determine it to be a Euclidean plane with a central hemispherical
hump. He then supposes an opaque plane E to be located below the surface Gas shown in the diagram. Vertical light rays incident upon G will
A' B'c'
cast shadows of all objects on that
G
I 1:
glass surface onto E. As measured by
E
I
p
Q
ABC
actual solid rods, G-people will find
A'B' and B'C' to be equal, while their
projections AB and BC on the Euclidean plane E would be unequal.
Reichenbach now wishes to prepare the reader for the recognition of
the conventionality of congruence by having him deal with the following
kind of question. Might it not be the case that ( 1) the inequality of AB
and BC is only apparent, these intervals and other projections like them
in the region R of E under the hemisphere being really equal, so that the
true geometry of the surface E is spherical in Rand Euclidean only outside it; ( 2) the equality of A'B' and B'C' is only apparent, the true geometry of surface G being plane Euclidean throughout, since in the apparently hemispherical region R' of G real equality obtains among those intervals which are the upward vertical projections of E-intervals in R that
are equal in the customary sense of our daily life; and (3) on each of the
two surfaces, transported measuring rods respectively fail to coincide with
really equal intervals in Rand R' respectively, because they do not remain
truly congruent to themselves under transport, being deformed under the

influence of undetectable forces which are "universal" in the sense that
(a) they affect all materials alike, and (b) they penetrate all insulating
walls?
On the basis of the conceptions presented in Section 2 above, which
involve no kind of reference to universal forces, one can fulfill Reichenbach's desire to utilize this question as a basis for expounding the conventionality of congruence by presenting the following considerations. The
legitimacy of making a distinction between the real (true ) and the apparent geometry of a surface turns on the existence of an intrinsic metric.
If there were an intrinsic metric, there would be a basis for making the
distinction between real (true) and apparent equality of a rod under
transport, and thereby between the true and the apparent geometry. But
inasmuch as there is not, the question as to whether a given surface is
really a Euclidean plane with a hemispherical hump or only apparently
so must be replaced by the following question: on a particular convention
of congruence as specified by a choice of one of Carnap's functions f, does
the coincidence behavior of the transported rod on the surface in question yield the geometry under discussion or not? Thus the question as
to the geometry of a surface is inherently ambiguous without the introduction of a congruence definition. And in view of the conventionality
of spatial congruence, we are entitled to metrize G and E either in the
customary way or in other ways so as to describe E as a Euclidean plane
with a hemispherical hump R in the center and G as a Euclidean plane
throughout. To assure the correctness of the latter noncustomary descriptions, we need only decree the congruence of those respective intervals
which our questioner called "really equal" as opposed to apparently equal
in parts (1) and (2) of his question respectively. Accordingly, without
the presupposition of an intrinsic metric there can be no question of an
absolute or "real" deformation of all kinds of measuring rods alike under
the action of universal forces, and, mutatis mutandis, the same statement
applies to clocks. Since a rod undergoes no kind of objective physical
change in the supposed "presence" of universal forces, that "presence"
signifies no more than that we assign a different length to it in different
positions or orientations by convention. Hence, just as the conversion of
the length of a table from meters to feet does not involve the action of a
force on the table as the "cause" of the change, so also reference to universal forces as "causes" of "changes" in the transported rod can have no
lit eral hut ouly metaphorical significance. Moreover, mention of universal
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forces is an entirely dispensable far;on de parler in this context as is evident from the fact that the rule assigning lengths to the transported rod
which vary with its position and orientation can be given by specifying
Carnap's function f.
Reichenbach, on the other hand, chooses to formulate the conventionality of congruence by first distinguishing between what he calls "differential" and "universal" forces and then using "universal forces" metaphorically in his statement of the epistemological status of the metric.
By "differential" forces [72, Section 3] he means thermal and other influences which we called "perturbational" ( cf. Section 2, part ( i)) and
whose presence issues in the dependence of the coincidence behavior of
transported rods on the latter's chemical composition. Since we conceive
of physical geometry as the system of metric relations which are independent of chemical composition, we correct for the substance-specific deformations induced by differential forces [1; 72, p. 26; 76; 77, pp. 327-329].
Reichenbach defines "universal forces" as having the twin properties of
affecting all materials in the same way and as all-permeating because there
are no walls capable of providing insulation against them. There is precedent for a literal rather than metaphorical use of universal forces to give
a congruence definition: in order to provide a physical realization of a
noncustomary congruence definition which would metrize the interior
of a sphere of radius R so as to be a model of an infinite 3-dimensional
hyperbolic space, Poincare [63, pp. 75-77] postulates that (a) each concentric sphere of radius r < R is held at a constant absolute temperature
T ex: R 2 - r2, while the optical index of refraction is inversely proportional to R 2 - r2 , and (b) contrary to actual fact, all kinds of bodies
within the sphere have the same coefficient of thermal expansion. It is
essential to see that the expansions and contractions of these bodies under
displacement have a literal meaning in this context, because they are
relative to the actual displacement behavior of our normally Euclidean
kinds of bodies and are linked to thermal sourcesP
But Reichenbach's metaphorical use of universal forces for giving the
congruence definition and exhibiting the dependence of the geometry on
that definition takes the following form : "Given a geometry G' to which

the measuring instruments conform [after allowance for the effects of
thermal and other "differential" influences], we can imagine a universal
force F which affects the instruments in such a way that the actual geometry is an arbitrary geometry G, while the observed deviation from G is
due to a universal deformation of the measuring instruments" [72, p. 33].
And he goes on to say that if g1k ' (i = 1,2,3; k = 1,2,3) are the empirically
obtained metrical coefficients of the geometry G' and g11, those of G, then
the force tensor F is given mathematically by the tensor equation
g1k'

+ F1k =

gil.,

where the g1k', which had yielded the observed geometry G', are furnished
experimentally by the measuring rods 18 and where the F 1k are the "correction factors" 19 g1k - g1k' which are added correctionally to the g1k' so
that the gik are obtained. 20 But since Reichenbach emphasizes that it is
a matter of convention whether we equate F 1k to zero or not [72, pp. 16,
27-28, 33], this formulation is merely a metaphorical way of asserting that
the following is a matter of convention: whether congruence is said to
obtain among intervals having equa11engths ds given by the metric ds2 =
g1k'dx1dxk-which entails G' as the geometric description of the observed
coincidence relations-or among intervals having equal lengths ds given
by the metric ds 2 = g1kdx1dxk which yields a different geometry G.21
Clearly then, to equate the universal forces to zero is merely to choose
the metric based on the tensor g1k' which was obtained from measurements in which the rod was called congruent to itself everywhere. In other
•• For details on this experimental procedure, see, for example [72 Sees. 39 and

40] .

,

10

'

whtch would confer a sphencal geometry on the region R of the surface E discussed
above.

The quotation marks are also in Reichenbach's text.
20
We shall see in Sec. 3,_part (iii), that Reichenbach_ was mistaken in asserting
(72, pp. 33-34] t~at for a ~~ven surface or 3-space a particular metric geometry determmes ( 1 ) a umq~e defimhon of congruence and, once a unit has been chosen, ( 2)
a umque set of functwns gtk as the representations of the metric tensor in any particular
coordmate system.
It will turn out that there are infinitely many incompatible congruence definitions
:mel as ~any correspondingly different metric tensors which impart the same geometry
to phystcal space. Hence, w~ile a given metric tensor yields a unique geometry, a
geometry G does not determme a metric tensor uniquely to within a constant factor
dcpendmg on the choice of unit. And thus it is incorrect for Reichenbach to speak
here of the components ~tk of a_ partic~lar metric tens~r as "those of G" (72, p. 33n]
und to suppose that a umque F IS spectfied by the reqmrement that a certain geometry
prevail in place of the observed geometry G' .
. •• It is to be cl ~rly understood, that the ~tk yield .a congrue~ce relation incompatible
w•l·h th e one furmshed ~y the gtk '.because m any gtven coordmate system they are diffcrcut fun~ t•.ons _of the gtven coo r~m at~s and not proportional to one another. (A differ·
nc • cons1slmg 111 a mere proporttonahty could not involve a difference in the congru-
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A precisely analogous literal use of universal forces is also made by Reichenbach

[72! pp. 11-12] to convey p_ictorially a physical realization of a congruence definition
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words, to stipulate F 1k = 0 is to choose the customary congruence standard based on the rigid body. On the other hand, apart from one exception
to be stated presently, to stipulate that the components F 1k may not all
be zero is to adopt a noncustomary metric given by a tensor g1k corresponding to a specified variation of the length of the rod with position
and orientation.
That there is one exception, which, incidentally, Reichenbach does not
discuss, can be seen as follows: A given congruence determines the metric
tensor up to a constant factor depending on the choice of unit and conversely. Hence two metric tensors will correspond to different congruences if and only if they differ other than by being proportional to one
another. Thus, if g1k and g1k' are proportional by a factor different from 1,
these two tensors furnish metrics differing only in the choice of unit and
hence yield the same congruence. Yet in the case of such proportionality
of g1k and g1k', the F 1k cannot all be zero. For example, if we consider the
line element
ds 2 = a 2dcp 2 a 2sin2cpd02

It is now apparent that the F 1k, being given by the difference between the
gtk and the gtk', will not all vanish and that also these two metric tensors
will yield the same congruence, if and only if these tensors are proportional by a factor different from l. Therefore, a necessary and sufficient
condition for obtaining incompatible congruences is that botll there be
at least one nonvanishing component F 11, and that the metric tensors g1k
and gtk' not be proportional to one another. '1 he exception to our statement that a noncustomary congruence definition is assured by the failure
of at least one component of the F 1k to vanish is therefore given by the
case of the proportionality of the metric tensors .22
Although Reichenbach's metaphorical use of "universal forces" issued
in misleading and wholly unnecessary complexities which will be pointed
out presently, he himself was in no way victimized by them. Writing in
1951 concerning the invocation of universal forces in this context, he declared: "The assumption of such forces means merely a change in the
coordinative definition of congruence" [73, p. 133]. It is therefore quite
puzzling that, in 1956, Carnap, who had lucidly expounded the same ideas
nonmetaphorically as we saw, singled out Reichenbach's characterization
and recommendation of the customary congruence definition in terms of
equating the universal forces to zero as a praiseworthy part of Reichenbach's outstanding work The Philosophy of Space and Time [72]. In his
Preface to the latter work, Carnap says: "Of the many fruitful ideas which
Reichenbach contributed . . . I will mention only one, which seems to
me of great interest for the methodology of physics but which has so far
not found the attention it deserves. This is the principle of the elimination of universal forces. . . . Reichenbach proposes to accept as a general
methodological principle that we choose that form of a theory among
physically equivalent forms (or, in other words, that definition of 'rigid
body' or 'measuring standard') with respect to which all universal forces
disappear" [9, p. vii].
The misleading potentialities of including metaphorical "universal
forces" in the statement of the congruence definition manifest them-

+

on the surface of a sphere of radius a= 1 meter= 100 em, the mere
change of units from meters to centimeters would change the metric ds 2 = d.p 2 sin2cpd0 2 into ds 2 = 10000d.p2 10000 sin2.pd02. And if
these metrics are identified with g1k' and gtk respectively, we obtain

+

+

Fn = gn- gn' = 10000 - 1 = 9999
F 12 = F 21 = g12 - g12' = 0
F22 = g22 - g22' = 10000sin2 cp- sin 2cp = 9999sin 2.p.
ence classes but only in the unit of length used.) The incompatibility of the congruences furnished by the two sets of g's is a necessary though not a sufficient condition
(see the preceding footnote) for the nonidentity of the associated geometries G and G'.
The difference between the two metric tensors corresponding to incompatible congruences must not be confounded with a mere difference in the representations in
different coordinate systems of the one metric tensor corresponding to a single congruence criterion (for a given choice of a unit of length) : the former is illustrated by
the incompatible metrizations ds 2 = dx' + dy" and
ds" = dx' ~ dy'
in which the g's are different functions of the same rectangular coordinates, whereas
the latter is illustrated by using first rectangular and then polar coordinates to express
the same metric as follows : ds• = dx' + dy' and ds• = dp" + p"do•. In the latter case,
we are not dealing with different metrizations of the space but only with different
coordinatizations (parametrizations) of it, one or more of the g's being different func·
tions of the coordinates in one coordinate system from what they are in another but so
chosen as to yield an invariant ds.

.. There is a most simple illustration of the fact that if the metric tensors are not
proportional while as few as one of the components F,. is nonvanishing, the congruence associated with the g,. will be incompatible with that of the g,.' and will hence
be noncustomary. If we consider the metrics ds 2 dx' + dy" and ds• 2dx' + dy",
then comparison of an interval for which dx = 1 and dy = 0 with one for which
dx = 0 and dy = I will yield congruence on the first of these metrics but not on the
sccoud .
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selves in three ways as follows: (I) The formulation of noncustomary
congruence definitions in terms of deformations by universal forces has
inspired the erroneous charge that such congruences are ad hoc because
they involve the ad hoc postulation of nonvanishing universal forces.
(2) In Reichenbach's statement of the congruence definition to be employed to explore the spatial geometry in a gravitational field, universal
forces enter in both a literal and a metaphorical sense. The conflation of
these two senses issues in a seemingly contradictory formulation of the
customary congruence definition. ( 3) Since the variability of the curvature of a space would manifest itself in alterations in the coincidence
behavior of all kinds of solid bodies under displacement, Reichenbach
speaks of bodies displaced in such a space as being subject to universal
forces "destroying coincidences" [72, p. 27). In a manner analogous to
the gravitational case, the conflation of this literal sense with the metaphorical one renders the definition of rigidity for this context paradoxical.
We shall now briefly discuss these three sources of confusion in turn.
I. If a congruence definition itself had factual content, so that alternative congruences would differ in factual content, then it would be significant to say of a congruence definition that it is ad hoc in the sense of being an evidentia11y unwarranted claim concerning facts. But inasmuch as
ascriptions of spatial congruence to noncoinciding intervals are not factual but conventional, neither the customary nor any of the noncustomary
definitions of congruence can possibly be ad hoc. Hence the abandonment
of the former in favor of the latter kind of definition can be no more ad
hoc than the regraduation of a centigrade thermometer into a Fahrenheit
one or than the change from Cartesian to polar coordinates. By formulating noncustomary congruence definitions in terms of the metaphor of
universal forces, Reichenbach made it possible for people to misconstrue
his metaphorical sense as literal. And once this error had been committed,
its victims tacitly regarded the customary congruence definition as factually true and felt justified in dismissing other congruences as ad hoc on
the grounds that they involved the ad hoc assumption of (literally conceived) universal forces . Thus we find that Ernest Nagel, for example,
overlooks that the invocation of universal forces to preserve Euclidean
geometry can be no more ad hoc than a change in the units of length (or
of temperature) whereby one assures a particular numerical value for the
length of a given object in a particular situation. For after granting that,
if necessary, Euclidean geometry can be retained by an appeal to universal

forces, Nagel writes: "Nevertheless, universal forces have the curious
feature that their presence can be recognized only on the basis of geometrical considerations. The assumption of such forces thus has the appearance of an ad hoc hypothesis, adopted solely for the sake of salvaging
Euclid." [55, p. 264.]
2. Regarding the geometry in a gravitational field, Reichenbach says
the following: "We have learned ... about the difference between universal and differential forces. These concepts have a bearing upon this
problem because we find that gravitation is a universal force . It does indeed affect all bodies in the same manner. This is the physical significance
of the equality of gravitational and inertial mass" [72, p. 256). It is entirely correct, of course, that a uniform gravitational field (which has not
been transformed away in a given space-time coordinate system) is a universal force in the literal sense with respect to a large class at effects such
as the free fall of bodies. But there are other effects, such as the bending
of elastic beams, with respect to which gravity is clearly a differential
force in Reichenbach's sense: a wooden book shelf will sag more under
gravity than a steel one. And this shows, incidentally, that Reichenbach's
classification of forces into universal and differential is not mutually exclusive. Of course, just as in the case of any other force having differential
effects on measuring rods, allowance is made for differential effects of
gravitational origin in laying down the congruence definition.
The issue is therefore twofold: (I) Does the fact that gravitation is a
universal force in the literal sense indicated above have a bearing on the
spatial geometry, and ( 2) in the presence of a gravitational field is the
logic of the spatial congruence definition any different in regard to the
role of metaphorical universal forces from what it is in the absence of
a gravitational field? Within the particular context of the general theory
of relativity-hereafter denoted by "GTR" -there is indeed a literal sense
in which the gravitational field of the sun, for example, is causally relevant geometrically as a universal force. And the literal sense in which the
oincidence behavior of the transported customary rigid body is objectively different in the vicinity of the sun, for example, from what it is in
the absence of a gravitational field can be expressed in two ways as follows: ( i) relatively to the congruence defined by the customary rigid
body, the spatial geometry in the gravitational field is not Euclideancontrary to prc-GTR physics-but is Euclidean in the absence of a gravilut ional field ; ( ii) the geometry in the gravitational field is Euclidean if
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and only if the customary congruence definition is supplanted by one in
which the length of the rod varies suitably with its position or orientation,23 whereas it is Euclidean relatively to the customary congruence
definition for a vanishing gravitational field.
It will be noted, however, that formulation ( i) makes no mention at
all of any deformation of the rod by universal forces as that body is transported from place to place in a given gravitational field. Nor need there
be any metaphorical reference to universal forces in the statement of the
customary congruence definition ingredient in formulation (i). For that
statement can be given as follows: in the presence no less than in the
absence of a gravitational field, congruence is conventional, and hence we
are free to adopt the customary congruence in a gravitational field as a
basis for determining the spatial geometry. By encumbering his statement
of a congruence definition with metaphorical use of "universal forces,"
Reichenbach enables the unwary to infer incorrectly that a rod subject
to the universal force of gravitation in the specified literal sense cannot
consistently be regarded as free from deforming universal forces in the
metaphorical sense and hence cannot serve as the congruence standard.
This conflation of the literal and metaphorical senses of "universal force"
thus issues in the mistaken belief that in the GTR the customary spatial
congruence definition cannot be adopted consistently for the gravitational
field. And those who were led to this misconception by Reichenbach's
metaphor will therefore deem self-contradictory the following consistent
assertion by him: "We do not speak of a change produced by the gravitational field in the measuring instruments, but regard the measuring instruments as 'free from deforming forces' in spite of the gravitational effects" [72, p. 256] . Moreover, those victimized by the metaphorical part
of Reichenbach's language will be driven to reject as inconsistent Einstein's characterization of the geometry in the gravitational field in the
GTR as given in formulation ( i) above. And they will insist erroneously
that formulations ( i) and ( ii) are not equally acceptable alternatives on
the grounds that formulation ( ii) is uniquely correct.
The confounding of the literal and metaphorical senses of "universal
force" by reference to gravity is present, for example, in Ernest Nagel's
treatment of universal forces with resulting potentialities of confusion .
Thus, he incorrectly cites the force of gravitation in its role of being liter.. For the gravitational field of the sun, the function specifying a noncustommy
congruence definition issuing in a Euclidean geometry is given in (8, p. 58].

ally a "universal force" as a species of what are only metaphorically "universal forces." Specifically, in speaking of the assumption of universal
forces whose "presence can be recognized only on the basis of geometrical
considerations" because they are assumed "solely for the sake of salvaging Euclid"-i.e., "universal forces" in the metaphorical sense-he says:
'"Universal force' is not to be counted as a 'meaningless' phrase, for it is
evident that a procedure is indicated for ascertaining whether such forces
are present or not. Indeed, gravitation in the Newtonian theory of mechanics is just such a universal force; it acts alike on all bodies and cannot
be screened" [55, p. 264, n. 19]. But this misleading formulation suggests
the incorrect conclusion that a rod subject to a gravitational field cannot
be held to be "free" from "universal forces" in performing its metrical
function.
3. In a manner analogous to the gravitational case just discussed, we
can assert the following: since congruence is conventional, we are at liberty to use the customary definition of it without regard to whether the
geometry obtained by measurements expressed in terms of that definition
is one of variable curvature or not. And thus we see that without the intrusion of a metaphorical use of "universal forces," the statement of the
congruence definition need not take any cognizance of whether the resulting geometry will be one of constant curvature or not. A geometry of
constant curvature or so-called congruence geometry is characterized by
the fact that the so-called axiom of free mobility holds in it: for example,
on the surface of a sphere, a triangle having certain angles and sides in a
given place can be moved about without any change in their magnitudes
relatively to the customary standards of congruence for intervals and
angles. On the other hand, on the surface of an egg, the failure of the
axiom of free mobility to hold can be easily seen from the following indicator of the variability of the curvature of that 2-space: a circle and its
diameter made of any kind of wire are so constructed that one end P of
the diameter is attached to the circle while the other end S is free not to
coincide with the opposite point Q on the circle though coinciding with
it in a given initial position on the surface of the egg. Since the ratio of
the diameter and the circumference of a circle varies in a space of variable
·mvaturc such as that of the egg surface, S will no longer coincide with
) if the circular wire and its attachment PS are moved about on the egg
so as to preserve contact with the egg surface everywhere. The indicator
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thus exhibits an objective destruction of the coincidence of Sand Q which
is wholly independent of the indicator's chemical composition (under
uniform conditions of temperature, etc.). One may therefore speak literally here, as Reichenbach does [72, Section 6] of universal forces acting
on the indicator by destroying coincidences. And since the customary
congruence definition is entirely permissible as a basis for geometries of
variable curvature, there is, of course, no inconsistency in giving that congruence definition by equating universal forces to zero in the metaphorical sense, even though the destruction of coincidences attests to the quite
literal presence of causally efficacious universal forces. But Reichenbach
invokes universal forces literally without any warning of an impending
metaphorical reference to them in the congruence definition. And the
reader is therefore both startled and puzzled by the seeming paradox in
Reichenbach's declaration [72, p. 27] that "Forces destroying coincidences
must also be set equal to zero, if they satisfy the properties of the universal forces mentioned on p. 13; only then is the problem of geometry
uniquely determined." Again the risk of confusion can be eliminated by
dispensing with the metaphor in the congruence definition.
While regarding Reichenbach's The Philosophy of Space and Time
as still the most penetrating single book on its subject, the analysis we
have given compels us to dissent from Nagel's judgment that, in that
book, Reichenbach employs "The distinction between 'universal' and
'differential' forces . . . with great clarifying effect" [55, p. 264, n. 18].
Having divested Reichenbach's statements about universal forces of
their misleading potentialities, we shall hereafter safely be able to discuss
oth~r issues raised by statements of his which are couched in terms of
universal forces.
The first of these is posed by the following assertion by him: "We obtain a statement about physical reality only if in addition to the geometry
G of the space its universal field of force F is specified. Only the combination
G+F

set of functions g;k of the given coordinates.24 Assume now that the latter
specification of the geometry G is not coupled with any information regarding F. Is it then correct to say that since this metrization provides
no information at all about the coincidence behavior of a rod under transport on the surface, it conveys no factual information whatever about the
surface or physical reality? That such an inference is mistaken can be seen
from the following: depending upon whether the Gaussian curvature K
associated with the stipulated g1k is positive (spherical geometry), zero
(Euclidean geometry), or negative (hyperbolic geometry), it is an objective fact about the surface that through a point outside a given geodesic
of the chosen metric, there will be respectively 0, l , or infinitely many
other such geodesics which will not intersect the given geodesic. Whether
or not certain lines on a surface intersect is, however, merely a topological fact concerning it. And hence we can say that although an arbitrary
metrization of a space without a specification of F is not altogether devoid of factual content pertaining to that space, such a metrization can
yield no objective facts concerning the space not already included in the
latter's topology.
We can therefore conclude the following: if the description of a space
(surface) is to contain empirical information concerning the coincidence
behavior of transported rods in that space and if a metric ds 2 = g1k dx 1dxk
(and thereby a geometry G) is chosen whose congruences do not accord
with those defined by the application of the transported rod, then indeed
Reichenbach's assertion holds. Specifically, the chosen metric tensor g1k
and its associated geometry G must then be coupled with a specification
of the different metric tensor g1k' that would have been found experimentally, if the rod had actually been chosen as the congruence standard. But
Reichenbach's provision of that specification via the universal force F is
quite unnecessarily roundabout. For F is defined by F,k = g1k - g1k' and
cannot be known without already knowing both metric tensors. Thus,
there is a loss of clarity in pretending that the metric tensor g1k', which

is a testable statement" [72, p. 33]. In order to be able to appraise this
assertion, consider a surface on which some set of generalized curvilinear
(or "Gaussian") coordinates has been introduced and onto which a metric
ds 2 = g 1k dx 1dxk is then put quite arbitrarily by a capricious choice of a

"The coordinatization of a space, whose purpose it is merely to number points so
as to convey their topological neighborhood relations of betweenness, does not, as
such, presuppose (entail) a metric. However, the statement of a rule assuring that
different people will independently effect the same coordinatization of a given space
may reqmre reference to the use of a rod. But even m the case of coordinates such
ns rectangular (Cartesian) coordinates, whose assignment is carried out by the use
of a rigid rod, it is quite possible to ignore the manner in which the coordinatization
wns effected and to regard the coordinates purely topologically, so that a metric very
diflcrcut from ds• = dx'
dy' can then still be introduced quite consistently.
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codifies the empirical information concerning the rod, is first obtained
from the identity

(iii) An Error in the Carnap-Reichenbach Account of the Definition of
Congruence: The Non-Uniqueness of Any Definition of Congruence Furnished by Stipulating a Particular Metric Geometry.

(ii) Reichenbach's Theory of Equivalent Descriptions.
A metric geometry in conjunction with a specified congruence definition given by a statement about the F 1k describes the coincidence behavior
of a transported rod. Since the same facts of coincidence can be described
in a linguistically alternative way by a different geometry when coupled
with a suitably different congruence definition, Reichenbach speaks of
different geometric descriptions which have the same factual content as
"logically equivalent" [69, pp. 374-375] or simply as "equivalent" [73,
pp. l33ff]. More generally, since not only spatial and temporal congruence but also metrical simultaneity are conventional in the sense of Section 2, part ( i) above, geochronometries based on different definitions of
congruence and/ or simultaneity are equivalent. Among the equivalent
descriptions of space, Reichenbach calls the one employing the customary
definition of congruence the "normal system" and the particular geometry appropriate to it the "natural geometry" [73, p. 134]. The choice of a
particular member from within a class of equivalent descriptions is a
matter of convention and hence decided on the basis of convenience. But,
as Reichenbach points out correctly, the decision as to which class among
nonequivalent classes of equivalent descriptions is true is not at all conventional but is a matter of empirical fact. Thus, a Euclidean description
and a certain nonEuclidean one cannot both be the natural geometry of
a given space simultaneously: if a normal system is employed, they cannot
both be true but will be the respective "normal" representatives of two
nonequivalent classes of equivalent descriptions. On the other hand, all
of the members of a particular class of equivalent descriptions obviously
have the same truth value.
Reichenbach's characterization of the empirical status of various geochronometries in terms of equivalence classes of descriptions is seen to
be correct in the light of our preceding analysis, and it is summarized
here because of its usefulness in the further pursuit of our inquiry. 25
""Our endorsement of Reichenbach's theory of equivalent descriptions in the context of geochronometry should not be construed as an espousal of his application of
it to the theory of the states of macro-objects like trees during times when no human
being observes them (70, pp. 17-20] . Since a critical discussion of Reichenbach's account of unobserved macro-objects would carry us too far afield in this essay, suffice it
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Upon undertaking the mathematical implementation of a given choice
of a metric geometry in the context of the topology of the space we must
ask: does the topology in conjunction with the desired metric geometry
determine a unique definition of congruence and a unique metric tensor,
the latter's uniqueness being understood as uniqueness to within a constant factor depending on the choice of unit but not as unique representability of the metric tensor (cf. footnote 21) by a particular set of functions g1k? As we shall see, the answer to this question has an immediate
bearing on the validity of a number of important assertions made by Carnap and Reichenbach in their writings on the philosophy of geometry.
Preparatory to appraising these claims of theirs, we shall show that given
the topology, the desired geometry does not uniquely specify a metric
tensor and thus, in a particular coordinate system, fails to determine a
unique set of functions g1k to within a constant factor depending on the
choice of unit. Our demonstration will take the form of showing that
besides the customary definition of congruence, which assigns the same
length to the measuring rod everywhere and thereby confers a Euclidean
geometry on an ordinary table top, there are infinitely many other definitions of congruence having the following property: they likewise yield a
Euclidean geometry for that surface but are incompatible with the customary one by making the length of a rod depend on its orientation
and/or position.
Thus, consider our horizontal table top equipped with a network of
Cartesian coordinates x and y, but now metrize this surface by means of
the non-standard metric
ds 2 = sec 2 fJ dx2

+ dy

2

,

where sec 2 fJ is a constant greater than 1. Unlike the standard metric, this
metric assigns to an interval whose coordinates differ by dx not the length
dx but the greater length sec(} dx. Although this metric thereby makes the
length of a given rod dependent on its orientation, we shall show that the
infinitely many different non-standard congruences generated by values
to say the following here. In my judgment, Reichenbach's application of the theory
of equivalent descriptions to unobserved objects lacks clarity on precisely those points
on which its relevance turns. But as I interpret the doctrine, I regard it as fundamentally in correct because its ontology is that of Berkeley's esse est percipi.
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of secO which exceed 1 each impart a Euclidean geometry to the table top
no less than does the standard congruence given by

More generally, therefore, the geometry resulting from the standard
metrization is also furnished by the following kind of non-standard metrization of a space of points, expressed in terms of the same ( unprimed)
coordinates as the standard one: the non-standard metrization has unprimed metric coefficients g1k which have the same functional form (to
within an arbitrary constant arising from the choice of unit of length) as
those primed coefficients g1k' which are obtained by expressing the standard metric in some set or other of primed coordinates via a suitable coordinate transformation. In view of the large variety of allowable coordinate transformations, it follows at once that the class of non-standard
metrizations yielding a Euclidean geometry for a table top is far wider
than the already infinite class given by
ds 2 = sec 2 0 dx2 dy2, where sec 2 8 > I.

ds 2 = dx2

+ dy

2

.

Accordingly, our demonstration will show that the requirement of Euclideanism does not uniquely determine a congruence class of intervals but
allows an infinitude of incompatible congruences. We shall therefore have
established that there are infinitely many ways in which a measuring rod
could squirm under transport on the table top as compared to its familiar
de facto behavior while still yielding a Euclidean geometry for that surface.
To carry out the required demonstration, we first note the preliminary
fact that the geometry yielded by a particular metrization is clearly independent of the particular coordinates in which that metrization is expressed. And hence if we expressed the standard metric
ds 2

= dx + dy
2

2

in terms of the primed coordinates x' and y' given by the transformations
x = x' secO
y=y',

Thus, for example, there is identity of functional form between the standard metric in polar coordinates, which is given by
ds2
dp2 p2dfJ2,

=

+

and the non-standard metric in Cartesian coordinates given by
ds 2 dx 2 x2dy 2 ,

=

obtaining
ds 2

+

= sec20 dx' + dy'
2

2

+

For the value of the Gaussian curvature and hence the prevailing geometry depends not on the particular coordinates (primed or unprimed) to
which the m etric coefficients g1k pertain but only on the functional form
of the g;k [42, p. 281], which is the same here as in the case of the g1/
above.

since x plays the same role formaHy asp, and similarly for y and 0. Consequently, the latter non-standard metric issues in a Euclidean geometry
just as the former standard one does.
It is clear that the multiplicity of metrizations which we have proven
for Euclidean geometry obtains as well for each of the non-Euclidean
geometries. The failure of a geometry of two or more dimensions to determine a congruence definition uniquely does not, however, have a
counterpart in the one-dimensional time continuum : the demand that
Newton's laws hold in their customary metrical form determines a unique
definition of temporal congruence. And hence it is feasible to rely on the
law of translational or rotational inertia to define a time metric or "uniform time."
On the basis of this result, we can now show that a number of claims
made by Reichenbach and Carnap respectively are false.
I. In 1951, Reichenbach wrote: "If we change the coordinative definition of congruence, a different geometry will result. This fact is called the
rdativily of geometry" [73, p . 132]. That this statement is false is evident
from the fa ct that if, in our example of the table top, we change our con-
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we would obtain a Euclidean geometry as before, since the latter equation
would merely express the original standard metric in terms of the primed
coordinates. Thus, when the same invariant ds of the standard metric is
expressed in terms of both primed and unprimed coordinates, the metric
coefficients g1/ given by sec 2 0, 0 and 1 yield a Euclidean geometry no less
than do the unprimed coefficients 1, 0 and I.
This elementary ancillary conclusion now enables us to see that the
following non-standard metrization (or remetrization) of the surface in
terms of the original, unprimed rectangular coordinates must likewise give
rise to a Euclidean geometry:
ds 2

= sec 0 dx + dy
2

2

2

.
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gruence definition from ds = dx
dy to any one of the infinitely many
definitions incompatible with it that are given by ds 2 = sec 2 0dx 2 dy2 ,
precisely the same Euclidean geometry results. Thus, contrary to Reichenbach, the introduction of a nonvanishing universal force corresponding
to an alternative congruence does not guarantee a change in the geometry. Instead, the correct formulation of the relativity of geometry is that
in the form of the ds function the congruence definition uniquely determines the geometry, though not conversely, and that any one of the congruence definitions issuing in a geometry G' can always be replaced by
infinitely many suitably different congruences yielding a specified different geometry G. In view of the unique fixation of the geometry by the
congruence definition in the context of the facts of coincidence, the repudiation of a given geometry in favor of a different one does indeed require a change in the definition of congruence. And the new congruence
definition which is expected to furnish the new required geometry can
do so in one of the following two ways: ( i) by determining a system of
geodesics different from the one yielded by the original congruence definition, or ( ii) if the geodesics determined by the new congruence definition are the same as those associated with the original definition, then the
angle congruences must be different, i.e., the new congruence definition
will have to require a different congruence class of angles. (For the specification of the magnitudes assigned to angles by the components gtk of
the metric tensor, see [27, pp. 37-38] .)
That ( ii) constitutes a genuine possibility for obtaining a different
geometry will be evident from the following example in which two incompatible definitions of congruence
ds1 2 = gtkdx 1dxk, and
dsz2 = g;k'dx1dxk,
2

2

2

yield the same system of geodesics via the equations 8fdsl = 0 and 8fdsz
= 0 and yet determine different geometries (Gaussian curvatures) because they require incompatible congruence classes of angles appropriate
to these respective geometries. A horizontal surface which is a Euclidean
plane on the customary metrization can alternatively be metrized to have
the geometry of a hemisphere by projection from the center of a sphere
through the lower half of the sphere whose south pole is resting on that
plane. Upon calling congruent on the horizontal surface segments and
angles which are the projections of equal segments and angles respcc-

tively on the lower hemisphere, the great circle arcs of the hemisphere
map into the Euclidean straight lines of the plane such that every straight
of the Euclidean description is also a straight (geodesic) of the new hemispherical geometry conferred on the horizontal surface. But the angles
which are regarded as congruent on the horizontal surface in the new
metrization are not congruent in the original mctriza tion yielding a Euclidean description.
It must be pointed out, however, that if a change in the congruence
definition preserves the geodesics, then its issuance in a different congruence class of angles is only a necessary and not a sufficient condition for
imparting to the surface a metric geometry different from the one yielded
by the original congruence definition. This fact becomes evident by reference to our earlier case of the table top's being a model of Euclidean
geometry both on the customary metric ds2 = dx2 dy2 and on the different metric ds' 2 = sec2 0dx2 dy2 : the geodesics as well as the geometries furnished by these incompatible metrics are the same, but the angles
which are congruent in the new metric are generally not congruent in the
original one. That these two metrics issue in incompatible congruence
classes of angles though in the same geometry can be seen as follows: a
Euclidean triangle which is equilateral on the new metric ds' will not be
equilateral on the customary one ds, and hence the three angles of such
a triangle will all be congruent to each other in the former metric but not
in the latter.
It is clear now that an arbitrary change in the congruence definition for
either line segments or angles or both cannot as such guarantee a different
geometry.
2. Reichenbach explicitly asserts incorrectly that the geometry uniquely
determines a congruence definition appropriate to it. Says he : "There is
nothing wrong with a coordinative definition established on the requirement that a certain kind of geometry is to result from the measurements.
. .. A coordinative definition can also be introduced by the prescription
what the result of the measurements is to be. 'The comparison of length
is to be performed in such a way that Euclidean geometry will be the
result'-this stipulation is a possible form of a coordinative definition"
[72, pp. 33- 34] . And in reply to Hugo Dingler's contention [18, p. 50]
t·hat the rigid body is uniquely specified by the geometry and only by the
IaUer, Rcicltcnbach mistakenly agrees [68, p. 52; 74, p. 35] that the geom-
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etry is sufficient to define congruence and contests only Dingler's further
claim that it is necessary. 26
Carnap [8, p. 54] discusses the dependencies obtaining between (a) ~he
metric geometry, which he symbolizes by "R" in this G~rman pub!IC~
tion; (b) the topology of the space and the facts concermng the comcidences of the rod in it, symbolized by "T" for "Tatbestand"; and (c) the
metric M ( "Mass-setz~ng"), which entails a congruence definition and
is given by the function f (and by the choice of a unit), as will be recalled
from the beginning of our Section 3.27 And he concludes that the functional relations between R, M, and T are such "that if two of them are
given, the third specification is thereby uniquely given as well" [8, P· 54].
Accordingly, he writes:

=

R
c/>1(M,T)
M = c/>2(R,T)
T = cf> 3 (M,R).
While the first of these dependencies does hold, our example of imparting a Euclidean geometry to a table top by each of two incompati~le
congruence definitions shows that not only the second but.also .the thud
of Carnap's dependencies fails to hold. For the mere specification of M
to the effect that the rod will be called congruent to itself everywhere
and of R as Euclidean does not tell us whether the coincidence behavior T
of the rod on the table top will be such as to coincide successively with
2
2
those intervals that are equal according to the formula ds 2 = dx
dy
or with the different intervals that are equal on the basis of one of the
metrizations ds2 = sec 2 0 dx2 dy 2 (where sec20 =I= l). In other words,
the stated specifications of M and R do not tell us whether the rod behaves on the table top as we know it to behave in actuality or whether it
squirms in any one of infinitely many different ways as compared to its
actual behavior.
3. As a corollary of our proof of the nonuniqueness of the congruence
definition, we can show that the following statement by Reichenbach is

false: " If we say: actually a geometry G applies but we measure a geometry G', we define at the same time a force F which causes the difference
between G and G'" [72, p. 27]. Using our previous notation, we note first
that instead of determining a metric tensor g1k uniquely (up to an arbitrary constant ), the geometry G determines an infinite class a of such
tensors differing other than by being proportional to one another. But
since F 1k = g1k - g11/ (where the g1k' are furnished by the rod prior to its
being regarded as "deformed" by any universal forces), the failure of G
to determine a tensor g1k uniquely (up to an arbitrary constant) issues in
there being as many different universal forces F 11, as there are different
tensors gu, in the class a determined by G. We see, therefore, that contrary to Reichenbach, there are infinitely many different ways in which
the measuring rod can be held to be "deformed" while furnishing the
same geometry G.

4. Some Chronometric Ramifications of the Conventionality
of Congruence

can provide a congruenc~ definition, t~ey cannot b~ deduced from_one another witl~ 
out information concernmg the comc1dence behaviOr of the rod m the space und er
consideration.

(i) Newtonian mechanics.
On the conception of time congruence as conventional, the preference
for the customary definition of isochronism-a preference not felt by
Einstein in the general theory of relativity, as we shall see in part ( ii)can derive only from considerations of convenience and elegance so long
as the resulting form of the theory is not prescribed. Hence, the thesis
that isochronism is conventional precludes a difference in factual import
(content) or in explanatory power between two descriptions one of which
employs the customary isochronism while the other is a "translation"
(transcription) of it into a language employing a time congruence incompatible with the customary one.
As a test case for this thesis of explanatory parity, the following kind
of counterargument has been suggested in outline. On the Riemannian
analysis, congruence must be regarded as conventional in the time continuum of Newtonian dynamics no less than in the theory of relativity .
We shall therefore wish to compare in regard to explanatory capability
the two forms of Newtonian dynamics corresponding to two different
time congruences as follows.
The first of these congruences is defined by the requirement that Newton's laws hold, as modified by the addition of very small corrective terms
ex press ing the so-called relativistic motion of the perihelia. This tim e
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.., In Sec. 7, we shall assess the merits of Reichenbach's denial that the geo.m:try
is necessary, which he rests on the grounds that rigidity can be defined by the ehmmation of differential forces.
:n Although both Carnap's metric M and the distance function
ds = yg,.dx'dx•
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congruence will be called "Newtonian," and the time variable whose
values represent Newtonian time after a particular unit has been chosen
will be denoted by "t." The second time congruence is defined by the
rotational motion of the earth. It does not matter for our purpose whether
we couple the latter congruence with a unit given by the mean solar second, which is the 1/86400 part of the mean interval between two consecutive meridian passages of the fictitious mean sun, or with a different
unit given by the sidereal day, which is the interval between successive
meridian passages of a star. What matters is that both the mean solar
second and the sidereal day are based on the periodicities of the earth's
rotational motion. Assume now that one or another of these units has
been chosen, and letT be the time variable associated with that metrization, which we shall call "diurnal time." The important point is that the
time variables t and T are nonlinearly related and are associated with incompatible definitions of isochronism, because the speed of rotation of
the earth varies relatively to the Newtonian time metric in several distinct
ways [13, pp. 264-267]. Of these, the best known is the relative slowing
down of the earth's rotation by the tidal friction between the water in
the shallow seas of the earth and the land under it. Upon calculating the
positions of the moon, for example, via the usual theory of celestial mechanics, which is based on the Newtonian time metric, the observed positions of the moon in the sky would be found to be ahead of the calculated ones it we were to identify the time defined by the earth's rotation
with the Newtonian time of celestial mechanics. And the same is true
of the positions of the planets of the solar system and of the moons of
Jupiter in amounts all corresponding to a slowing down on the part of
the earth.
Now consider the following argument for the lack of explanatory parity
between the two forms of the dynamical theory respectively associated
with the t and T scales of time: "Dynamical facts will discriminate in
favor of the t scale as opposed to the T scale. It is granted that it is kinematically equivalent to say
(a) the earth's rotational motion has slowed down relatively to
the "clocks" constituted by various revolving planets and
satellites of the solar system,

But these two statements are not on a par explanatorily in the context of
the dynamical theory of the motions in the solar system. For whereas the
slowing down of the earth's rotation in formulation (a) can be understood
as the dynamical effect of nearby masses (the tidal waters and their friction), no similar dynamical cause can be supplied for the accelerations in
formulation (b) . And the latter fact shows that a theory incorporating
formulation (a) has greater explanatory power or factual import than a
theory containing (b)." In precisely this vein, D' Abro, though stressing
on the one hand that apart from convenience and simplicity there is
nothing to choose between different metrics [16, p. 53], on the other hand
adduces the provision of causal understanding by the t-scale as an argument in its favor and thus seems to construe such differences of simplicity
as involving nonequivalent descriptions:
If in mechanics and astronomy we had selected at random some arbitrary definition of time, if we had defined as congruent the intervals separating the rising and setting of the sun at all seasons of the year, say for
the latitude of New York, our understanding of mechanical phenomena
would have been beset with grave difficulties. As measured by these new
temporal standards, free bodies would no longer move with constant
speeds, but would be subjected to periodic accelerations for which it
would appear impossible to ascribe any definite cause, and so on. As a result, the law of inertia would have to be abandoned, and with it the
entire doctrine of classical mechanics, together with Newton's law. Thus
a change in our understanding of congruence would entail far-reaching
consequences.
Again, in the case of the vibrating atom, had some arbitrary definition
of time been accepted, we should have had to assume that the same atom
presented the most capricious frequencies. Once more it would have been
difficult to ascribe satisfactory causes to these seemingly haphazard fluctuations in frequency; and a simple understanding of the most fundamental optical phenomena would have been well-nigh impossible [16,
p. 78, my italics].

or
(b) the revolving celestial bodies speed up their periodic motions relatively to the earth's uniform rotation.
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To examine this argument, let us set the two formulations of dynamics
corresponding to the t and T scales respectively before us mathematically
in order to have a clearer statement of the issue.
The differences between the two kinds of temporal congruence with
which we are concerned arise from the fact that the functional relationship
T = f(t)
rclal·ing tl1c two time scales is nonlinear, so that time intervals which are
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congruent on the one scale are generally incongruent on the other. It is
clear that this function is monotone increasing, and thus we know that
permanently

~~ #0.

Solving for the diurnal acceleration, and using equation ( l) as well as
the abbreviations
f(t)

dT

== dt

and f"(t)

=

d 2T
dt:.! '

we find

Moreover, in view of the nonlinearity ofT= f(t), we know that dTjdt
is not constant. Since the function f has an inverse, it will be possible to
translate any set of laws formulated on the basis of either of the two time
scales into the corresponding other scale. In order to see what form the
customary Newtonian force law assumes in diurnal time, we must express
the acceleration ingredient in that law in terms of diurnal time. But in
order to derive the transformation law for the accelerations, we first treat
the velocities. By the chain rule for differentiation, we have, using 'r' to
denote the position vector
dT.
( l) ~-~
dt- dT dt
Suppose a body is at rest in the coordinate system in which r is measured,
when Newtonian time is employed, then this body will also be held to
be at rest diurnally: since we saw that the second term on the right-hand
side of equation ( l) cannot be zero, the left-hand side of ( l) will vanish
if and only if the first term on the right-hand side of ( l) is zero. Though
rest in a given frame in the t-scale will correspond to rest in that frame
in the T-scale as well, equation ( l) shows that the constancy of the nonvanishing Newtonian velocity drj dt will not correspond to a constant
diurnal velocity dr/ dT, since the derivative dT/dt changes with both
Newtonian and diurnal time. Now, differentiation of equation ( l) with
respect to the Newtonian timet yields
2
d2 r
dr d T
dT d (dr)
2
( ) dt2 = dT dt2 +dt dt dT .
But, applying the chain-rule to the second factor in the second term on
the right-hand side of ( 2), we obtain
2

d ( dr)

d r dT

(2a) dt dT = dT2 dt.
Hence ( 2) becomes
2
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2

d r
dr d T
( 3) dt2 = dT dt2

+

2
2
d r (dT)
dT2 dt .
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secular term

d 2r
l
d2 r
f" ( t) dr
4
( ) dT2 =[f'(t)] 2 dt2 -[f'(t)] 3 dt
r-"---.

r-"---.

,..---"--.

diurnal
acceleration

Newtonian
acceleration

Newtonian
velocity

Several ancillary points should be noted briefly in regard to equation
(4) before seeing what light it throws on the form assumed by causal explanation within the framework of a diurnal description. When the Newtonian force on a body is not zero because the body is accelerating under
the influence of masses, the diurnal acceleration will generally also not be
zero, save in the unusual case when
d 2 r _ f"(t) dr
(S) dt 2 - f'(t) dt.
Thus the causal influence of masses, which gives rise to the Newtonian
accelerations in the usual description, is seen in (4) to make a definite
contribution to the diurnal acceleration as well. But the new feature of
the diurnal description of the facts lies in the possession of a secular acceleration by all bodies not at rest, even when no masses are inducing
Newtonian accelerations, so that the first term on the right-hand side of
(4) vanishes. And this secular acceleration is numerically not the same
for all bodies but depends on their velocities drj dt in the given reference
frame and thus also on the reference frame.
The character and existence of this secular acceleration calls for several
kinds of comment.
Its dependence on the velocity and on the reference frame should neither occasion surprise nor be regarded as a difficulty of any sort. As to the
velocity dependence of the secular acceleration, consider a simple numerial exam ple which removes any surprise: if instead of calling two successive hours on Big Ben equal, we remetrized time so as to assign the measure Y2 I10m to the second of these intervals, then all bodies having uniform
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speeds in the usual time metric will double their speeds on the new scale
after the first interval, and the numerical increase or acceleration in the
speeds of initially faster bodies will be greater than that in the speeds of
the initially slower bodies. Now as for the dependence of the secular acceleration on the reference frame, in the context of the physical facts asserted by the Newtonian theory apart from its metrical philosophy it is a
mere prejudice to require that, to be admissible, a formulation of that
theory must agree with the customary one in making the acceleration of
a body at any given time be the same in all Galilean reference frames
("Galilean relativity"). For not a single bona fide physical fact of the
Newtonian world is overlooked or contradicted by a kinematics not featuring this Galilean relativity. It is instructive to be aware in this connection
that even in the customary rendition of the kinematics of special relativity,
a constant acceleration in a frame S' would not generally correspond to
a constant acceleration in a frame S, because the component accelerations
in S depend not only on the accelerations in S' but also on the component
velocities in that system which would be changing with the time.
But what are we to say, apart from the dependence on the velocity
and reference system, about the very presence of this "dynamically unexplained" or causally baffling secular acceleration? To deal with this
question, we first observe merely for comparison that in the customary
formulation of Newtonian mechanics, constant speeds (as distinct from
constant velocities) fall into two classes with respect to being attributable
to the dynamical action of perturbing masses: constant rectilinear speeds
are affirmed to prevail in the absence of any mass influences, while constant curvilinear (e.g., circular) speeds are related to the (centripetally)
accelerating actions of masses. Now in regard to the presence of a secular
acceleration in the diurnal description, it is fundamental to see the following: Whereas on the version of Newtonian mechanics employing the
customary metrizations (of time and space) a11 accelerations whatsoever
in Galilean frames are of dynamical origin by being attributable to the
action of specific masses, this feature of Newton's theory is made possible
not only by the facts but also by the particular time metrization chosen
to codify them. As equation (4) shows upon equating d 2 rjdt2 to zero,
the dynamical character of aH accelerations is not vouchsafed by any causal
facts of the world with which every theory would have to come to terms.
For the diurnal description encompasses the objective behavior of bodies
(point events and coincidences) as a function of the presence or absence

of other bodies no less than does the Newtonian one, thereby achieving
full explanatory parity with the latter in all logical (as distinct from pragmatic!) respects.
Hence the provision of a dynamical basis for ali accelerations should
not be regarded as an inflexible epistemological req uirement in the elaboration of a theory explaining mechanical phenomena . Disregarding the
pragmatically decisive consideration of convenience, there ca n therefore
be no valid explanatory objection to the diurnal description, in which accelerations fall into two classes by being the superpositions, in the sense
of equation (4), of a dynamically grounded and a kinematically grounded
term. And, most important, since there is no slowing down of the earth's
rotation on the diurnal metric, there can be no question in that description of specifying a cause for such a nonexistent deceleration; instead, a
frictional cause is now specified for the earth's diurnally uniform rotation
and for the liberation of heat accompanying this kind of uniform motion.
For in the T-scale description it is uniform rotation which requires a dynamical cause constituted by masses interacting (frictionally) with the
uniformly rotating body, and it is now a law of nature or entailed by such
a law that all diurnally uniform rotations issue in the dissipation of heat.
Of course, the mathematical representation of the frictional interaction
will not have the customary Newtonian form: to obtain the diurnal account of the frictional dynamics of the tides, one would need to apply
transformations of the kind given in our equation (4) to the quantities
appearing in the relevant Newtonian equations for this case, which can
be found in [43, Ch. 8] and in [88].
But, it will be asked, what of the Newtonian conservation principles,
if the T scale of time is adopted? It is readily demonstrable by reference
to the simple case of the motion of a free particle that while the Newtonian kinetic energy will be constant in this case, its formal diurnal
homologue (as opposed to its diurnal equivalent!) will not be constant.
Let us denote the constant Newtonian velocity of the free particle by
"vt." the subscript "t" serving to represent the use of the t scale, and let
"v-r" denote the diurnal velocity corresponding to Vt. Since we know from
equation ( 1) above that Yt = vT dT jdt, where Vt is constant but dTjdt
is not, we see that the diurnal homologue YzmvT2 of the Newtonian kinetic energy cannot be constant in this case, although the diurnal equivalent Yz m ( v.1• dTf elt) 2 of the constant Newtonian kinetic energy Yzmvt2
is necessarily constant. Just as in th e case of the Newtonian equations of
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motion themselves, so also in the case of the Newtonian conservation
principle of mechanical energy, the diurnal equivalent or transcription
explains all the facts explained by the Newtonian original. Hence our
critic can derive no support at all from the fact that the formal diurnal
homologues of Newtonian conservation principles generally do not hold.
And we see, incidentally, that the time invariance of a physical quantity
and hence the appropriateness of singling it out from among others as
a form of "energy," etc., will depend not only on the facts but also on the
time metrization used to render them. It obviously will not do, therefore,
to charge the diurnal description with inconsistency via the petitio of
grafting onto it the requirement that it incorporate the homologues of
Newtonian conservation principles which are incompatible with it: a
case in point is the charge that the diurnal description violates the conservation of energy because in its metric the frictional generation of heat
in the tidal case is not compensated by any reduction in the speed of the
earth's rotation! Whether the diurnal time metrization permits the deduction of conservation principles of a relatively simple type involving
diurnally based quantities is a rather involved mathematical question
whose solution is not required to establish our thesis that, apart from
pragmatic considerations, the diurnal description enjoys explanatory parity
with the Newtonian one.
We have been disregarding pragmatic considerations in assessing the
explanatory capabilities of two descriptions associated with different time
metrizations as to parity. But it would be an error to infer that in pointing
to the equivalence of such descriptions in regard to factual content, we
are committed to the view that there is no criterion for choosing between
them and hence no reason for preferring any one of them to the others.
Factual adequacy (truth) is, of course, the cardinal necessary condition
for the acceptance of a scientific theory, but it is hardly a sufficient condition for accepting any one particular formulation of it which satisfies
this necessary condition. As well say that a person pointing out that
equivalent descriptions can be given in the decimal (metric) and English
system of units cannot give telling reasons for preferring the former! Indeed, after first commenting on the factual basis of the existence of the
Newtonian time congruence, we shall see that there are weighty pragmatic
reasons for preferring that metrization of the time continuum. And these
reasons will turn out to be entirely consonant with our twin contention
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that alternative metrizability allows linguistically different, equivalent descriptions and that geochronometric conventionalism is not a subthesis of
trivial semantical conventionalism.
The factual basis of the Newtonian time mctrization will be appreciated by reference to the following two considerations: ( i) As we shall
prove presently, it is a highly fortunate empirical fact, and not an a priori
truth, that there exists a time metrization at all in which all accelerations
with respect to inertial systems are of dynamic origin, as claimed by the
Newtonian theory, and (ii) it is a further empirical fa ct that the time
metrization having this remarkable property (i.e., "ephemeris time") is
furnished physically by the earth's annual revolution around the sun (not
by its diurnal rotation) albeit not in any observationally simple way, since
due account must be taken computationally of the irregularities produced
by the gravitational influences of the other planets.28 That the existence
of a time metrization in which ail accelerations with respect to inertial systems are of dynamical origin cannot be guaranteed a priori is demonstrable as follows.
Suppose that, contrary to actual fact, it were the case that a free body
did accelerate when its motion is described in the metric of ephemeris
time t, it thus being assumed that there are accelerations in the customary
time metric which are not dynamical in origin. More particularly, let us
now posit that, contrary to actual fact, a free particle were to execute
one-dimensional simple harmonic motion of the form
r = coswt,
where r is the distance from the origin. In that hypothetical eventuality,
the acceleration of a free particle in the t scale would have the time-dependent value

d2r
dt2

= -w coswt.
2

And our problem is to determine whether there would then exist some
other time metrization T = f(t) possessing the Newtonian property that
our free particle has a zero acceleration. We shall now find that the answer is definitely negative: under the hypothetical empirical conditions
which we have posited, there would indeed be no admissible, single-valued
.. For details on the so-called ephemeris time given by this metric, see (10, 11, 12,
I ].
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time metrization Tat all in which all accelerations with respect to inertial
systems would be of dynamical origin.
For let us now regard "T" in equation (4) of this subsection as the
time variable associated with the sought-after metrization T = f ( t) in
which the acceleration d 2rjdT2 of our free particle would be zero. We
recall that equation ( 5) of this subsection was obtained from equation
(4) by equating the T-scale acceleration d 2 r/dT2 to zero. Hence if our
sought-after metrization exists at all, it would have to be the solution
T = f(t) of the scalar form of equation (5) as applied to our one-dimensional motion. That equation is
d2 r
f"(t) dr
(6 ) dt2 = f (t) dt .

oscillating particle would return to the same placer= coswt in the course
of its periodic motion. And by thus violating the basic topological requirement that the function T = f(t) be one-to-one, the T scale which does
have the sought-after Newtonian property under our hypothetical empirical conditions is physically a quite inadmissible and hence unavailable
metrization.
It follows that there is no a priori assurance of the existence of at least
one time metrization possessing the Newtonian property that the acceleration of a free particle in inertial systems is zero . So much for the factual
basis of the Newtonian time metrization.
Now, inasmuch as the employment of the time mctrization based on
the earth's annual revolution issues in Newton's relatively simple laws,
there are powerful reasons of mathematical tractability and convenience
for greatly preferring the time metrization in which ail accelerations are
of dynamical origin. In fact, the various refinements which astronomers
have introduced in their physical standards for temporal congruence have
been dictated by the demand for a definition of temporal congruence (or
of a so-called invariable time standard) for which Newton's laws will hold
in the solar system, including the relatively simple conservation laws interconnecting diverse kinds of phenomena (mechanical, thermal, etc.) .
And thus, as Feigl and Maxwell have aptly put it, one of the important
criteria of descriptive simplicity which greatly restrict the range of "reasonable" conventions is seen to be the scope which a convention will allow
for mathematically tractable laws.

1

Putting v = drjdt and noting that
d
f" ( t)
d
1 dv
dt log f ( t) - f t) , and dt log v = dt ,
1

v

_

1(

equation ( 6) becomes
d
d
I
dt log v = dtlog f (t).

Integrating, and using log cas the constant of integration, we obtain
log v = log c f t) ,
1

(

or
v

= c f'(t),

which is

(ii) The General Theory of Relativity.

dr
dT
dt=c dt.

It is evident that the solution T = f(t) given by equation (8) is not a
one-to-one function: the same time T in the sought-after metrization
would correspond to all those different times on the t scale at which the

In the special theory of relativity, only the customary time metrization
is employed in the following sense: At any given point A in a Galilean
frame, the length of a time interval between two events at the point A
is given by the difference between the time coordinates of the two events
as furnished by the readings of a standard clock at A whose periods are
defined to be congruent. This is, of course, the precise analogue of the
customary definition of spatial congruence which calls the rod congruent
to itself everywhere, when at relative rest, after allowance for substancespecific perturbations. On the other hand, as we shall now see, there are
contexts in which the general theory of relativity (GTR) utilizes a crit·crion of tG1nporal congruence which is an analogue of a noncustomary
kind of spatial congruence in the following sense: the length of a time
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Integration yields
(7) r = cT

+ d,

where d is a constant of integration. But, by our earlier hypothesis, r =
coswt. Hence (7) becomes
1
d
(8) T =-coswt-- ·
c
c
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interval separating two events at a clock depends not only on the difference between the time coordinates which the clock assigns to these events
but also on the spatial location of the clock (though not on the time itself at which the interval begins or ends).
A case in point from the GTR involves a rotating disk to which we
apply those principles which GTR takes over from the special theory of
relativity. Let a set of standard material clocks be distributed at various
points on such a disk. The infinitesimal application of the special relativity clock retardation then tells us the following: a clock at the center 0
of the disk will maintain the rate of a contiguous clock located in an
inertial system I with respect to which the disk has angular velocity w,
but the same does not hold for clocks located at other points A of the
disk which are at positive distances r from 0 . Such A clocks have various
linear velocities wr relatively to I in virtue of their common angular velocity w . Accordingly, all A clocks (whatever their chemical constitution)
will have readings lagging behind the corresponding readings of the respective 1-system clocks adjacent to them by a factor of

simplicity of the resulting laws : at any point A on the disk the length
(duration) of a time interval is given not by the difference between the
A clock coordinates of its termini but by the product of this increment
and the rate factor

~

r2w2

1 - ---y- >
c

where cis the velocity of light. What would be the consequences of using
the customary time metrization everywhere on the rotating disk and letting the duration (length) of a time interval elapsing at a given point A
be given by the difference between the time coordinates of the termini
of that interval as furnished by the readings of the standard clock at A?
The adoption of the customary time metric would saddle us with a most
complicated description of the propagation of light in the rotating system
having the following undesirable features : ( i) time would enter the description of nature explicitly in the sense that the one-way velocity of
light would depend on the time, since the lagging rate of the clock at A
issues in a temporal change in the magnitude of the one-way transit time
of a light ray for journeys between 0 and A, and (ii) the number of light
waves emitted at A during a unit of time on the A clock is greater than
the number of waves arriving at the center 0 in one unit of time on the
0 clock [53, pp. 225-226]. To avoid the undesirably complicated laws entailed by the use of the simple customary definition of time congruence,
the GTR jettisoned the latter. In its stead, it adopted the following more
complicated, noncustomary congruence definition for the sake of the
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which depends on the spatial coordinate r of the point A. This rate factor
serves to assign a greater duration to time intervals than would be obtained from the customary procedure of letting the length of time be
given by the increment in the clock readings. In view of the dependence
of the metric on the spatial position r, via the rate factor entering into it,
we are confronted here with a noncustomary time metrization fully as
consonant with the temporal order of the events at A as is the customary
metric.
A similarly nonstandard time metric is used by Einstein in his GTR
paper of 1911 [24, Section 3] in treating the effect of gravitation on the
propagation of light. Analysis shows that the very same complexities in
the description of light propagation which are encountered on the rotating disk arise here as well, if the standard time metric is used. These complexities are eliminated here in quite analogous fashion by the use of a
noncustomary time metric. Thus, if we are concerned with light emitted
on the sun and reaching the earth and if " - <I>" represents the negative
difference in gravitational potential between the sun and the earth, then
we proceed as follows: prior to being brought from the earth to the sun,
a clock is set to have a rate faster than that of an adjoining terrestrial clock
by a factor of
1

(to a first approximation), where
<I>
2

c

< 1.

(iii) The Cosmology of E. A. Milne.
F. A Milne, whose two logarithmically related t and T scales of time
were mentioned in Section 2, part ( i), has attempted to erect the usual
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space-time structure of special relativity on the basis of a light signal
kinematics of particle observers purportedly dispensing with the use of
rigid solids and isochronous material clocks [51, 52] . In his Modern Cosmology and the Christian Idea of God [52, Ch. III], Milne begins his
discussion of time and space by incorrectly charging Einstein with failure
to realize that the concept of a rigid body as a body whose rest length is
invariant under transport contains a conventional ingredient just as much
as does the concept of metrical simultaneity at a distance.29 Milne then
proposes to improve upon a rigid body criterion of spatial congruence by
proceeding in the manner of radar ranging and using instead the roundtrip times required by light to traverse the corresponding closed paths,
these times not being measured by material clocks but, in outline, as follows.30 Each particle is equipped with a device for ordering the genidentical events belonging to it temporally in a linear Cantorean continuum.
Such a device is called a "clock," and the single observer at the particle
using such a local clock is called a "particle observer." If now A and B are
two particle observers and light signals are sent from one to the other, then
the time of arrival t' at B can be expressed as a function t' = f ( t) of the
time t of emission at A, and likewise the time of arrival t' at A is a function t' = F(t) of the timet of emission at B. Particle observers equipped
with clocks as defined are said to be "equivalent," if the so-called signal
functions f and F are the same, and the clocks of equivalent particle observers are said to be congruent. It can be shown that if A and B are not
equivalent, then B's clock can be regraduated by a transformation of the
form t' = .p (t) so as to render them equivalent [52, pp. 39-41]. The congruence of the clocks at A and B does not, of course, assure their synchronism. Milne now uses Einstein's definition of simultaneity [52, p. 42] :
the time t2 assigned by A to the arrival of a light ray at B which is emitted
at time t 1 at A and returns to A at time t 3 after instantaneous reflection
at B is defined to be
t2=Y2( t1+ta).
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where cis an arbitrarily chosen constant [52, p. 42] . Since
r2
r2
--- =
=c,
t2 - tl
t3 - t:!

That Einstein was abundantly aware of this point is evident from his definition
of the "practically rigid body" in (22, p. 9].
80
For more detailed summaries of Milne's light-signal kinematics see (92, pp. 309310; 59, pp. 78-85] .

the constant c represents the velocity of the light signal in terms of the
conventions adopted by A for measuring distance and time at a remote
point B. Milne gives the following statement of his epistemological objections to Einstein's use of rigid rods and of his claim that his light-signal
kinematics provides a philosophically satisfactory alternative to it:
. . . the concept of the transport of a rigid body or rigid length measure
is itself an indefinable concept. In terms of one given sta ndard metre, we
cannot say what we mean by asking that a given 'rigid' length measure
shall remain 'unaltered in length' when we move it from one place to
another; for we have no standard of length at the new place. Again, we
should have to specify standards of 'rest' everywhere, for it is not clear
without consideration that the 'length' will be the same, even at the same
place, for different velocities. The fact is that to say of a body or measuring-rod that it is 'rigid' is no definition whatever; it specifies no 'operational' procedure for testing whether a given length-measure after transport or after change of velocity is the same as it was before [52, p. 35] . . . .
It is part of the debt we owe to Einstein to recognize that only 'operational' definitions are of any significance in science . . . Einstein carried
out his own procedure completely when he analysed the previously undefined concept of simultaneity, replacing it by tests using the measurements which have actually to be employed to recognize whether two distant events are or are not simultaneous. But he abandoned his own procedure when he retained the indefinable concept of the length of a 'rigid'
body, i.e. a length unaltered under transport. The two indefinable concepts of the transportable rigid body and of simultaneity are on exactly
the same footing; they are fog-centres, inhibiting further vision, until
analysed and shown to be equivalent to conventions [52, p. 35] .. . .
It will be one of our major tasks to elucidate the type of graduation
employed for graduating our ordinary clocks; that is to say, to inquire
what is meant by, and if possible to isolate what is usually understood by,
'uniform time'. In other words, we wish to inquire which of the arbitrarily
many ways in which the markings of our abstract clock may be graduated
::111 be identified with the 'uniform time' of physics [52, p. 37] . ...
The question now arises: is it possible to arrange that the mode of
•raduation of observer B's clock corresponds to the mode of graduation
of A's clock in such a way that a meaning can be attached to saying that
B's clock is a copy of A's clock? If so, we shall say that B's clock has been
mad e congruent with A's [52, p . 39] ....
It· will have been noticed that we have succeeded in making B's clock
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And he defines the distance r2 of B, by A's clock, upon the arrival of tl1e
light from A at B to be given by the relation
r2 = Y2c(t3 - t1),
20
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a copy of A's without bringing B into permanent coincidence with A. We
have made a copy of an arbitrary clock at a distance. This is something
we cannot do with metre-scales or other length-measures. The problem of
copying a clock is in principle simpler than the problem of copying a unit
of length. We shall see in due course that with the construction of a copy
of a clock at a distance we have solved the problem of comparing lengths
[52, p. 41] . . ..
The important point is that epoch and distance (which we shall call
coordinates) are purely conventional constructs, and have meaning only
in relation to a particular form of clock graduation . .. But it is to be
pointed out that when the mode of clock graduation reduces to that of
ordinary clocks in physical laboratories, our coordinate conventions provide measures of epoch and distance which coincide with those based on
the standard metre [52, pp. 42-43] ....
The reason why it is more fundamental to use clocks alone rather than
both clocks and scales or than scales alone is that the concept of the clock
is more elementary than the concept of the scale. The concept of the
clock is connected with the concept of 'two times at the same place',
whilst the concept of the scale is connected with the concept of 'two
places at the same time'. But the concept of 'two places at the same time'
involves a convention of simultaneity, namely, simultaneous events at the
two places, but the concept of 'two times at the same place' involves no
convention; it involves only the existence of an ego [52, p. 46] . . . .
Length is just as much a conventional matter as an epoch at a distance.
Thus the metre-scale is not such a fundamental instrument as the clock.
In the first place its length for any observer, as measured by the radar
method, depends on the clock used by the observer; in the second place,
different observers assign different lengths to it even if their clocks are
congruent, owing to the fact that the test of simultaneity is a conventional
one. The clock, on the other hand, once graduated, gives epochs at itself
which are independent of convention.
Once we have set up a clock, arbitrarily graduated, distances for the
observer using this clock become definite. If a rod, moved from one position of rest relative to this observer to another position of rest relative to
the same observer, possesses in the two positions the same length, as measured by this observer using his own clock, as graduated, then the rod is
said to have undergone a rigid-body-displacement by this clock. In this
way we see that once we have fixed on a clock, a rigid-body-displacement
becomes definable. But until we have provided a clock, there is no way of
saying what we mean by a rigid body under displacement [52, pp. 47-48] .

sou.rces of his light-signal kinematics as well as with the measures of
length and time on which the kinematics of special relativity is predicated. This means that he must be able to characterize inertial systems
within the confines of his epistemological program as some kind of dense
assemblage of equivalent particle observers filling space such that each
particle observer is at rest relative to and synchronous with every other.
We have already seen that he was wholly in error in charging Einstein
with lack of awareness of the conventionality of spatial congruence as
defined by the rigid rod. But that, much more fund amentall y, he is mistaken in believing to have erected the kinematics of special relativity on
an epistemologically more satisfactory base than Einstein did will now
be made clear by reference to the following result pointed out by L. L.
Whyte [102]: Using only light signals and temporal succession without
either a solid rigid rod or an isochronous material clock, it is not possible
to construct ordinary measures of length and time. For "a physicist using
only light signals cannot discriminate inertial systems from these subjected
to arbitrary 4-D similarity transformations. 31 The system of 'resting' mass
points which can be so identified may be arbitrarily expanding andj or
contracting relatively to a rod, and these superfluous transformations can
only be eliminated by using a rod or a clock" [102, p. 161].
The significance of the result stated by Whyte is twofold: (i) If Milne
dispenses with material clocks and bases his chronometry only on the congruences yielded by his light-signal clocks, then he cannot obtain inertial
systems without a rigid rod in the following sense. The rigid rod is not
needed for the definition of spatial congruence within the system but is
required to assure that the distance between one particular pair of points
connected by it at one time t 0 is the same as at some later time t 1 • In other
words, the rod is rigid at a given place by remaining congruent to itself
(by convention) as time goes on. And in this way the rod assures the time
constancy of the distance between the two given points connected by it.
This reliance on the rigid rod thus involves the use of the definition of
simultaneity. Hence, if Milne were right in charging that the use of a
rigid rod is beset by philosophic difficulties, then he indeed would be incurring these liabilities no less than Einstein does. On the other hand,
suppose that (ii) Milne does use a material clock to define the time
metric at a space point and thereby to particularize his clock graduations

Now, if Milne is to make good his criticism of Einstein by erecting the
space-time structure of special relativity on alternative epistemological
foundations, he must provide us with inertial systems by means of the rc468

•• For a brief account of similarity transformations, and a further articulation of
Whyte's point here, cf. [72, pp. 172-173).
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to the kind required for the elimination of the unwanted reference systems described by L. L. Whyte. This procedure is a far cry from his purely
topological clock which "involves only the existence of an ego" [52, p. 46]
in contradistinction to the rigid scale's involvement of a definition of
simultaneity. And, in that case, his measurement of the equality of space
intervals by means of the equality of the corresponding round-trip time
intervals involves the following conventions: (a) the tacit use of a definition of simultaneity of noncoinciding events. For although a round-trip
time on a given clock does not, of course, itself require such a simultaneity
criterion, the measurement of a spatial distance in an inertial system by
means of this time does: the distance yielded by the round-trip time on
a clock at A is the distance r2 between A and B at the time t2 on the A
clock when the light pulse from A arrives at B on its round-trip ABA,
(b) successive equal differences in the readings of a given local clock are
stipulated to be measures of equal time intervals and thereby of equal
space intervals, and (c) equal differences on separated clocks of identical
constitution are decreed to be measures of equal time intervals and thereby of equal space intervals .
To what extent then, if any, does Milne have a case against Einstein?
It would appear from our analysis that the only justifiable criticism is not
at all epistemological but concerns an innocuous point of axiomatic economy: once you grant Milne a material clock, he does not require the rigid
rod at all, whereas Einstein utilizes the spatial congruence definition based
on the rigid rod in addition to all of the conventions needed by Milne.
Thus, Milne's kinematics, as supplemented by the use of a material clock,
is constructed on a slightly narrower base of conventions than is Einstein's.32
It will be recalled that if measurements of spatial and temporal extension are to be made by means of solid rods and material clocks, allowance
must be made computationally for thermal and other perturbations of
these bodies so that they can define rigidity and isochronism. Calling attention to this fact and believing Milne's light-signal kinematics to be
essentially successful, L. Page [59, pp. 78-79] deemed Milne's construction more adequate than Einstein's, writing: "the original formulation of
the relativity theory was based on undefined concepts of space and tim e
82
The preceding critique of Milne supplants my earlier brief critique [36, pp. 531 533] in which Milne's arguments were misinterpreted as indicative of lack of appreciation on his part of the conventionality of temporal congruence.
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intervals which could not be identified unambiguously with actual observations. Recently Milne has shown how to supply the desired criterion
[of rigidity and isochronism] by erecting the space-time structure on the
foundations of a constant light-signal velocity." It is apparent in the light
of our appraisal of Milne's kinematics that Page's claim is vitiated by
Milne's need for a rigid rod or material clock as specified .
It should be noted, however, as Professor A. G. Walker has pointed
out to me, that if Milne's construction is interpreted as applying not to
special relativity kinematics but to his cosmological world model, then
our criticisms are no longer pertinent. In terms of his logari thmically related rand t scales of time, it turns out that upon measuring distances by
the specified chronometric convention, the galaxies are at relative rest in
r-scale kinematics and in uniform relative motion in the t scale. Each of
these time scales is unique up to a trivial change of units, and their associated descriptions of the cosmological world are equivalent in Reichenbach's sense. In this cosmological context, the problem of eliminating the
superfluous transformations mentioned by Whyte therefore does not
arise.

5. Critique of Some Major Objections to the Conventionality of
Spatia-Temporal Congruence
(i) The Russell-Poincare Controversy.
During the years 1897-1900, B. Russell and H. Poincare had a controversy which was initiated by Poincare's review [62] of Russell's Foundations of Geometry of 1897, and pursued in Russell's reply [81] and Poincare's rejoinder [65]. Russell criticized Poincare's conventionalist conception of congruence and invoked the existence of an intrinsic metric as
follows: 33
It seems to be believed that since measurement [i.e., comparison by
means of the congruence standard] is necessary to discover equality or
inequality, these cannot exist without measurement. ~ow the proper conclusion is exactly the opposite. Whatever one can d_Iscover by_ mea~s of
an operation must exist independently of that _operation: Amenc:a existed
before Christopher Columbus, and two quanbbes of the same kmd must
be equal or unequal before being measured. Any meth?d of ~ea~urement
(i .e., any congruence definition] is good or bad accordmg as It yields a result which is true or false. Mr. Poincare, on the other hand, holds that
.. This argument is implicitly endorsed by Helmholtz [91, p. 15].
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measurement creates equality and inequality [i.e., that there is no intrinsic metric] . It follows [then] ... that there is nothing left to measure
and that equality and inequality are terms devoid of meaning [81, pp.

terms. Thus, for example, Tarski's axioms for elementary Euclidean geometry [87] do not employ the term "congruent" for this purpose, using instead a quaternary predicate denoting the equidistance relation between
four points. Also, in Sophus Lie's group-theoretical trea tment of metric
geometries, the congruences are specified by groups of point transformations [3, pp. 153- 154]. But just as Russell invoked his conception of an
intrinsic metric to restrict the permissible spatial interpretations of "congruent line segments," so also he would have maintained that it is never
arbitrary what quartets of physical points may be regarded as the denotata
of Tarski's quaternary equidistance predicate. And he would have imposed
corresponding restrictions on Lie's transformations, since the displacements defined by these groups of transformations have the logical character of spatial congruences. These considerations show that it will not
suffice in this context simply to take the model-theoretic conception of
geometry for granted and thereby to dismiss the Russell-Helmholtz claim
peremptorily in favor of alternative metrizability. Rather what is needed
is a r€futation of the Russell-Helmholtz root assumption of an intrinsic
metric: to exhibit the untenability of that assumption as we have endeavored to do in Section 2 is to provide the justification of the model-theoretic affirmation that a given set of physico-spatial facts may be held to
be as much a realization of a Euclidean calculus as of a non-Euclidean
one yielding the same topology.
The refutation presented in Section 2 requires supplementation, however, to invalidate A. N. Whitehead's perceptualistic version of Russell's
argument. We therefore now turn to an examination of Whitehead's philosophy of congruence.

687- 688].
We have argued that the Newtonian position espoused by Russell is
untenable. But our critique of the model-theoretic trivialization of the
conventionality of congruence shows that we must reject as inadequate
the following kind of criticism of Russell's position, which he would have
regarded as a petitio principii: "Russell's claim is an absurdity, because it
is the denial of the truism that we are at liberty to give whatever physical
interpretations we like to such abstract signs as 'congruent line segments'
and 'straight line' and then to inquire whether the system of objects and
relations thus arbitrarily named is a model of one or another abstract geometric axiom system. Hence, these linguistic considerations suffice to
show that there can be no question, as Russell would have it, whether
two non-coinciding segments are truly equal or not and whether measurement is being carried out with a standard yielding results that are true in
that sense. Accordingly, awareness of the model-theoretic conception of
geometry would have shown Russell that alternative metrizability of spatial and temporal continua should never have been either startling or
a matter for dispute. And, by the same token, Poincare could have spared
himself a polemic against Russell in which he spoke misleadingly of the
conventionality of congruence as a philosophical doctrine pertaining to
the structure of space."
Since this model-theoretic argument fails to come to grips with Russell's root assumption of an intrinsic metric, he would have dismissed it
as a petitio by raising exactly the same objections that the Newtonian
would adduce ( cf. Section 2, part ( i) ) against the alternative metrizability
of space and time. And Russell might have gone on to point out that the
model theoretician cannot evade the spatial equality issue by ( i) noting
that there are axiomatizations of each of the various geometries dispensing with the abstract relation term "congruent" (for line segments) , and
(ii) claiming that there can then be no problem as to what physical interpretations of that relation term are permissible. For a metric geometry
makes metrical comparisons of equality and inequality, however covertly
or circuitously these may be rendered by its language. It is quite immaterial, therefore, whether the relation of spatial equality between line segments is designated by the term "congruent" or by some other term or
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(ii) A. N . Whitehead's Unsuccessful Attempt to Ground an Intrinsic
Metric of Physical Space and Time on the Deliverances of Sense.

Commenting on the Russell-Poincare controversy [97, pp. 121-124],
Whitehead maintains the following : (i) Poincare's argument on behalf of
alternative metrizability is unanswerable only if the philosophy of physical
geometry and chronometry is part of an epistemological framework resting on an illegitimate bifu.rcation of nature, (ii) consonant with therejection of bifurcation, we must ground our metric account of the space
unci time of nature not on the relations between material bodies and
' Vents as fund amental entities but on the more ultimate metric deliverUll ·cs of sense perception, and (iii) perceptual time and space exhibit an
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intrinsic metric. Specifically, Whitehead proposes to point out "the factor
in nature which issues in the preeminence of one congruence relation
over the indefinite herd of other such relations" [97, p. 124] and writes:
The reason for this result is that nature is no longer confined wi~hin spa.ce
at an instant. Space and time are now in.te~con?ected; and this pec~har
factor of time which is so immediately distingmshed among the deliverances of our sense-awareness, relates itself to one particular con.gruence
relation in space [97, p. 124] .... Congruence ~epends on motion, and
thereby is generated the connexion between spatial congruence and temporal congruence [97, p. 126].
Whitehead's argument is thus seen to turn on his ability to show that
temporal congruence cannot be regarded as conventiona~ in physi~s. ~e
believes to have justified this crucial claim by the followmg reasonmg m
which he refers to the conventionalist conception as "the prevalent view"
and to his opposing thesis as "the new theory" :
The new theory provides a definition of the congruence ?~ pe~iods ~f
time. The prevalent view provides no such defi?ition .. I~s positi~~ IS tha~ If
we take such time-measurements so that certam familiar velocities which
seem to us to be uniform are uniform, then the laws of motion are true.
Now in the first place no change could appear either as uniform or nonuniform without involving a definite determination of th~ congruence
for time-periods. So in appealing to familiar. phenomena It allows that
there is some factor in nature which we can mtellectually construct as a
congruence theory. It does not however say anythi~g about it exc~pt that
the laws of motion are then true. Suppose that with some exposit~rs we
cut out the reference to familiar velocities such as the rate of rotation of
the earth. We are then driven to admit that there is no meaning in temporal congruence except that certain assumptions ~ake the laws of motion true. Such a statement is historically false. Kmg Alfred the Great
was ignorant of the laws of motion, but knew very well what he meant
by the measurement of time, and achieved his purpose by means ~f burning candles. Also no one in past ag.es justifi~d the ~se of sand m h?ur
glasses by saying that some centur~es later m~erestmg laws of motion
would be discovered which would give a meanmg to the statement that
the sand was emptied from the bulbs in equal t~mes. Uni.for~ity in change
is directly perceived, and it follows that mankmd perceives m nature fa ctors from which a theory of temporal congruence can be formed. The
prevalent theory entirely fails to produce such fa~tors [97, P·. 13~]. . . .
On the orthodox theory the position of the equations of motion IS ~10s l
ambiguous. The space to which they refer. is com,Pletely u.ndetenm~c<~
and so is the measurement of the lapse of hme. SCience IS s1mply scttmg
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out on a fishing expedition to see whether it cannot find some procedure
which it can call the measurement of space and some procedure which it
can call the measurement of time, and something which it can call a system of forces, and something which it can call masses, so that these formulae may be satisfied. The only reason-on this theory-why anyone should
want to satisfy these formulae is a sentimen tal regard for Galileo, Newton,
Euler and Lagrange. The theory, so far from founding science on a sound
observational basis, forces everything to confo rm to a mere mathematical
preference for certain simple formulae.
I do not for a moment believe that this is a true account of the real
status of the Laws of Motion. These equations want some slight adj ustment for the new formulae of relativity. But with these adjustments, imperceptible in ordinary use, the laws deal with fundamental physical quantities which we know very well and wish to correlate.
The measurement of time was known to all civilised nations long before the laws were thought of. It is this time as thus measured that the
laws are concerned with. Also they deal with the space of our daily life.
When we approach to an accuracy of measurement beyond that of observation, adjustment is allowable. But within the limits of observation
we know what we mean when we speak of measurements of space and
measurements of time and uniformity of change. It is for science to give
an intellectual account of what is so evident in sense-awareness. It is to
me thoroughly incredible that the ultimate fact beyond which there is
no deeper explanation is that mankind has really been swayed by an unconscious desire to satisfy the mathematical formulae which we call the
Laws of Motion, formulae completely unknown till the seventeenth century of our epoch [97, pp. 139-140].
After commenting that purely mathematically, an infinitude of incompatible spatial congruence classes of intervals satisfy the congruence
axioms, Whitehead says:
This breakdown of the uniqueness of congruence for space . . . is to be
contrasted with the fact that mankind does in truth agree on a congruence system for space and a congruence system for time which are founded on the direct evidence of its senses. We ask, why this pathetic trust
in the yard measure and the clock? The truth is that we have observed
something which the classical theory does not explain.
It is important to understand exactly where the difficulty lies. It is often
wrongly conceived as depending on the inexactness of all measurements
in regard to very small quantities. According to our methods of observation we may be correct to a hundredth, or a thousandth, or a millionth
of an inch. But there is always a margin left over within which we cannot
111casmc. llowcvcr, this character of inexactness is not the difficulty in
<JIICSI

ion .
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Let us suppose that our measurements c~n ~e i~eally exact; it will be
still the case that if one man uses one quahfymg (1.e., congruence] class
y and the other man uses another qualifying (i.e., congruence] class S, and
if they both admit the standard yard kept in the exchequer cha~bers to
be their unit of measurement, they will disagree as to what other distances
[at other] places should be judged to be. eq~al to that standard dis~~ce
in the exchequer chambers. Nor need theu disagreement be of a negligible
character [99, pp. 49-50]. . . .
·
When we say that two stretches match in respect to length, what do
we mean? Furthermore we have got to include time. When two lapses of
time match in respect to duration, what do we mean? We have seen th~t
measurement presupposes matching, so it is of no use to hope to explam
matching by measurement [99, pp. 50-51] .. . ·
Our physical space therefore must already have ~ .str':lcture a~d t~e
matching must refer to some qualifying class of quantities mherent m this
structure [99, p. 51] .
.
. . . there will be a class of qualities y one and only one of which .attaches to any stretch on a straight line or on a point, such that matchmg
in respect to this quality is what w~ m~~ by. congruence.
The thesis that I have been mamtammg IS that measurement presupposes a perception o~ match.ing in quality. Accordingly in examining t~e
meaning of any particular kmd of measurement we have to ask, What IS
the quality that matches? (99, p. 57]. .
.
.
... a yard measure is merely a device. for ~aki~g. e~Ide~t the spatial congruence of the [extended] events m which It IS Implicated (99,
p. 58].
Let us now examine the several strands in Whitehead's argument in
turn. We shall begin by inquiring whether his historical observation that
the human race possessed a time metric prior to the enunciation of Newton's laws during the seventeenth century can serve to invalidate Poincare's contentions [64] that ( 1) time congruence in physics is conventional, (2) the definition of temporal congruence used in refined physical
theory is given by Newton's laws, and (3) we have no direct intuition of
the temporal congruence of nonadjacent time intervals, the belief in the
existence of such an intuition resting on an illusion.
To see how unavailing Whitehead's historical argument is, consider
first the spatial analogue of his reasoning. We saw in Section 3, part (iii)
that although the demand that Newton's laws be true does uniquely define temporal congruence in the one-dimensional time continuum, it is
not the case that the requirement of the applicability of Euclidean geometry to a table top similarly yields a unique definition of spatial congm

ence for that two-dimensional space. For the sake of constructing a spatial
analogue to Whitehead's historical argument, however, let us assume that,
contrary to fact, it were the case that the requirement of the Euclideanism of the table top did uniquely determine the customary definition of
perfect rigidity. And now suppose that a philosopher were to say that the
latter definition of spatial congruence, like all others, is conventional.
What•then would be the force of the following kind of Whiteheadian
assertion: "Well before Hilbert rigorized Euclidean geometry and even
much before Euclid less perfectly codified the geometrical relations between the bodies in our environment, men used not only their own limbs
but also diverse kinds of solid bodies to certify spatial equality"? Ignoring
now refinements required to allow for substance-specific distortions, it is
clear that, under the assumed hypothetical conditions, we would be confronted with logically independent definitions of spatial equality 34 issuing in the same congruence class of intervals. The concordance of these
definitions would indeed be an impressive empirical fact, but it could not
possibly refute the claim that the one congruence defined alike by all of
them is conventional.
Precisely analogous considerations serve to invalidate Whitehead's historical argument regarding time congruence, if we discount Milne's hypothesis of the incompatibility of the congruences defined by "atomic"
and "astronomical" clocks ( cf. Section 4, part (iii)) and consider the
agreement obtained after allowance for substance-specific idiosyncrasies
between the congruences defined by a class of devices located in vanishing or stationary gravitational fields. A candle always made of the same
material, of the same size, and having a wick of the same material and
size burns very nearly the same number of inches each hour. Hence as
early as during the reign of King Alfred ( 872-900), burning candles were
used as rough time keepers by placing notches or marks at such a distance
apart that a certain number of spaces would burn each hour [50, pp. 5354]. Ignoring the relatively small variations of the rate of flow of water
with the height of the water column in a vessel, the water clock or clepsydra served the ancient Chinese, Byzantines, Greeks, and Romans [67),
ns did the sand clock, keeping very roughly the same time as burning
anclles. Again, an essentially frictionless pendulum oscillating with con-
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stant amplitude at a point of given latitude on the earth defines the same
time metric as do "natural clocks," i.e., quasi-closed periodic systems [5].
And, ignoring various refinements, similarly for the rotation of the earth,
the oscillations of crystals, the successive round trips of light over a fixed
distance in an inertial system, and the time based on the natural periods
of vibrating atoms or "atomic clocks" [93; 42; 2; 46].
Thus, unless Milne is right, we find a striking concordance between
the time congruence defined by Newton's laws and the temporal equality
furnished by several kinds of definitions logically independent of that
Newtonian one. This agreement obtains as a matter of empirical fact (cf.
Section 4, part (i)) for which the GTR has sought to provide an explanation through its conception of the metrical field, just as it has endeavored
to account for the corresponding concordance in the coincidence behavior
of various kinds of solid rods [16, pp. 78-79]. No one, of course, would
wish to deny that of all the definitions of temporal congruence which
yield the same time metric as the Newtonian laws, some were used by
man well before these laws could be invoked to provide such a definition.
Moreover, Whitehead might well have pointed out that it was only because it was possible to measure time in one or another of these pre-Newtonian ways that the discovery and statement of Newton's laws became
possible. But what is the bearing of these genetic considerations and of
the (presumed) fact that the same time congruence is furnished alike by
each of the aforementioned logically independent definitions on the issue
before us? It seems quite clear that they cannot serve as grounds for impugning the thesis that the equality obtaining among the time intervals
belonging to the one congruence class in question is conventional in the
Riemann-Poincare sense articulated in this essay: this particular equality
is no less conventional in virtue of being defined by a plethora of physical
processes in addition to Newton's laws than if it were defined merely by
one of these processes alone or by Newton's laws alone.
Can this conclusion be invalidated by adducing such agreement as does
obtain under appropriate conditions between the metric of psychological
time and the physical criterion of time congruence under discussion? We
shall now see that the answer is decidedly in the negative.
Prior attention to the source of such concordance as does exist between
the psychological and physical time metrics will serve our endeavor to
determine whether the metric deliverances of psychological time furni sl1

any support for Whitehead's espousal of an intrinsic metric of physical
time. 35
It is well known that in the presence of strong emotional factors such
as anxiety, exhilaration, and boredom, the psychological time metric exhibits great variability as compared to the Newtonian one of physics. But
there is much evidence that when such factors are not present, physiological processes which are geared to the periodicities defining physical time
congruence impress a metric upon man's psychological time and issue in
rhythmic behavior on the part of a vast variety of animals. There are two
main theories at present as to the source of the concordance between the
metrics of physical and psychobiological time. The older of these maintains that men and animals are equipped with an internal "biological
clock" not dependent for its successful operation on the conscious or unconscious reception of sensory cues from outside the organism. Instead
the success of the biological clock is held to depend only on the occurrence of metabolic processes whose rate is steady in the metric of physical
clock time [30, 39, 40]. As applied to humans, this hypothesis was supported by experiments of the following kind. People were asked to tap
on an electric switch at a rate which they judged to be a fixed number of
times per second. It was found over a relatively small range of body temperatures that the temperature coefficient of counting was much the same
as the one characteristic of chemical reactions : a two or threefold increase
in rate for a 10° C rise in temperature [17]. The defenders of the conception that the biological clock is purely internal further adduce observations of the behavior of bees: both outdoors on the surface of the earth
and at the bottom of a mine, bees learned to visit at the correct time each
day a table on which a dish of syrup was placed daily for a short time at a
fixed hour. Having been found to be hungry for sugar all day long, neither
the assumption that the bees experience periodic hunger, nor the ap•• It will be _n oted t~at WJlitehead does not rest his claim of the intrinsicality of the
temporal m:tnc on h1s thes1s of the atomicity of becoming. We therefore need not
~!eal ~?e w1th the followi~g of his c~ntentions_: (i) becoming or the transiency of
now_ IS .a. feature of t~~ time of_ phys1cs, t~e ~1furcation of nature being philosophically. Jlleg•bmate, and {n) there IS no contmmty of becoming but only becoming of
conhmuty [101, p. 53]. ~ut t~e reader is referred to F. S. C. Northrop's rebuttal to
Wlutehcacl s at~ack on b1_fu~catJon [57], to my demonstration of the irrelevance of be·
nmmg to P.hystcal, {as dtshnct f,~om psychol~gical) time [32, Sec. 4], to my critique
f?7J of Wh iteheads use of ~h e D1chotomy paradox of Zeno of Elea to prove that
llu~c mt rvals arc. on ly potential and not actual continua, and to my essay "Whitehead's
l'lulosop hy of Science," Pllilosopllica l Review, April 1962, for a defense of bifurcation .
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pearance of the sun nor yet the periodicities of the cosmic ray intensity
can explain the bees' success in time keeping. But dosing them with substances like thyroid extract and quinine, which affect the rate of chemical
reactions in the body, was found to interfere with their ability to appear
at the correct time.
More recently, however, doubt has been cast on the adequacy of the hypothesis of the purely internal clock. A series of experiments with fiddler
crabs and other cold-blooded animals [6, 7] showed that these organisms
hold rather precisely to a 24-hour coloration cycle (lightening-darkening
rhythm) regardless of whether the temperature at which they are kept is
26 degrees, 16 degrees, or 6 degrees centigrade, although at temperatures
near freezing, the color clock changes. It was therefore argued that if the
rhythmic timing mechanism were indeed a biochemical one wholly inside
the organism, then one would expect the rhythm to speed up with increasing temperature and to slow down with decreasing temperature. And
the exponents of this interpretation maintain that since the period of the
fiddler crab's rhythm remained 24 hours through a wide range of temperature, the animals must possess a means of measuring time which is independent of temperature. This, they contend, is "a phenomenon quite inexplicable by any currently known mechanism of physiology, or, in view
of the long period-lengths, even of chemical reaction kinetics" [7, p. 159].
The extraordinary further immunity of certain rhythms of animals and
plants to many powerful drugs and poisons which are known to slow
down living processes greatly is cited as additional evidence to show that
organisms have daily, lunar, and annual rhythms impressed upon them
by external physical agencies, thus having access to outside information
concerning the corresponding physical periodicities. The authors of this
theory admit, however, that the daily and lunar-tidal rhythms of the animals studied do not depend upon any now known kind of external cues
of the associated astronomical and geophysical cycles [7, pp. 153, 166] .
And it is postulated [7, p. 168] that these physical cues are being received
because living things are able to respond to additional kinds of stimuli at
energy levels so low as to have been previously held to be utterly irrelevant
to animal behavior. The assumption of such sensitivity of animals is
thought to hold out hope for an explanation of animal navigation.
We have dwelled on the two current rival theories regarding the source
of the ability of man (and of animals) to make successful estimates of
duration introspectively in order to show that, on either theory, the metric

of psychological time is tied causally to those physical cycles which serve
to define time congruence in physics. lienee when we make the judgment
that two intervals of physical time which are equal in the metric of standard clocks also appear congruent in the psychometry of mere sense awareness, this justifies only the following innocuous concl usion in regard to
physical time: the two intervals in question arc congruent by the physical
criterion which had furnished the psychometric standard of temporal
equality both genetically and epistemologically. IIow then can the metric
deliverances of psychological time possibly show that the time of physics
possesses an intrinsic metric, if, as we saw, no such conclusion was demonstrable on the basis of the cycles of physical clocks?
As for spatial congruence, what are we to say of Whitehead's argument
[100, p. 56] that just as it is an objective datum of experience that two
phenomenal color patches have the same color, i.e., are "color-congruent,"
so also we see that a given rod has the same length in different positions,
thus making the latter congruence as objective a relation as the former?
As Whitehead puts it : "It is at once evident that all these tests [of congruence by means of steel yard measures, etc., are] dependent on a direct
intuition of permanence" [101 , p. 501]. He would argue, for example, that
in the accompanying diagram the horizontal segment AC could not be
stipulated to be congruent to the vertical segment
AB. For the deliverances of our visual intuition unequivocally show AC to be shorter than AB and AB
to be congruent to AD, a fact also attested by the
finding that a solid rod coinciding with AB to begin
with and then rotated into the horizontal position
D
c
A
would extend over AC and coincide with AD.
On this my first comment is to ask: What is the significance for the
status of the metric of physical as distinct from visual space of these observational deliverances? And I answer that their significance is entirely consonant with the conventionalist view of physical congruence expounded above. The criterion for ocular congruence in our visual field was
presumably furnished both genetically and epistemologically by ocular
adaptation to the behavior of transported solids. For when pressed as to
what it is about two congruent-looking intervals that enables them to
sustain the relation of spatial equality, our answer will inevitably have to
1c this : the fnct of their capacity to coincide successively with a trans-
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ported solid rod. Hence when we make the judgment that two intervals
of physical space with which transported solid rods coincide in succession
also look congruent even when compared frontally purely by inspection,
what this proves in regard to physical space is only that these intervals
are congruent on the basis of the criterion of congruence which had furnished the basis for the ocular congruence to begin with, a criterion given
by solid rods. But the visual deliverance of congruence does not constitute an ocular test of the "true" rigidity of solids under transport in the
sense of establishing the factuality of the congruence defined by this class
of bodies. Thus, it is a fact that in the diagram AD extends over (includes)
AC, thus being longer. And it will be recalled that Riemann's views on
the status of measurement in a spatial continuum require that every definition of "congruent" be consistent with this kind of inclusional fact .
How then can visual data possibly interdict our calling AC congruent to
AB and then allowing for the de facto coincidence of the rotated rod with
AB and AD by assigning to the rod in the horizontal position a length
which is suitably greater than the one assigned to it in the vertical orientation?
It will be recalled ( cf. Section 5, part ( i)) that Russell had unsuccessfully sought to counter Poincare's position by answering the question
"What is it that is measured?" on the basis of the affirmation of an intrinsic metric. Whitehead believes himself to have supplied the missing
link in Russell's answer by having adduced the deliverances of visual space
and of psychological time. It remains for us to consider briefly the further
reasons put forward by Whitehead in his endeavor to show the following:
transported rods and the successive periods of clocks can be respectively
held to be truly unaltered or congruent to themselves, thereby rendering
testimony of an intrinsic metric, because an intuitively apprehended
matching relation obtains between the visual and psychotemporal counterparts of the respective space and time intervals in question.
Invoking visual congruence, Whitehead claims [97, p. 121] that an immediate perceptual judgment tells us that whereas an elastic thread does
not remain unaltered under transport, a yard measure does. And from
this he draws three conclusions [97, p. 121]: ( i) "immediate judgments
of congruence are presupposed in measurement," (ii) "the process of
measurement is merely a procedure to extend the recognition of congruence to cases where these immediate judgments are not available," and

(iii) "we cannot define congruence by mcasuremen t." 36 The valid core
of assertions ( i) and (iii) is that measurement presupposes (requires) a
congruence criterion in terms of which its results are formulated. But this
does not, of course, suffice to show that the congruence thus presupposed
is nonconventional. Neither can the latter conclusion be established by
Whitehead's contention that we apprehend a matcl1ing relation among
those intervals which are congruent according to the customary standards
of rigidity (or isochronism). For the matching among intervals which are
congruent relatively to a rigid rod is only with respect to such metrically
nonintrinsic properties as the coincidence of each of them with that transported rod, or as the round trip times required by light to traverse them
in both directions in an inertial system. To this, Whitehead retorts with
the declaration "There is a modern doctrine that 'congruence' means the
possibility of coincidence. . . . although 'coincidence' is used as a test of
congruence, it is not the meaning of congruence" [101, p. 501]. The issue
raised by Whitehead here is, of course, one of uniqueness and intrinsicness of equality among intervals. We are therefore not concerned with
the separate point that no one physical criterion can exhaustively specify
"the meaning" of the open cluster concept of congruence as applied to
any particular congruence class of intervals. Accordingly, we ignore here
refinements that would allow for the open cluster character of physical
congruence. And we point out that if there were a meaning in the ascription of an intrinsic metric to space, then it would be quite correct to regard coincidence as only a test of congruence in Whitehead's sense of ascertaining the existence of intrinsic equality. For in that case one would
be able to speak of two separated intervals as matching spatially in the
sense of containing the same intrinsic amount of space. But it is the existence of an intrinsic metric which is first at issue. And the position taken
by Whitehead on that issue cannot be justified without begging the question by simply asserting that coincidence is only the test but not the meaning of congruence. Hence, his argument from visual congruence having
failed, as we saw, Whitehead has not succeeded in refuting the conception that ( 1) the matching lies wholly in the objective coincidences of
each of two (or more) intervals with the same transported rod and (2) the
self-congruence of the rod under transport is a matter of convention.
It is significant, however, that there are passages in Whitehead where
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he comes close to the admission that the preeminent role of certain classes
of physical objects as our standards of rigidity and isochronism is not tantamount to their making evident the intrinsic equality of certain spatial
and temporal intervals. Thus speaking of the space-time continuum, he
says: "This extensive continuum is one relational complex in which all
potential objectifications find their niche. It underlies the whole world,
past, present, and future. Considered in its full generality, apart from the
additional conditions proper only to the cosmic epoch of electrons, protons, molecules, and star-systems, the properties of this continuum are
very few and do not include the relationships of metrical geometry" [101,
p. 103]. And he goes on to note that there are competing systems of measurement giving rise to alternative families of straight lines and correspondingly alternative systems of metrical geometry of which no one system is
more fundamental than any other [101, p. 149] . It is in our present cosmic
epoch of electrons, protons, molecules, and star systems that "more special defining characteristics obtain" and that "the ambiguity as to the
relative importance of competing definitions of congruence" is resolved
in favor of "one congruence definition" [101, p. 149]. Thus Whitehead
maintains that among competing congruence definitions, "That definition which enters importantly into the internal constitutions of the dominating ... entities is the important definition for the cosmic epoch in
question" [101 , p. 506]. This important concession thus very much narrows the gap between Whitehead's view and the Riemann-Poincare conception defended in this essay, viz., that once a congruence definition has
been given conventionally by means of the customary rigid body (or
otherwise) , then, assuming the usual physical interpretation of the remainder of the geometrical vocabulary, the question as to which metric
geometry is true of physical space is one of objective physical fact. That
the gap between the two views is narrowed by Whitehead's concession
here becomes clear upon reading the following statement by him in the
light of that concession. Speaking of Sophus Lie's treatment of congruence classes and their associated metric geometries in terms of groups of
transformations between points (cf. part (i) of Section 5), Whitehead
cites Poincare and says:
The above results, in respect to congruence and metrical geometry, con
sidered in relation to existent space, have led to the doctrine that it is
intrinsically unmeaning to ask which system of metrical geometry is tru e

of the physical world. Any one of these systems can be applied, and in an
indefinite number of ways. T he only ques tion before us is one of convenience in respect to simplicity of sta tement of the physical laws. This
point of view seems to neglect the consideration that science is to be
relevant to the definite perceiving min ds of men; and that (neglecting the
ambiguity introduced by the invariable slight inexactness of observation
which is not relevant to this special doc trine) we have, in fact, presented
to our senses a definite set of transformations forming a congruencegroup, resulting in a set of measure relations which arc in no respect
arbitrary. Accordingly our scientific laws are to be stated relevantly to
that particular congruence-group. Thus the investiga tion of the type ( elliptic, hyperbolic or parabolic) of this special congruence-group is a perfectly definite problem, to be decided by experiment [98, p. 265].
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(iii) A. S. Eddington's Specious Trivialization of t11e Riemann-Poincare
Conception of Congruence and the Elaboration of Eddington's Thesis
by H . Putnam and P. K. Feyerabend.
Though Whitehead's argument that observed matching relations attest the existence of an intrinsic metric is faulty, as we saw, that argument
can no more be dismissed on the basis of the model-theoretic trivialization of the congruence issue than Russell's argument against Poincare
(cf. Section 5, part ( i)). In fact, one should have supposed that those who
maintain with Eddington that GC is a subthesis of TSC (cf. Section 2,
part ( i) ) would have suspected that their critique had missed the point.
For what should have given them pause is that Russell, Whitehead, and,
for that matter, Poincare were clearly aware of the place of geometry in
the theory of models of abstract calculi and yet carried on their philosophical polemic regarding the status of congruence. According to the
triviality thesis, the stake in their controversy was no more than the pathetic one that Russell and Whitehead were advocating the customary
linguistic usage of the term "congruent" (for line segments) while Poincare was maintaining that we need not be bound by the customary usage
but are at liberty to introduce bizarre ones as well. Thus, commenting
on Poincare's statement that we can always avail ourselves of alternative
metrizability to give a Euclidean interpretation of any results of stellar
parallax measurements ( [63, p. 81 ]; cf. Section 6 below), Eddington
writes :
Poincare's brilliant exposition is a great help in understanding the problem now confronting us. H e brings out the interdependence between geomcl'ricallaws and phys ical laws, which we have to bear in mind continu-
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ally. We can add on to one set of laws that which we subtract from
the other set. I admit that space is conventional-for that matter, the
meaning of every word in the language is conventional. Moreover, we
have actually arrived at the parting of the ways imagined by Poincare,
though the crucial experiment is not precisely the one he mentions. But
I deliberately adopt the alternative, which, he takes for granted, everyone
would consider less advantageous. I call the space thus chosen physical
space, and its geometry natural geometry, thus admitting that other conventional meanings of space and geometry are possible. If it were only a
question of the meaning of space-a rather vague term-these other possibilities might have some advantages. But the meaning assigned to length
and distance has to go along with the meaning assigned to space. Now
these are quantities which the physicist has been accustomed to measure
with great accuracy; and they enter fundamentally into the whole of
our experimental knowledge of the world. . . . Are we to be robbed of
the terms in which we are accustomed to describe that knowledge? [20,
pp. 9-10.]

true. A certain mathematical simplicity would be gained by conventionally redefining pressure in such a way that Boyle's law would be rigorously
obeyed. But it would be high-handed to appropriate the word pressure in
this way, unless it had been ascertained that the physicist had no further
use for it in its original meaning."
P. K. Feyerabend has noted that what Eddington seems to have in
mind here is the following: instead of revising Boyle's law
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We see that Eddington objects to Poincare's willingness to guarantee
the retention of Euclidean geometry by resorting to an alternative metrization: in the context of general relativity, the retention of Euclideanism
would indeed require a congruence definition different from the customary one. Regarding the possibility of a remetrizational retention of Euclidean geometry as merely illustrative of being able to avail oneself of
the conventionality of all language, Eddington would rule out such a
procedure on the grounds that the customary definition of spatial congruence which would be supplanted by it retains its usefulness.
Earlier in this essay ( cf. Section 2, part ( i) ) , we presented a critique
of Eddington's claim that GC is a subthesis of TSC by giving an analysisof the sense in which ascriptions of congruence (and of simultaneity) are
conventional.
In the present section, we shall examine the following corollary of
Eddington's contention as elaborated by H. Putnam and P . K. Feyerabend38: GC must be a subthesis of TSC because GC has bona fide analogues in every branch of human inquiry, such that GC cannot be construed as an insight into the structure of space or time. As Eddington puts
it: "The law of Boyle states that the pressure of a gas is proportional to
its density. It is found by experiment that this law is only approximatel y

pv = RT
in favor of van der Waals' law
(p
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we could preserve the statement of Boyle's law by merely redefining "pressure"-now to be symbolized by "P" in its new usage-putting
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In the same vein, H. Putnam maintains that instead of using phenomenalist (naive realist) color words as we do customarily in English, we could
adopt a new usage for s~ch words-to be called the "Spenglish" usageas follows : we take a white piece of chalk, for example, which is moved
about in a room, and we lay down the rule that depending (in some speci~ed way) upon the part of the visual field which its appearance occupies,
Its color will be called "green," "blue," "yellow," etc., rather than "white"
under constant conditions of illumination.
It is a fact, of course, that whereas actual scientific practice in the GTR,
for example, countenances and uses remetrizational procedures based on
noncustomary congruence definitions, 39 scientific practice does not contain any examples of Putnam's "Spenglish" space-dependent (or timedependent) use of phenomenalist (naive realist) color predicates to denote the color of a given object in various places (or at various times)
under like conditions of illumination. According to Eddington and Put-

This interdependence will be analyzed in Sec. 6 below.
Professor Feyerabend no longer endorses Eddington's position. I cite his nam ·
in this context merely to acknowledge his further articulation of the Eddinglou·
Putnam thesis.

..} 'he proponents of ordinary language usage in science, to whom the "ordinary
man seems to be the measure of all things, may wish to rule out noncustomary congruene~ definition~ as linguistically illegitimate. But they would do well to remember
that rt rs no ~or~ mcumb~n_t upon the scientist_( or philosopher of science) to use the
custor~1a~ scr~nhfic defimhon of congruence m every geochronometric description
than 1t IS obligatory for, say, the student of mechanics to be bound by the familiar
c~m11u ou scuse m~ning of "work," which contradicts the mechanical meaning as
g1ven hy the space mtcgral of the force.
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nam, the existence of noncustomary usages of "congruent" in the face
of there being no such usages of color predicates is no more than a fact
about the linguistic behavior of the members of our linguistic community. We saw that the use of linguistic alternatives in the specifically geechronometric contexts reflects fundamental structural properties of the
facts to which these alternative descriptions pertain. And we must now
show that the alleged Eddington-Putnam analogues of GC are pseudoanalogues.
The essential point in assessing the cogency of the purported analogues
is the following : do the domains from which they are drawn (e.g., phenomenalist or naive realist color properties, and pressure phenomena) exhibit structural counterparts to (a) those factual properties of the world
postulated by relativity which entail the nonuniqueness of topological
simultaneity, and (b) the postulated topological properties of physical
space and time which make for the nonuniqueness of the congruence
axioms by assuring the nonexistence of an intrinsic metric in these manifolds? Or are the examples cited by Eddington and Putnam analogues of
the conventionality of metrical simultaneity or of congruence only in
the impoverished, trivial sense that they feature linguistically alternative
equivalent descriptions while lacking the following decisive property of
the geochronometric cases: the alternative metrizations are the linguistic
renditions or reverberations, as it were, of the structural properties assuring the aforementioned two kinds of nonuniqueness enunciated by GC?
If the examples given are analogues only in the superficial, impoverished
sense-as indeed I shaH show them to be-then what have Eddington and
Putnam accomplished by their examples? In that case they have merely
provided unnecessary illustrations of the correctedness of TSC without
proving their examples to be on a par with the geochronometric ones. In
short, their examples will then have served in no way to make good their
claim that GC is a subthesis of TSC.
We shaH find presently that their examples fail because (a) the domains to which they pertain do not exhibit structural counterparts to
those features of the world which make the definitions of topological
simultaneity and the axioms for spatial or temporal congruence nonunique, and (b) Putnam's example in "Spenglish" is indeed an i11ustration only of the trivial conventionality of all language: no structural property of the domain of phenomenal color (e.g., in the appearances of chalk)
is rendered by the feasibility of the Spenglish description .

I maintain that there is a fundamenta l difference between the senses
in which each of these statements can possibly be held to be conventional,
and I shaH refer to these respective senses as "A-conventional" and "Bconventional": in the case of statement (A), what is conventional is only
the use of the given sentence to render the proposition of X's not having
a gaB bladder, not the factual proposition expressed by the sentence. This
A-conventionality is of the trivial weak kind affirmed by TSC. On the
other hand, (B) is conventional not merely in the trivial sense that the
English sentence used could have been replaced by one in French or
some other language but in the much stronger and deeper sense that it
is not a factual proposition that the Paris bar has everywhere a length
unity in the meter scale even after we have specified what sentence or
string of noises will express this proposition. In brief, in (A), semantic
conventions are used, whereas, in (B), a semantic convention is mentioned. Now I maintain that the alleged analogues of Eddington and
Putnam illustrate conventionality only in the sense of A-conventionality
and therefore cannot score against my contention that geochronometric
conventionality is nontrivial by having the character of B-conventionality.
Specifically, I assert that statements about phenomenalist colors are empirical statements pure and simple in the sense of being only A-conventional and not B-conventional, while an important class of statements of
geochronometry possesses a different, deeper conventionality of their
own by being B-conventional. What is it that is conventional in the case
of the color of a given piece of chalk, which appears white in various parts
of the visual field? I answer: only our customary decision to use the same
word to refer to the various qualitatively same white chalk appearances
in different parts of the visual field. But it is not conventional whether
the various chalk appearances do have the same phenomenal color property (to within the precision allowed by vagueness) and thus are "color
cougrucnt" to one another or not! Only the color words are conventional,
not l"l1c obtaiuiug of specified color properties and of color congruence.
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To state my objections to the Eddington-Putnam thesis, I caB attention
to the following two sentences :
(A) Person X does not have a gall bladder.
(B) The platinum-iridium bar in the custody of the Bureau of
Weights and Measures in Paris (Scvres) is 1 meter long
everywhere rather than some other number of meters (after
allowance for "differential forces") .
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And the obtaining of color congruence is nonconventional quite independently of whether the various occurrences of a particular shade of color
are denoted by the same color word or not.
In other words, there is no convention in whether two objects or two
appearances of the same object under like optical conditions have the
same phenomenal color property of whiteness (apart from vagueness) but
only in whether the noise "white" is applied to both of these objects or
appearances, to one of them and not to the other (as in Putnam's chalk
example) or to neither. And the alternative color descriptions do not render any structural facts of the color domain and are therefore purely trivial.
Though failing in this decisive way, Putnam's chalk color case is falsely
given the semblance of being a bona fide analogue to the spatial congruence case by the device of laying down a rule which makes the use of
color names space dependent: the rule is that different noises (color
names) will be used to refer to the same de facto color property occurring
in different portions of visual space. But this stratagem cannot overcome the fact that while the assertion of the possibility of assigning a
space-dependent length to a transported rod reflects linguistically the
objective nonexistence of an intrinsic metric, the space-dependent use
of color names does not reflect a corresponding property of the domain
of phenomenal colors in visual space. In short, the phenomenalist color
of an appearance is an intrinsic, objective property of that appearance (to
within the precision allowed by vagueness), and color congruence is an
objective relation. But the length of a body and the congruence of noncoinciding intervals are not similarly nonconventional. And we saw in
our critique of Whitehead that this conclusion cannot be invalidated by
the fact that two noncoinciding intervals can look spatially congruent no
less than two color patches can appear color congruent.
Next consider Eddington's example of the preservation of the language
of Boyle's law to render the new facts affirmed by van der Waals' law by
the device of giving a new meaning to the word "pressure" as explained
earlier. The customary concept of pressure has geochronometric ingredients (force, area), and any alterations made in the geochronometric congruence definitions will, of course, issue in changes as to what pressures
will be held to be equal. But the conventionality of the geochronometric
ingredients is not of course at issue, and we ask: Of what structural feature of the domain of pressure phenomena does the possibility of l•.dding
ton's above linguistic transcription render testimony? The answer clea rl y

is of none. Unlike GC, the thesis of the "conventionality of pressure," if
put forward on the basis of Eddington's example, concerns only A-conventionality and is thus merely a special case of TSC. We observe, incidentally, that two pressures which arc equal on the customary definition
will also be equal (congruent) on the sugges ted redefinition of that term :
apart from the distinctly gcochronomctric ingredients not here at issue,
the domain of pressure phenomena docs not present us with any structural property as the counterpart of the lack of an in!Tinsic metric of space
which would be reflected by the alternative definitions of "pressure."
The absurdity of likening the conventionality of spatial or temporal
congruence to the conventionality of the choice between the two above
meanings of "pressure" or between English and Spcnglish color discourse
becomes patent upon considering the expression given to the conventionality of congruence by the Klein-Lie group-theoretical treatment of congruences and metric geometries. For their investigations likewise serve to
show, as we shall now indicate, how far removed from being a semantically
uncommitted noise the term "congruent" is while still failing to single
out a unique congruence class of intervals, and how badly amiss it is for
Eddington and Putnam to maintain that this nonuniqueness is merely a
special example of the semantical nonuniqueness of all uncommitted
noises.
Felix Klein's Erlangen Program ( 1872) of treating geometries from the
point of view of groups of spatial transformations was rooted in the following two observations: ( 1) the properties in virtue of which spatial
congruence has the logical status of an equality relation depend upon the
fact that displacements are given by a group of transformations, and ( 2)
the congruence of two figures consists in their being intertransformable
into one another by means of a certain transformation of points. Continuing Klein's reasoning, Sophus Lie then showed that, in the context of
this group-theoretical characterization of metric geometry, the conventionality of congruence issues in the following results: ( i) the set of all
the continuous groups in space having the property of displacements in a
bounded region fall into three types which respectively characterize the
geometries of Euclid, Lobachevski-Bolyai, and Riemann [3, p. 153], and
( ii) for each of these metrical geometries, there is not one but an infinihidc of different congruence classes [99, p. 49] ( cf. Section 3, part (iii),
where this latter result is obtained without group-theoretical devices). On
the l•:ddington-Putnam thesis, Lie's profound and justly celebrated rc-
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suits no less than the relativity of simultaneity and the conventionality
of temporal congruence must be consigned absurdly to the limbo of trivial
semantical conventionality along with Spenglish color discourse!
These objections against the Eddington-Putnam claim that GC has
bona fide analogues in every empirical domain are not intended to deny
the existence of one or another genuine analogue but to deny only that
GC may be deemed to be trivial on the strength of such relatively few
bona fide analogues as may obtain. Putnam has given one example which
does seem to qualify as a bona fide analogue. This example differs from
his color case in that not merely the name given to a property but the
sameness of the property named is dependent on spatial position as follows: when two bodies are at essentially the same place, their sameness
with respect to a certain property is a matter of fact, but when they are
(sufficiently) apart spatially, no objective relation of sameness or difference with respect to the given property obtains between them . And, in
the latter case, therefore, it becomes a matter of convention whether
sameness or difference is ascribed to them in this respect. Specifically,
suppose that we do not aim at a definition of mass adequate to classical
physical theory and thus ignore Mach's definition of mass, which we discussed earlier ( cf. Section 2, part (iii)). Then we can consider Putnam's
hypothetical definition of "mass equality," according to which two bodies
balancing one another on a suitable scale at what is essentially the same
place in space have equal masses. Whereas on the Machian definition
mass equality obtains between two bodies as a matter of fact independently of the extent of their spatial separation, on Putnam's definition such
separation leaves the relation of mass equality at a distance indeterminate. Hence, on Putnam's definition, it would be a matter of convention
whether (a) we would say that two masses which balance at a given place
remain equal to one another in respect to mass after being spatially separated, or (b) we would make the masses of two bodies space dependent
such that two masses that balance at once place would have different
masses when separated, as specified by a certain function of the coordinates. The conventionality arising in Putnam's mass example is not a consequence of GC but is logically independent of it. For it is not spatial
congruence of noncoinciding intervals but spatial position that is the
source of conventionality here.
In conclusion, we must persist therefore with Poincare, Einstein, Reich
enbach, and Carnap in attaching a very different significance to altcma

tive metric geometries or chronometries as equivalent descriptions of the
same facts than to alternate types of visual color discourse as equivalent
descriptions of the same phenomenal data. By the same token, we must
attach much greater significance to being able to render factua lly different
geochronometric states of affairs by th e sa m e geometry or chronometry,
coupled with appropriately different congruence definitions, than to formulating both Boyle's law and van der vVaals' law, which differ in factual
content, by the same law statement coupled with appropriately different
semantical rules. In short, there is an important respect in which physical
geochronometry is less of an empirical science than all or almost all of
the nongeochronometric portions (ingredients) of other sciences.
6. The Bearing of Alternative Metrizability on the Interdependence
of Geochronometry and Physics
(i) The Fundamental Difference between the LINGUISTIC Interdependence
of Geometry and Physics Affirmed by the Conventionalism of H. Poincare and Their EPISTEMOLOGICAL (Inductive) Interdependence in the
Sense of P. Duhem .
The central theme of Poincare's so-called conventionalism is essentially
an elaboration of the thesis of alternative metrizability whose fundamental
justification we owe to Riemann, and not [32, Section 5] the radical conventionalism attributed to him by Reichenbach [72, p. 36].
Poincare's much-cited and often misunderstood statement concerning
the possibility of always giving a Euclidean description of any results of
stellar parallax measurements [63, pp. 81-86] is a less lucid statement of
exactly the same point made by him with magisterial clarity in the following passage: "In space we know rectilinear triangles the sum of whose
angles is equal to two right angles; but equally we know curvilinear triangles the sum of whose angles is less than two right angles .. . . To give
the name of straights to the sides of the first is to adopt Euclidean geometry; to give the name of straights to the sides of the latter is to adopt the
non-E uclidean geometry. So that to ask what geometry it is proper to
adopt is to ask, to what line is it proper to give the name straight? It is
evident that experiment can not settle such a question" [63, p. 235].
Now, the equivalence of this contention to Riemann's view of congruence becomes evident the moment we note that the legitimacy of identifying lines which are curvilinear in the usual geometrical parlance as
"straights" is vouchsafed by the warrant for our choosing a new definition
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of congruence such that the previously curvilinear lines become geodesics
of the new congruence. And we note that whereas the original geodesics
in space exemplified the formal relations obtaining between Euclidean
"straight lines," the diflerent geodesics associated with the new metrization embody the relations prescribed for straight lines by the formal postulates of hyperbolic geometry. Awareness of the fact that Poincare begins
the quoted passage with the words "In [physical] space" enables us to
see that he is making the following assertion here: the same pl1ysical surface or region of three-dimensional physical space admits of alternative
metrizations so as to constitute a physical realization of either the formal
postulates of Euclidean geometry or of one of the non-Euclidean abstract
calculi. To be sure, syntactically, this alternative metrizability involves a
formal intertranslatability of the relevant portions of these incompatible
geometrical calculi, the "intertranslatability" being guaranteed by a "dictionary" which pairs off with one another the alternative names (or descriptions) of each physical path or configuration. But the essential point
made here by Poincare is not that a purely formal translatability obtains;
instead, Poincare is emphasizing here that a given physical surface or region of physical 3-space can indeed be a model of one of the non-Euclidean geometrical calculi no less than of the Euclidean one. In this sense,
one can say, therefore, that Poincare affirmed the conventional or definitional status of applied geometry.
Hence, we must reject the following wholly syntactical interpretation
of the above citation from Poincare, which is offered by Ernest Nagel,
who writes: "The thesis he [Poincare] establishes by this argument is
simply the thesis that choice of notation in formulating a system of pure
geometry is a convention" [55, p. 261]. Having thus misinterpreted Poincare's conventionalist thesis as pertaining only to formal intertranslatability, Nagel fails to see that Poincare's avowal of the conventionality of
physical or applied geometry is none other than the assertion of the alternative metrizability of physical space (or of a portion thereof). And, in
this way, Nagel is driven to give the following unfounded interpretation
of Poincare's conception of the status of applied (physical) geometry:
"Poincare also argued for the definitional status of applied as well as of
pure geometry. He maintained that, even when an interpretation is given
to the primitive terms of a pure geometry so that the system is then converted into statements about certain physical configurations (for example.
interpreting 'straight line' to signify the path of a light ray), no ex peri-

ment on physical geometry can ever decide against one of the alternative
systems of physical geometry and in favor of another" [55, p. 261]. But
far from having claimed that the geometry is still conventional even after
the provision of a particular physical interpretation of a pure geometry,
Poincare merely reiterated the following thesis of alternative metrizability
in the passages which Nagel [55, pp. 261- 262] tJ.cn goes on to quote from
him: suitable alternative semantical interpretations of the term "congruent" (for line segments and for angles), and correlatively of "straight
line," etc., can readily demonstrate that, subject to the restrictions imposed by the existing topology, it is always a live option to give eitl1er a
Euclidean or a non-Euclidean description of any given set of physicogeometric facts. And since alternative metrizations are just as legitimate
epistemologically as alternative systems of units of length or temperature,
one can always, in principle, reformulate any physical theory based on
a given metrization of space-or, as we saw in Section 4 above, of timeso as to be based on an alternative metric.
There is therefore no warrant at all for the following caution expressed
by Nagel in regard to the feasibility of what is merely a reformulation of
physical theory on the basis of a new metrization : " .. . even if we admit
universal forces in order to retain Euclid .. . we must incorporate the
assumption of universal forces into the rest of our physical theory, rather
than introduce such forces piecemeal subsequent to each observed 'deformation' in bodies. It is by no means self-evident, however, that physical
theories can in fact always be devised that have built-in provisions for
such universal forces" [55, pp. 264-265]. Yet, precisely that fact is selfevident, and its self-evidence is obscured from view by the logical havoc
created by the statement of a remetrization issuing in Euclidean geometry in terms of "universal forces ." For that metaphor seems to have misled Nagel into imputing the status of an empirical hypothesis to the use
of a nonstandard spatial metric merely because the latter metric is described by saying that we "assume" appropriate universal forces. In fact,
our discussion in Section 4, part (i), has shown mathematically for the
one-dimensional case of time how Newtonian mechanics is to be recast
via suitable transformation equations, such as equation (4) there, so as
to implement a remetrization given by T = f(t), which can be described
metaphorically by saying that all clocks are "accelerated" by "universal
forces."
orrcspouding remarks apply to Poincare's contention that we can
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always preserve Euclidean geometry in the face of any data obtained from
stellar parallax measurements: if the paths of light rays are geodesics on
the customary definition of congruence, as indeed they are in the Schwarzschild procedure cited by Robertson [77], and if the paths of light rays
are found parallactically to sustain non-Euclidean relations on that metrization, then we need only choose a different definition of congruence such
that these same paths will no longer be geodesics and that the geodesics
of the newly chosen congruence are Euclideanly related . From the standpoint of synthetic geometry, the latter choice effects a renaming of optical and other paths and thus is merely a recasting of tl1e same factual
content in Euclidean language rather than a revision of the extra-linguistic
content of optical and other laws. The remetrizational retainability of
Euclideanism affirmed by Poincare therefore involves a merely linguistic
interdependence of the geometric theory of rigid solids and the optical
theory of light rays. And since Poincare's claim here is a straightforward
elaboration of the metric amorphousness of the continuous manifold of
space, it is not clear how H. P. Robertson [77, pp. 324-325] can reject it
as a "pontifical pronouncement" and even regard it as being in contrast
with what he calls Schwarzschild's "sound operational approach to the
problem of physical geometry." For Schwarzschild had rendered the question concerning the prevailing geometry factual only by the adoption of
a particular spatial metrization based on the travel times of light, which
does indeed turn the direct light paths of his astronomical triangle into
geodesics.
Poincare's interpretation of the parallactic determination of the geometry of a stellar triangle has also been obscured by Ernest Nagel's statement of it. Apart from encumbering that statement with the metaphorical use of " universal forces," Nagel fails to point out that the crux of the
preservability ( retainability) of Euclidean geometry lies in ( i) the denial
of the geodesicity (straightness) of optical paths which are found parallactically to sustain non-Euclidean relations on the customary metrization
of line segments and angles, or at least in the rejection of the customary
congruence for angles ( cf. Section 3, part (iii)), 40 and ( ii) the ability to

be straight lmes eve1_1 m the Euclidean description obtained by the new mctrizatiou .
but the opheallaws mvolvmg angles would have to be suitably restated .

guarantee the existence of a suitable new metrization whose associated
geodesics are paths which do exhibit the formal relations of Euclidean
straights. For Nagel characterizes the retainability of E uclidean geometry
come what may by asserting that the latter's retention is effected "only
by maintaining that the sides of the stellar triangles are not really Euclidean [sic] straight lines, and he [the Euclidean geometer] will therefore adopt the hypothesis that the optical paths are deformed by some
fields of force" [55, p. 263] . But apart from the obscurity of the notion of
the deformation of the optical paths, the unfortunate inclusion of the
word "Euclidean" in this sentence of Nagel's obscures the very point
which the advocate of Euclid is concerned to make in this context in the
interests of his thesis. And this point is not, as Nagel would have it, that
the optical paths are not really Euclidean straight lines, a fact whose admission (assuming the customary congruence for angles) provided the
starting point of the discussion. Instead, what the proponent of Euclid
is concerned to point out here is that the legitimacy of alternative metrizations enables him to offer a metric such that the optical paths do not
qualify as geodesics (straights) from the outset. For it is by denying altogether the geodesicity of the optical paths that the advocate of Euclid
can uphold his thesis successfully in the face of the admitted prima-facie
non-Euclidean parallactic findings.
The invocation of the conventionality of congruence to carry out remetrizations is not at all peculiar to Poincare. For F. Klein's relative consistency proof of hyperbolic geometry via a model furnished by the interior of a circle on the Euclidean plane [3, pp. 164-175], for example, is
based on one particular kind of possible remetrization of the circular portion of that plane, projective geometry having played the heuristiG role
of furnishing Klein with a suitable definition of congruence. Thus what
from the point of view of synthetic geometry appears as intertranslatability via a dictionary appears as alternative metrizability from the point
of view of differential geometry.
There are two respects, however, in which Poincare is open to criticism
in this connection: (i) He maintained [63, p. 81] that it would always be
regarded as most convenient to preserve Euclidean geometry, even at the
price of remetrization, on the grounds that this geometry is the simplest
nnalytically [63, p. 65]. Precisely the opposite development materialized
in the general theory of relativity: Einstein forsook the simplicity of the
, ·omctry itself in the interests of being able to maximize the simplicity
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of the definition of congruence. He makes clear in his fundamental paper
of 1916 that had he insisted on the retention of Euclidean geometry in
a gravitational field, then he could not have taken "one and the same rod,
independently of its place and orientation, as a realization of the same
interval" [21, p. 161] . (ii) Even if the simplicity of the geometry itself
were the sole determinant of its adoption, that simplicity might be judged
by criteria other than Poincare's analytical simplicity. Thus, Menger has
urged that from the point of view of a criterion grounded on the simplicity of the undefined concepts used, hyperbolic and not Euclidean
geometry is the simplest.
On the other hand, if Poincare were alive today, he could point to an
interesting recent illustration of the sacrifice of the simplicity and accessibility of the congruence standard on the altar of maximum simplicity of
the resulting theory. Astronomers have recently proposed to remetrize
the time continuum for the following reason: as indicated in Section 4,
part ( i), when the mean solar second, which is a very precisely known
fraction of the period of the earth's rotation on its axis, is used as a standard of temporal congruence, then there are three kinds of discrepancies
between the actual observational findings and those predicted by the usual
theory of celestial mechanics. The empirical facts thus present astronomers with the following choice: either they retain the rather natural
standard of temporal congruence at the cost of having to bring the principles of celestial mechanics into conformity with observed fact by revising them appropriately, or they remetrize the time continuum, employing
a less simple definition of congruence so as to preserve these principles
intact. Decisions taken by astronomers in the last few years were exactl y
the reverse of Einstein's choice of 1916 as between the simplicity of the
standard of congruence and that of the resulting theory. The mean solar
second is to be supplanted by a unit to which it is nonlinearly related :
the sidereal year, which is the period of the earth's revolution around th e
sun, due account being taken of the irregularities produced by the grav i
tational influence of the other planets [13].
We see that the implementation of the requirement of descripti ve
simplicity in theory construction can take alternative forms, becau se
agreement of astronomical theory with the evidence now available is
achievable by revising either the definition of temporal congruence '"
the postulates of celestial mechanics. The existence of this altcrual iw
likewise illustrates that for an axiomatizecl ph ysical theory cont·ainill l'. 11

geochronometry, it is gratuitous to single out the postulates of the theory
as having been prompted by empirical findings in contradistinction to
deeming the definition s of congruence to be wholly a priori, or vice versa.
This conclusion bears out geochronomctricall y Braithwaite's contention
[4] that there is an important sense in which axiomati zcd physical theory
does not lend itself to compliance with Heinrich Tl crtz's injunction to
"distinguish thoroughly and sharply between the clements . . . which
arise from the necessities of thought, from experience, and from arbitrary
choice" [38, p. 8]. The same point is illustrated by the possibili ty of characterizing the factual innovation wrought by Einstein's abandonment of
Euclidean geometry in favor of Riemannian geometry in the GTR in
several ways as follows: (i) Upon using the customary definition of spatial congruence, the geometry near the sun is not E uclidean, contrary to
the claims of pre-GTR physics. ( ii) The geometry near the sun is not
Euclidean on the basis of the customary congruence, but it is Euclidean
on a suitably modified congruence definition which makes the length of
a rod a specified function of its position and orientation.41 (iii) Within
the confines of the requirement of giving a Euclidean description of the
nonclassical facts postulated by the GTR, Einstein recognized the factqally dictated need to abandon the customary definition of congruence,
which had yielded a Euclidean description of the classically assumed facts.
Thus, the revision of the Newtonian theory made necessary by the discovery of relativity can be formulated as either a change in the postulates
of geometric theory or a change in the correspondence rule for congruence.
We saw that Poincare's remetrizational retainability of Euclidean geometry or of some other particular geometry involves a merely linguistic
interdependence of the geometric theory of rigid solids and the optical
theory of light rays. Preparatory to clarifying the important difference between Duhem's and Poincare's conceptions of the interdependence of
geometry and physics, we first give a statement of Duhem's view of the
falsifiability and confirmability of an isolated explanatory hypothesis in
science.
W e must distinguish the following two forms of Duhem's thesis : (i)
The logic of every disconfirmation, no less than of every confirmation, of
n prcsnmahly empirical hypothesis H is such as to involve at some stage
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or other an entire network of interwoven hypotheses in which H is ingredient rather than the separate testing of the component H. ( ii) The
falsifiability of (part of) an explanans is unavoidably inconclusive in every
case: no one constituent hypothesis H can ever be extricated from the
ever-present web of collateral assumptions so as to be open to decisive
refutation by the evidence as part of an explanans of that evidence, just
as no such isolation is achievable for purposes of verification.
Duhem seems to think that the latter contention is justified by the
following twofold argument or schema of unavoidably inconclusive falsifiability: (a) It is an elementary fact of deductive logic that if certain
observational consequences 0 are entailed by the conjunction of H and
a set A of auxiliary assumptions, then the failure of 0 to materialize entails not the falsity of H by itself but only the weaker conclusion that H
and A cannot both be true; the falsifiability of H is therefore inconclusive
in the sense that the falsity of H is not deductively inferable from the
premise [ (H ·A) ---7 OJ· .-0. (b) The actual observational findings 0',
which are incompatible with 0, allow that H be true while A is false, because they permit the theorist to preserve H with impunity as part of an
explanans of 0' by so modifying A that the conjunction of H and the
revised version A' of A does explain (entail) 0'. This preservability of H
is to be understood as a retainability in principle and does not depend on
the ability of scientists to propound the required set A' of collateral assumptions at any given time.
Thus, according to Duhem, there is an inductive (epistemological/ interdependence and inseparability between H and the auxiliary assumptions. And there is claimed to be an ingression of a kind of a priori choice
into physical theory: at the price of suitable compensatory modifications
in the remainder of the theory, any one of its component hypotheses H
may be retained in the face of seemingly contrary empirical findings as
part of an explanans of these very findings. According to Duhem, this
quasi a priori preservability of H is sanctioned by the far-reaching theoretical ambiguity and flexibility of the logical constraints imposed by the
observational evidence [19]. 42

Duhem would point to the fact that in a sense to be specified in detail
in Section 7, the physical laws used to correct a measuring rod for substance-specific distortions presuppose a geometry and comprise the laws
of optics. And hence he would deny, for example, that either of the following kinds of independent tests of geome try and optics are feasible:
1. Prior to and independently of knowing or presupposing the geometry, we find it to be a law of optics that the paths of light coincide with
the geodesics of the congruence defined by rigid bodies.
Knowing this, we then use triangles consisting of a geodesic base line
in the solar system and the stellar light rays connecting its extremities to
various stars to determine the geometry of the system of rigid-body geodesics: stellar parallax measurements will tell us whether the angle sums
of the triangles are 180° (Euclidean geometry), less than 180° (hyperbolic geometry), or in excess of 180° (spherical geometry).
If we thus find that the angle sum is different from 180°, then we shall
know that the geometry of the rigid-body geodesics is not Euclidean. For
in view of our prior independent ascertainment of the paths of light rays,
such a non-Euclidean result could not be interpreted as due to the failure
of optical paths to coincide with the rigid-body geodesics.
2. Prior to and independently of knowing or presupposing the laws of
optics, we ascertain what the geometry is relatively to the rigid-body congruence.
Knowing this we then find out whether the paths of light rays coincide
with the geodesics of the rigid-body congruence by making a parallactic
or some other determination of the angle sum of a light-ray triangle.
Since we know the geometry of the rigid-body geodesics independently
of the optics, we know what the corresponding angle sum of a triangle
whose sides a_re geodesics ought to be. And hence the determination of
the angle sum of a light-ray triangle is then decisive in regard to whether
the paths of light rays coincide with the geodesics of the rigid-body congruence.
In place of such independent confirmability and falsifiability of the
geometry and the optics, Duhem affirms their inductive (epistemological)
inseparability and interdependence. Let us consider the interpretation of

"Duhem's explicit disavowal of both decisive falsifiability and crucial verifiability
of an expianans will not bear K. R . Popper's reading of him [66, p . 78]: Popper, who
is an exponent of decisive falsifiability [66], misinterprets Duhem as allowing that tes ts
of a hypothesis may be decisively falsifying and as denying only that they may be ern
cially verifying. Notwithstanding Popper's exegetical error, we shall see in Sec. 7 that

his thesis of the feasibility of decisively falsifying tests can be buttressed by a telling
ouutcrcxamp le to Duhem's ca tegorical denial of that thesis.
I"cigl [28] has outlined a defense of the claim that isolated parts of physical theory
cn n be confirmed.
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observational parallactic data to articulate, in turn, the differences between
Duhem's and Poincare's conceptions of (a) the feasibility of alternative
geometric interpretations of observational findings, and (b) the retainability of a particular geometry as an account of such findings .
(a) The feasibility of alternative geometric interpretations of parallactic or other observational findings. The Duhemian conception envisions
scope for alternative geometric accounts of a given body of evidence only
to the extent that these geometries are associated with alternative nonequivalent sets of physical laws that are used to compute corrections for
substance-specific distortions. On the other hand, the range of alternative
geometric descriptions of given evidence affirmed by Poincare is far wider
and rests on very different grounds: instead of invoking the Duhemian
inductive latitude, Poincare bases the possibility of giving either a Euclidean or a non-Euclidean description of the same spatio-physical facts
on alternative metrizability. For Poincare tells us [63, pp. 66-80) that
quite apart from any considerations of substance-specific distorting influences and even after correcting for these in some way or other, we are at
liberty to define congruence-and thereby to fix the geometry appropriate
to the given facts-either by calling the solid rod equal to itself everywhere or by making its length vary in a specified way with its position
and orientation. The particular case of the interpretation of certain parallactic data will give concrete meanings to these assertions.
The attempt to explain parallactic data yielding an angle sum different
from 180° for a stellar light-ray triangle by different geometries which
constitute live options in the inductive sense of Duhem would presumably issue in the following alternative between two theoretical systems .
Each of these theoretical systems comprises a geometry G and l'ln optics 0
which are epistemologically inseparable and which are inductively interdependent in the sense that the combination of G and 0 must yield the
observed results:
(a) GE: the geometry of the rigid body geodesics is Euclidean,
and
01: the paths of light rays do not coincide with these geodesics but form a non-Euclidean system,
or
(b) Gnon·E: the geodesics of the rigid-body congruence are not a
Euclidean system, and
0 2 : the paths of light rays do coincide with these geodesics,
and thus they form a non-Euclidean system .

To contrast this Duhemian conception of the feasibility of alternative geometric interpretations of the assumed parallactic data with that of Poincare, we recall that the physically interpreted alternative geometries associated with two (or more) different metrizations in the sense of Poincare
have precisely the same total factual content, as do the corresponding two
sets of optical laws. For an alternative metrization in the sense of Poincare affects only the language in which the facts of optics and the coincidence behavior of a transported rod are described: the two geometric
descriptions respectively associated with two alternative metrizations are
alternative representations of the same factual content, and so are the
two sets of optical laws corresponding to these geometries. Accordingly,
Poincare is affirming a linguistic interdependence of the geometric theory
of rigid solids and the optical theory of light rays . By contrast, in the
Duhemian account, GE and Gnon·E not only differ in factual content but
are logically incompatible, and so are 0 1 and 0 2 . And on the latter conception, there is sameness of factual content in regard to tl1e assumed
parallactic data only between the combined systems formed by the two
conjunctions (GE and 0 1 ) and (Gnon-E and 0 2 ) •43 Thus, the need for the
combined system of G and 0 to yield the empirical facts, coupled with
the avowed epistemological (inductive) inseparability of G and 0 lead
the Duhemian to conceive of the interdependence of geometry and optics
as inductive (epistemological) .
Hence whereas Duhem construes the interdependence of G and 0 inductively such that the geometry by itself is not accessible to empirical
test, Poincare's conception of their interdependence allows for an empirical determination of G by itself, if we have renounced recourse to an alternative metrization in which the length of the rod is held to vary with its
position or orientation. This is not, of course, to say that Duhem regarded
alternative metrizations as such to be illegitimate.
It would seem that it was Poincare's discussion of the interdependence
of optics and geometry by reference to stellar parallax measurements
which has led many writers such as Einstein [26), Eddington [20, p. 9),
and Nagel [55, p. 262) to regard him as a proponent of the Duhemian
thesis. But this interpretation appears untenable not only in the light of
the immediate context of Poincare's discussion of his astronomical example, hut also, as we shall see briefly in Section 6, part ( ii), upon taking
account of the remainder of his writings. An illustration of the widespread
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conflation of the linguistic and inductive kinds of interdependence of
geometry and physics (optics) is given by D. M. Y. Sommerville's discussion of what he calls "the inextricable entanglement of space and
matter." He says [84, pp. 209-210]:
A . . . "vicious circle" . . . arises in connection with the astronomical
attempts to determine the nature of space. These experiments are based
upon the received laws of astronomy and optics, which are themselves
based upon the euclidean assumption. It might well happen, then, that
a discrepancy observed in the sum of the angles of a triangle could admit
of an explanation by some modification of these laws, or that even the
absence of any such discrepancy might still be compatible with the assumptions of non-euclidean geometry.

assumptions, on the other. More specifically, whereas Duhem's affirmation of the retainability of Euclidean geometry in the face of any observational evidence and the associated interdependence of geometry and the
remainder of physics are inductive (epistemological), the preservability
of that geometry asserted by Poincare is remctrizational: Poincare's conventionalist claim regarding geometry is that if the customary definition
of congruence on the basis of the coincidence behavior common to all
kinds of solid rods does not assure a particular geometric description of
the facts, then such a description can be guaranteed rcmetrizationally,
i.e., by merely choosing an appropriately different noncustomary congruence definition which makes the length of every kind of solid rod a specified nonconstant function of the independent variables of position and
orientation.

Sommerville then quotes the following assertion by C. D. Broad:
All measurement involves both physical and geometrical assumptions,
and the two things, space and matter, are not given separately, but analysed out of a common experience. Subject to the general condition that
space is to be changeless and matter to move about in space, we can explain the same observed results in many different ways by making compensatory changes in the qualities that we assign to space and the qualities
we assign to matter. Hence it seems theoretically impossible to decide by
any experiment what are the qualities of one of them in distinction from
the other.
And Sommerville's immediate comment on Broad's statement is the following:

It was on such grounds that Poincare maintained the essential impropriety of the question, "Which is the true geometry?" In his view it is
merely a matter of convenience. Facts are and always will be most simply
described on the euclidean hypothesis, but they can still be described
on the non-euclidean hypothesis, with suitable modifications of the physical laws. To ask which is the true geometry is then just as unmeaning as
to ask whether the old or the metric system is the true one.
(b) The retainability of a particular geometry as an account of observational findings. The key to the difference between the geometric conventionalism of H. Poincare and the geometrical form of the conventionalism
of P. Duhem is furnished by the distinction between preserving a particular geometry (e.g., the Euclidean one) by a remetrizational change
in the congruence definition, on the one hand, and intending to retain a
particular geometry without change in that definition (or in other sc
man tical rules) by an alteration of the factual content of the auxiliary
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(ii) Exegetical Excursus: Poincare's Philosophy of Geometry.
Einstein [22, 26] and Reichenbach [71, 73] have interpreted Poincare
to have been a proponent of the Duhemian conception of the interdependence of geometry and physics. As evidence against this interpretation, I now cite the following two passages from Poincare, the first being
taken from his rejoinder to Bertrand Russell and the second from Science
and Hypothesis:
The term "to preserve one's form" has no meaning by itself. But I confer a mea.ning on it by stipu~ating that certain bodies will be said to preserve theu form. These bodies, thus chosen, can henceforth serve as instrum~n~s of measurement. But if I say that these bodies preserve their
form, It IS because I choose to do so and not because experience obliges
me to do so.
In the present context I choose to do so, because by a series of observations ("constatations") . . . experience has proven to me that their
movet?ent~ form a Euclidean group. I have been able to make these ob~ervabons m ~he man?er just indicated without having any preconceived
Idea concer~mg ~etnc geometry. And, having made them, I judge that
the convention will be convenient and I adopt it [65; the italics in the
second of these paragraphs are mine].44
No doubt, in our world, natural solids ... undergo variations of form
~nd v?lume due to w~rming or cooling. But we neglect these variations
m. laymg the f~undabons of geometry, because, besides their being very
sl1ght, they are Irregular and consequently seem to us accidental [63, p. 76].
" Fo~ a documentation of the fact that Poincare espoused a similarly empiricist
·ouccphou of the thrcc·d•mensionality of space, see (32, Sec. 5].
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But one might either contest my interpretation here or conclude that
Poincare was inconsistent by pointing to the following passage by him:
Should we . . . conclude that the axioms of geometry are experimental
verities? . . . If geometry were an experimental science, it would not be
an exact science, it would be subject to a continual revision. Nay, it would
from this very day be convicted of error, since we know that there is no
rigorously rigid solid.
.
.
The axioms of geometry therefore are . . . conventiOns . . . Thus It
is that the postulates can remain rigorously true even though the experimental laws which have determined their adoption are only approximative
[63, pp. 64-65).45
The only way in which I can construe the latter passage and others like
it in the face of our earlier citations from him is by assuming that Poincare
maintained the following: there are practical rather than logical obstacles
which frustrate the complete elimination of perturbational distortions,
and the resulting vagueness (spread) as well as the finitude of the empirical data provide scope for the exercise of a certain measure of convention
in the adoption of a metric tensor.
This non-Duhemian reading of Poincare accords with the interpretation of him in L. Rougier's La Philosophie Geometrique de Henri Poincare. Rougier writes : "'fhe conventions fix the language of science which
can be indefinitely varied: once these conventions are accepted, the facts
expressed by science necessarily are either true or false. . . . Other conventions remain possible, leading to other modes of expressing oneself;
but the truth, thus diversely translated, remains the same. One can pass
from one system of conventions to another, from one language to another,
by means of an appropriate dictionary. The very possibility of a translation shows here the existence of an invariant. . . . Conventions relate to
the variable language of science, not to the invariant reality which they
express" [78, pp. 200-201].
7. The Empirical Status of Physical Geometry
(i) Einstein's Duhemian Espousal of the Interdependence of Geometry
and Physics.
Our statement in Section 6 of the difference between Duhem's and
Poincare's conceptions of the interdependence of geometry and the remainder of physics calls for a critical appraisal of Duhem's thesis that the
'"Similar statements are found in (63, pp. 79, 240] .
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falsification of a hypothesis as to the geometry of physical space is unavoidably inconclusive in isolation from the remainder of physics.
Since Duhem's argument was articulated and endorsed by Einstein a
decade ago, I shall state and then examine Einstein's version of it.
We have noted throughout that phys ical geometry is usually conceived
as the system of metric relations exhibited by transported solid bodies
independently of their particular chemical composition . On this conception, the criterion of congruence can be furnished by a transported solid
body for the purpose of determining the geometry by meas urement only
if the computational application of suitable "corrections" (or, ideally, appropriate shielding) has assured rigidity in the sense of essentially eliminating inhomogeneous thermal, elastic, electromagnetic, and other perturbational influences. For these influences are "deforming" in the sense
of producing changes of varying degree in different kinds of materials.
Since the existence of perturbational influences thus issues in a dependence of the coincidence behavior of transported solid rods on the latter's
chemical composition, and since physical geometry is concerned with the
behavior common to all solids apart from their substance-specific idiosyncrasies, the discounting of idiosyncratic distortions is an essential aspect of the logic of physical geometry. The demand for the computational
elimination of such distortions as a prerequisite to the experimental determination of the geometry has a thermodynamic counterpart: the requirement of a means for measuring temperature which does not yield
the discordant results produced by expansion thermometers at other than
fixed points when different thermometric substances are employed. This
thermometric need is fulfilled successfully by Kelvin's thermodynamic
scale of temperature. But attention to the implementation of the corresponding prerequisite of physical geometry has led Einstein to impugn
the empirical status of that geometry. He considers the case in which congruence has been defined by the diverse kinds of transported solid measuring rods as corrected for their respective idiosyncratic distortions with a
view to then making an empirical determination of the prevailing geometry. And Einstein's thesis is that the very logic of computing these corrections precludes that the geometry itself be accessible to experimental
ascertainment in isolation from other physical regularities.46 Specifically,
he states his case in the form of a dialogue [26, pp. 676-678) in which he
•• l'or n very dcbilcd treatment of the relevant computations, see (94, 60, 85, 45] .
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By speaking here of the "real definition" (i.e., the coordinative definition) of "congruent intervals" by the corrected transported rod, Einstein
is ignoring that the actual and potential physical meaning of congruence
in physics cannot be given exhaustively by any one physical criterion or
test condition. But here as elsewhere throughout this essay ( cf. Section 5,
part ( ii) ) , we can safely ignore this open cluster character of the concept
of congruence. For our concern as well as Einstein's is merely to single
out one particular congruence class from among an infinitude of such alternative classes. And as long as our specification of that one chosen class
is unambiguous, it is wholly immaterial that there are also other physical
criteria (or test conditions) by which it could be specified.

Einstein is making two major points here : (I) In obtaining a physical
geometry by giving a physical interpretation of the postulates of a formal
geometric axiom system, the specification of the phys ical meaning of such
theoretical terms as "congruent," "length," or "distance" is not at all
simply a matter of giving an operational definition in the strict sense.
Instead, what has been variously called a "rule of corrc ·pondence" (Margenau and Carnap), a "coordinative definition " (Reichenbach) , an
"epistemic correlation" (Northrop ), or a "dictionary" (N. R . Campbell)
is provided here through tile mediation of hypotheses and laws which are
collateral to the geometric theory whose physical meaning is being specified. Einstein's point that the physical meaning of co ngruence is given
by the transported rod as corrected theoretically for idiosyncra tic distortions is an illuminating one and has an abundance of analogues throughout physical theory, thus showing, incidentally, that strictly operational
definitions are a rather simplified and limiting species of rules of correspondence ( cf. Section 2, part ( ii)). ( 2) Einstein's second claim, which
is the cardinal one for our purposes, is that the role of collateral theory
in the physical definition of congruence is such as to issue in the following circularity, from which there is no escape, he maintains, short of
acknowledging the existence of an a priori element in the sense of the
Duhemian ambiguity: the rigid body is not even defined without first
decreeing the validity of Euclidean geometry (or of some other particular
geometry). For before the corrected rod can be used to make an empirical
determination of the de facto geometry, the required corrections must be
computed via laws, such as those of elasticity, which involve Euclideanly
calculated areas and volumes [83, 89]. But clearly the warrant for thus
introducing Euclidean geometry at tllis stage cannot be empirical.
In the same vein, H . Weyl endorses Duhem's position as follows:
"Geometry, mechanics, and physics form an inseparable theoretical whole
[96, p. 67]. . . . Philosophers have put forward the thesis that the validity or non-validity of Euclidean geometry cannot be proved by empirical
observations. It must in fact be granted that in all such observations essentially physically assumptions, such as the statement that the path of
a ray of light is a straight line and other similar statements, play a prominent part. This merely bears out the remark already made above that it is
only the whole composed of geometry and physics that may be tested
empirica11y" [96, p. 93].
If Einstein's Duhemian thesis were to prove correct, then it would have
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attributes his own Duhemian view to Poincare and offers that view in
opposition to Hans Reichenbach's conception, which we discussed in Section 3. But, as we saw in Section 6, part (ii), Poincare's text will not bear
Einstein's interpretation. For we noted that in speaking of the variations
which solids exhibit under distorting influences, Poincare says, "we neglect these variations in laying the foundations of geometry, because, besides their being very slight, they are irregular and consequently seem to
us accidental" [63, p. 76] . I am therefore taking the liberty of replacing
the name "Poincare" in Einstein's dialogue by the term "Duhem and Einstein." With this modification, the dialogue reads as follows :
Dullem and Einstein: The empirically given bodies are not rigid, and consequently cannot be used for the embodiment of geometric intervals.
Therefore, the theorems of geometry are not verifiable.
Reichenbach: I admit that there are no bodies which can be immediately
adduced for the "real definition" [i.e., physical definition] of the interval.
Nevertheless, this real definition can be achieved by taking the thermal
volume-dependence, elasticity, electro- and magneto-striction, etc., into
consideration. That this is really and without contradiction possible, classical physics has surely demonstrated.
Duhem and Einstein: In gaining the real definition improved by yourself
you have made use of physical laws, the formulation of which presupposes
(in this case) Euclidean geometry. The verification, of which you have
spoken, refers, therefore, not merely to geometry but to the entire system
of physical laws which constitute its foundation. An examination of geometry by itself is consequently not thinkable. Why should it consequently
not be entirely up to me to choose geometry according to my own convenience (i.e. Euclidean) and to fit the remaining (in the usual sense
"physical") laws to this choice in such manner that there can arise no
contradiction of the whole with experience? [26, pp. 676-678.]
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to be acknowledged that there is a sense in which physical geometry itself
does not provide a geometric characterization of physical reality. For by
this characterization we understand the articulation of the system of relations obtaining between bodies and transported solid rods quite apart
from their substance-specific distortions. And to the extent to which
physical geometry is a priori in the sense of the Duhemian ambiguity,
there is an ingression of a priori elements into physical theory to take the
place of distinctively geometric gaps in our knowledge of the physical
world.

How then does Duhem propose to assure that there exists such a nontrivial set A' for any one component hypothesis H independently of the
domain of empirical science to which I-1 pertains? It would seem that such
assurance cannot be given on general logical gro unds at all but that the
existence of the required set A' needs separate and concrete demonstration for each particular case. In short, even in contexts to which part (a)
of the Duhemian schema is applicable-which is not true for all contexts,
as we shall see-neither the premise

(ii) Critique of Einstein's Duhemian Thesis.
I shall set forth my doubts regarding the soundness of Einstein's contention in three parts consisting of the following: ( l) A critique of the
general Duhemian schema of the logic of falsifiability, as presented in
Section 6, part ( i), in the form of assertions (a) and (b) . ( 2) An analysis
of the status of the Einstein-Duhem argument in the special case in which
effectively no deforming influences are present in a certain region whose
geometry is to be ascertained. ( 3) An evaluation of Einstein's version
of Duhem as applied to the empirical determination of the geometry of
a region which is subject to deforming influences.
l. Referring to Section 6, part ( i), let us now consider the two parts
(a) and (b) of the schema which the stronger form ( ii) of the Duhemian
thesis claims to be the universal paradigm of the logic of falsifiability in
empirical science. Clearly, part (a) is valid, being a modus to liens argument in which the antecedent of the conditional premise is a conjunction.
But part (a) utilizes the de facto findings 0' only to the extent that they
are incompatible with the observational expectations 0 derived from the
conjunction of Hand A. And part (a) is not at all sufficient to show that
the falsifiability of H as part of an explanans of the actual empirical facts
0' is unavoidably inconclusive. For neither part (a) nor other general
logical considerations can guarantee the deducibility of 0' from an explanans constituted by the conjunction of H and some nontrivial revised
set A' of the auxiliary assumptions which is logically incompatible with A
under the hypothesis H .47

nor other general logical considerations entail that

The requirement of non triviality of A' requires clarification. If one were to allow
0' itself, for example, to qualify as a set A', then, of course, 0' could be deduced
trivially, and H would not even be needed in the explanans. Hence a necessary conclition for the nontriviality of A' is that H be required in addition to A' for the deduction of the explanandum. But, as N. Rescher has pointed out to me, this necessary
47
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(3A') [ (H ·A')

~
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condition is not also sufficient. For it fails to rule out an A' of the trivial form
-H v 0' (or H ::J 0') from which 0' could not be deduced without H .
The unavailability of a formal sufficient condition for nontriviality is not, however,
damaging to the critique of Duhem presented in this paper. For surely Duhem's
illustrations from the history of physics as well as the whole tenor of his writing indicate that he intends his thesis to stand or fall on the existence of the kind of A' wl1ich
we would all recognize as nontrivial in any given case. Any endeavor to save Duhem's
thesis from refutation by invoking the kind of A' which no scientist would accept as
admissible would tum Duhem's thesis into a most unenlightening triviality that no
one would wish to contest. Thus, I have no intention whatever of denying the following compound formal claim: "if H and A entail 0 , the falsity of 0 does not entail
the falsity of H, and there will always be some kind of A' ·which, in conjunction with
H, will entail 0'."
Interestingly, G. Rayna has pointed out to me that there is equivalence between
the following two claims :
{i) Duhem's thesis that for any Hand 0',
{3A') [(H • A')~ 0'], where A' is nontrivial,
and
( ii) the seemingly stronger assertion that there exist infinitely many significantly different A,',&',&', .. . such that
(H ·A,')~ 0',
i = 1, 2, 3, . ..
To prove this equivalence, we consider any infinite set B,, B., Ba, .. . of pairwise
inco~patible hy_poth~ses of the kind that would qualify a~ a constituent of A'. Upon
treatmg the conJunction (H • B,) as one hypothesis to wh1ch Duhem's thesis can now
be applied, we obtain
(3B,')[{(H • B,) • B,' ~ ~ 0'],
i = 1, 2, 3, . . .
But this can be written as
{3B,')[~H • (B, ·B.')~~ 0'].
Let A,'= B, • B,' by definition. In view of the previously granted existence of the
B,, we then have
{3A,')[(H ·A,')~ 0'],
i = 1, 2, 3, _ ..
where the A,' are significantly distinct, since the B,, BJ were chosen incompatible for
i .y, j. Q.E.D.
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where A' is nontrivial in the sense discussed in footnote 47. And hence
Duhem's thesis that the falsifiability of an explanans H is unavoidably
inconclusive is a non sequitur.
That the Duhemian thesis is not only a non sequitur but actually false
is borne out, as we shall now see, by the case of testing the hypothesis
that a certain physical geometry holds, a case of conclusive falsifiability
which yields an important counterexample to Duhem's stronger thesis
concerning falsifiability but which does justify the weaker form ( i) of his
thesis stated in Section 6, part ( i) .
This counterexample will serve to show that ( l) by denying the feasibility of conclusive falsification, the Duhemian schema is a serious misrepresentation of the actual logical situation characterizing an important
class of cases of falsifiability of a purported explanans, and that ( 2) the
plausibility of Duhem's thesis derives from the false supposition that part
(a) of the schema is always applicable and that its formal validity guarantees the applicability of part (b) of the schema.
2. If we are confronted with the problem of the falsifiability of the
geometry ascribed to a region which is effectively free from deforming influences, then the correctional physical laws play no role as auxiliary assumptions, and the latter reduce to the claim that the region in question
is, in fact, effectively free from deforming influences. And if such freedom
can be affirmed without presupposing collateral theory, then the geometry alone rather than only a wider theory in which it is ingredient will
be falsifiable. On the other hand, if collateral theory were presupposed
here, then Duhem and Einstein might be able to adduce its modifiability
to support their claim that the geometry itself is not conclusively falsifiable. The question is therefore whether freedom from deforming influences can be asserted and ascertained independently of (sophisticated)
collateral theory. My answer to this question is Yes. For quite independently of the conceptual elaboration of such physical magnitudes as temperature whose constancy would characterize a region free from deforming
influences, the absence of perturbations is certifiable for the region as
follows: two solid rods of very different chemical constitution which coincide at one place in the region will also coincide everywhere else in it
independently of their paths of transport. It would not do for the Duhemian to object here that the certification of two solids as quite differen t
chemically is theory-laden to an extent permitting him to uphold his
thesis of the inconclusive falsifiability of the geometry. For suppose thai:

observations were so ambiguous as to permit us to assume that two solids
which appear strongly to be chemically different are, in fact, chemically
identical in all relevant respects. If so rudimentary an observation were
thus ambiguous, then no observation could ever possess the required univocity to be incompatible with an observational consequence of a total
theoretical system . And if that were the case, Duhcm could hardly avoid
the following conclusion: "observational findin gs are always so unrestrictedly ambiguous as not to permit even the refutation of any given total
theoretical system." But such a result would be tantamount to the absurdity that any total theoretical system can be espoused as true a priori.
Thus, it would seem that if Duhem is to maintain, as he docs, that a
total theoretical system is refutable by confrontation with observa tional
results, then he must allow that the coincidence of diverse kinds of rods
independently of their paths of transport is certifiable observationally.
Accordingly, the absence of deforming influences is ascertainable independently of any assumptions as to the geometry and of other ( sophisticated) collateral theory.
Let us now employ our earlier notation and denote the geometry by
"H" and the assertion concerning the freedom from perturbations by "A."
Then, once we have laid down the congruence definition and the remaining semantical rules, the physical geometry H becomes conclusively falsifiable as an explanans of the posited empirical findings 0'. For the actual
logical situation is characterized not by part (a) of the Duhemian schema
but instead by the schema
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It will be noted that we identified the H of the Duhemian schema with
the geometry. But since a geometric theory, at least in its synthetic form,
can be axiomatized as a conjunction of logically independent postulates,
a particular axiomatization of H could be decomposed logically into various sets of component subhypotheses. Thus, for example, the hypothesis
of Euclidean geometry could be stated, if we wished, as the conjunction
of two parts consisting respectively of the Euclidean parallel postulate and
the postulates of absolute geometry. And the hypothesis of hyperbolic
geometry could be stated in the form of a conjunction of absolute geometry and the hyperbolic parallel postulate.
In view of the logically compounded character of a geometric hypothesis, Professor Grover Maxwell has suggested that the Duhemian thesis
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may be tenable in this context if we construe it as pertaining not to the
falsifiability of a geometry as a whole but to the falsifiability of its component subhypotheses in any given axiomatization. There are two ways in
which this proposed interpretation might be understood : (I) as an assertion that any one component subhypothesis eludes conclusive refutation
on the grounds that the empirical findings can falsify the set of axioms
only as a whole, or ( 2) in any given axiomatization of a physical geometry
there exists at least one component subhypothesis which eludes conclusive refutation.
The first version of the proposed interpretation will not bear examination. For suppose that H is the hypothesis of Euclidean geometry and
that we consider absolute geometry as one of its subhypotheses and the
Euclidean parallel postulate as the other. If now the empirical findings
were to show that the geometry is hyperbolic, then indeed absolute geometry would have eluded refutation. But if, one the other hand, the prevailing geometry were to turn out to be spherical, then the mere replacement of the Euclidean parallel postulate by the spherical one could not
possibly save absolute geometry from refutation. For absolute geometry
alone is logically incompatible with spherical geometry and hence with
the posited empirical findings.
If one were to read Duhem as per the very cautious second version of
Maxwell's proposed interpretation, then our analysis of the logic of testing the geometry of a perturbation-free region could not be adduced as
having furnished a counterexample to so mild a form of Duhemism. And
the question of the validity of this highly attenuated version is thus left
open by our analysis without any detriment to that analysis.
We now turn to the critique of Einstein's Duhemian argument asapplied to the empirical determination of the geometry of a region which
is subject to deforming influences.
3. There can be no question that when deforming influences are present, the laws used to make the corrections for deformations involve areas
and volumes in a fundamental way (e.g., in the definitions of the elastic
stresses and strains) and that this involvement presupposes a geometry,
as is evident from the area and volume formulae of differential geometry,
which contain the square root of the determinant of the components g11,
of the metric tensor [27, p. 177]. Thus, the empirical determination of
the geometry involves the joint assumption of a geometry and of certain
collateral hypotheses. But we see already that this assumption cam1ol

be adequately represented by the conjunction H ·A of the Duhemian
schema where H represents the geometry.
Now suppose that we begin with a set of Euclidcanly formulated physical laws P 0 in correcting for the distortions induced by perturbations and
then use the thus Euclideanly corrected congruence standard for empiricaiiy exploring the geometry of space by determining the metric tensor.
The initial stipulational affirmation of tl1e Euclidean geometry G 0 in the
physical laws P 0 used to compute the corrections in no way assures that
the geometry obtained by the corrected rods will be Euclidean! If it is
non-Euclidean, then the question is, What will be required by Einstein's
fitting of the physical laws to preserve Euclideanism and avoid a contradiction of the theoretical system with experience? Will the adjustments
in P 0 necessitated by the retention of Euclidean geometry entail merely
a change in the dependence of the length assigned to the transported rod
on such nonpositional parameters as temperature, pressure, and magnetic
field? Or could the putative empirical findings compel that the length of
the transported rod be likewise made a nonconstant function of its position and orientation as independent variables in order to square the coincidence findings with the requirement of Euclideanism? The possibility
of obtaining non-Euclidean results by measurements carried out in a
spatial region uniformly characterized by standard conditions of temperature, pressure, electric and magnetic field strength, etc., shows it to be
extremely doubtful, as we shall now show, that the preservation of Euclideanism could always be accomplished short of introducing the dependence of the rod's length on the independent variables of position or
orientation.
Suppose that, relatively to the customary congruence standard, the geometry prevailing in a given region when free from perturbational influences is that of a strongly non-Euclidean space of spatially and temporally constant curvature. Then what would be the character of the
alterations in the customary correctional laws which Einstein's thesis
would require to assure the Euclideanism of that region relatively to the
ustomary congruence standard under perturbational conditions? The retuired alterations would be independently falsifiable, as will now be demonstrated, because they would involve affirming that such coefficients as
l·hosc of linear thermal expansion depend on the independent variables
of spati:Jl position. That such a space dependence of the correctional co-
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efficients might well be necessitated by the exigencies of Einstein's Duhemian thesis can be seen as follows by reference to the law of linear
thermal expansion. In the usual version of physical theory, the first approximation of that law is given by
If Einstein is to guarantee the Euclideanism of the region under discussion by means of logical devices that are consonant with his thesis, and
if our region is subject only to thermal perturbations for some time, then,
unlike the customary law of linear thermal expansion, the revised form
of that law needed by Einstein will have to bear the twin burden of effecting both of the following two kinds of superposed corrections: ( 1) the
changes in the lengths ascribed to the transported rod in different positions or orientations which would be required even if our region were
everywhere at the standard temperature, merely for the sake of rendering
Euclidean its otherwise non-Euclidean geometry, and (2) corrections
compensating for the effects of the de facto deviations from the standard
temperature, these corrections being the sole onus of the usual version
of the law of linear thermal expansion. What will be the consequences of
requiring the revised version of the law of thermal elongation to implement the first of these two kinds of corrections in a context in which the
deviation ~ T from the standard temperature is the same at different
points of the region, that temperature deviation having been measured
in the manner chosen by the Duhemian? Specifically, what will be the
character of the coefficients a of the revised law of thermal elongation
under the posited circumstances, if Einstein's thesis is to be implemented
by effecting the first set of corrections? Since the new version of the law
of thermal expansion will then have to guarantee that the lengths Lassigned to the rod at the various points of equal temperature T differ appropriately, it would seem clear that logically possible empirical findings
could compel Einstein to make the coefficients a of solids depend on the
space coordinates.
But such a spatial dependence is independently falsifiable: comparison
of the thermal elongations of an aluminum rod, for example, with an
invar rod of essentially zero a by, say, the Fizeau method might well show
that the a of the aluminum rod is a characteristic of aluminum which is
not dependent on the space coordinates. And even if it were the case thai
the a's are found to be space dependent, how could Duhem and Einstein

assure that this space dependence would have the particular functional
form required for the success of their thesis?
We see that the required resort to the introduction of a spatial dependence of the thermal coeffi cients mi ght well no't be open to Einstein.
Hence, in order to retain Eucliclca ni sm, it would then be necessary to
remetrize the space in the sense of aband oning the customary definition
of congruence, entirely apart from any considera tion of idiosyncratic distortions and even after correcting for these in some way or other. But this
kind of remetrization, though entirely admissible in oth er contexts, does
not provide the requisite support for Einstein's Duhemian thesis! For
Einstein offered it as a criticism of Reichenbach's conception. And hence
it is the avowed onus of that thesis to show that the geometry by itself
cannot be held to be empirical, i.e., falsifiable, even when, with Reichenbach, we have sought to assure its empirical character by choosing and
then adhering to the usual (standard) definition of spatial congruence,
which excludes resorting to such remetrization.
Thus, there may well obtain observational findings 0', expressed in
terms of a particular definition of congruence (e.g., the customary one),
which are such that there does not exist any nontrivial set A' of auxiliary
assumptions capable of preserving the Euclidean H in the face of 0'. And
this result alone suffices to invalidate the Einsteinian version of Duhem's
thesis to the effect that any geometry, such as Euclid's, can be preserved
in the face of any experimental findings which are expressed in terms of
the customary definition of congruence.
It might appear that my geometric counterexample to the Duhemian
thesis of unavoidably inconclusive falsifiability of an explanans is vulnerable to the following criticism: "To be sure, Einstein's geometric articulation of that thesis does not leave room for saving it by resorting to a
remetrization in the sense of making the length of the rod vary with position or orientation even after it has been corrected for idiosyncratic distortions. But why saddle the Duhemian thesis as such with a restriction
peculiar to Einstein's particular version of it? And thus why not allow
Duhem to save his thesis by countenancing those alterations in the congruence definition which are remetrizations?"
My reply is that to deny the Duhemian the invocation of such an
alteration of the congruence definition in this context is not a matter of
gratuitously requiring him to justify his thesis within the confines of
Einstein's particular version of that thesis; instead, the imposition of
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this restriction is entirely legitimate here, and the Duhemian could hardly
wish to reject it as unwarranted. For it is of the essence of Duhem's contention that H (in this case, Euclidean geometry) can always be preserved not by tampering with the semantical rules (interpretive sentences)
linking H to the observational base but rather by availing oneself of the
alleged inductive latitude afforded by the ambiguity of the experimental
evidence to do the following: (a) leave the factual commitments of H
unaltered by retaining both the statement of H and the semantical rules
linking its terms to the observational base, and (b) replace the set A by
a set A' of auxiliary assumptions differing in factual content from A such
that A and A' are logically incompatible under the hypothesis H . Now,
the factual content of a geometrical hypothesis can be changed either by
preserving the original statement of the hypothesis while changing one
or more of the semantical rules or by keeping all of the semantical rules
intact and suitably changing the statement of the hypothesis (cf. Section 6, part (i)). We can see, therefore, that the retention of a Euclidean
H by the device of changing through remetrization the semantical rule
governing the meaning of "congruent" (for line segments) effects a retention not of the factual commitments of the original Euclidean H but
only of its linguistic trappings. That the thus "preserved" Euclidean H
actually repudiates the factual commitments of the original one is clear
from the following: the original Euclidean H had asserted that the coincidence behavior common to all kinds of solid rods is Euclidean, if such
transported rods are taken as the physical realization of congruent intervals; but the Euclidean H which survived the confrontation with the
posited empirical findings only by dint of a remetrization is predicated
on a denial of the very assertion that was made by the original Euclidean
H, which it was to "preserve." It is as if a physician were to endeavor to
"preserve" an a priori diagnosis that a patient has acute appendicitis in
the face of a negative finding (yielded by an exploratory operation) as
follows: he would redefine "acute appendicitis" to denote the healthy
state of the appendix!
Hence, the confines within which the Duhemian must make good his
claim of the preservability of a Euclidean H do not admit of the kind of
change in the congruence definition which alone would render his clai•n
tenable under the assumed empirical conditions. Accordingly, the gco·
metrical critique of Duhem's thesis given in this paper does not depend
for its validity on restrictions peculiar to Einstein's version of it.

Even apart from the fact that Duhem's thesis precludes resorting to an
alternative metrization to save it from refutation in our geometrical context, the very feasibility of alternative mctrizations is vouchsafed not by
any general Duhemian considerations pertaining to the logic of falsifiability but by a property peculiar to the subject matter of geometry (and
chronometry) : the latitude for conventio11 in the ascription of the spatial
(or temporal) equality relation to intervals in the continuous manifolds
of physical space (or time).
But what of the possibility of actually extricating the unique underlying
geometry (to within experimental accuracy) from the network of hypotheses which enter into the testing procedure?
That contrary to Duhem and Einstein, the geometry itself may well
be empirical, once we have renounced the kinds of alternative congruence definitions employed by Poincare, is seen from the following possibilities of its successful empirical determination. After assumedly obtaining a non-Euclidean geometry G 1 from measurements with a rod
corrected on the basis of Euclideanly formulated physical laws Po, we can
revise P 0 so as to conform to the non-Euclidean geometry G1 just obtained
by measurement. This retroactive revision of Po would be effected by
recalculating such quantities as areas and volumes on the basis of G1 and
changiug the functional dependencies relating them to temperatures and
other physical parameters. Let us denote by "P1'" the set of physical laws
P resulting from thus revising P 0 to incorporate the geometry G1. Since
various physical magnitudes ingredient in P1' involve lengths and durations, we now use the set P 1' to correct the rods (and clocks) with a view
to seeing whether rods and clocks thus corrected will reconfirm the set
P1'. If not, modifications need to be made in this set of laws so that the
functional dependencies between the magnitudes ingredient in them
reflect the new standards of spatial and temporal congruence defined by
P 1'-corrected rods and clocks. We may thus obtain a new set of physical
laws P1.
Now we employ this set P 1 of laws to correct the rods for perturbational
influences and then determine the geometry with the thus corrected rods.
Suppose the result is a geometry G2 different from G1. Then if, upon repeating this two-step process several more times, there is convergence to
a geometry of constant curvature we must continue to repeat the two-step
process an additional finite number of times until we find the following:
I he geometry G" ingredient in the laws Pn providing the basis for per-
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turbation corrections is indeed the same (to within experimental accuracy) as the geometry obtained by measurements with rods that have
been corrected via the set P n· It there is such convergence at all, it will
be to the same geometry Gn even if the physical laws used in making the
initial corrections are not the set Po, which presupposes Euclidean geometry, but a different set P based on some non-Euclidean geometry or other.
That there can exist only one such geometry of constant curvature Gn
would seem to be guaranteed by the identity of Gn with the unique underlying geometry Gt characterized by the following properties : (i) G t would
be exhibited by the coincidence behavior of a transported rod if the whole
of the space were actually free of deforming influences, ( ii) Gt would be
obtained by measurements with rods corrected for distortions on the
basis of physical laws Pt presupposing Gt. and (iii) G 1 would be found to
prevail in a given relatively small, perturbation-free region of the space
quite independently of the assumed geometry ingredient in the correctional physical laws. Hence, it our method of successive approximation
does converge to a geometry Gn of constant curvature, then Gn would be
this unique underlying geometry Gt. And, in that event, we can claim to
have found empirically that G 1 is indeed the geometry prevailing in the
entire space which we have explored.
But what if there is no convergence? It might happen that whereas convergence would obtain by starting out with corrections based on the set
Po of physical laws, it would not obtain by beginning instead with corrections presupposing some particular non-Euclidean set P or vice versa:
just as in the case of Newton's method of successive approximation [15,
p. 286], there are conditions, as A. Suna has pointed out to me, under
which there would be no convergence. We might then nonetheless succeed as follows in finding the geometry G 1 empirically, it our space is one
of constant curvature.
The geometry Gr resulting from measurements by means of a corrected
rod is a single-valued function of the geometry Ga assumed in the correctional physical laws, and a Laplacian demon having sufficient knowledge
of the facts of the world would know this function Gr = f(Ga) . Accordingly, we can formulate the problem of determining the geometry empiri
cally as the problem of finding the point of intersection between the curvt:
representing this function and the straight line Gr =Ga. That there exisls
one and only one such point of intersection follows from the existence
of the geometry Gt defined above, provided that our space is one of co u

stant curvature. Thus, what is now needed is to make determinations of
the Gr corresponding to a number of geometrically different sets of correctional physical laws Pu, to draw the most reasonable curve Gr = f(Ga)
through this finite number of points (G., G.), and then to find the point
of intersection of this curve and the straight line G. = Ga .
Whether this point of intersection turns out to be the one representing
Euclidean geometry or not is beyond the reach of our conventions, barring a remetrization. And thus the least that we can conclude is that since
empirical findings can greatly narrow down the range of uncertainty as to
the prevailing geometry, there is no assurance of the latitude for the choice
of a geometry which Einstein takes for granted. Einstein's Duhcmian position would appear to be inescapable only if our proposed method of
determining the geometry by itself empirically cannot be generalized in
some way to cover the general relativity case of a space of variable curvature and if the latter kind of theory turns out to be true.48
It would seem therefore that, contrary to Einstein, the logic of eliminating distorting influences prior to stipulating the rigidity of a solid body is
not such as to provide scope for the ingression of conventions over and
above those acknowledged in Riemann's analysis of congruence, and
trivial ones such as the system of units used. Mutatis mutandis, an analogous conclusion can be established in regard to the application of corrections to provide a standard of isochronism for clocks .

.. The extension of our method to the case of a geometry of variable curvature is
not simple. For in that case, the geometry G is no longer represented by a single
scalar given by a Gaussian curvature, and our graphical method breaks down. What·vcr the answer to this open question of the extensibility of our method, I have argued
iu nnot- hcr publication [31] that it is wholly misconceived to suppose with J. Maritain
1491that th ere arc supra·scientifi c philosophical means for ascertaining the underlying
I)CO II1<.:1 ry, if scicut·ific procedures do not succeed in unraveling it.
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8. Summary
The present essay has endeavored to answer the following multi-faceted
question: In what sense and to what extent can the ascription of a particular metric geometry to physical space and the chronometry ingredient
in physical theory be held to have an empirical warrant?
Our analysis of the logical status of the concept of a rigid body and of
an isochronous clock leads to the conclusion that once the physical meaning of congruence has been stipulated by reference to a solid body and to
a clock respectively for whose distortions allowance has been made com-
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putationally as outlined, then the geometry and the ascriptions of durations to time intervals is determined uniquely by the totality of relevant
empirical facts. It is true, of course, that even apart from experimental
errors, not to speak of quantum limitations on the accuracy with which
the metric tensor of space-time can be meaningfully ascertained by measurement [103, 82], no finite number of data can uniquely determine the
functions constituting the representations g1k of the metric tensor in any
given coordinate system. But the criterion of inductive simplicity which
governs the free creativity of the geometer's imagination in his choice of
a particular metric tensor here is the same as the one employed in theory
formation in any of the nongeometrical portions of empirical science. And
choices made on the basis of such inductive simplicity are in principle
true or false, unlike those springing from considerations of descriptive
simplicity, which merely reflect conventions.
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- - - - - - WILFRID SELLARS - - - - - -

Time and the World Order

The aim of this essay is to develop a framework in terms of which some
perennial puzzles about time and the temporal aspects might be resolved.
The treatment is dialectical, consists, that is, in an attempt to fit standard
'positions' on the topics discussed into a sustained argument having the
logical structure, if not the literary form, of a dialogue in which the participants develop and modify their views under the impact of the discussion. That the present essay falls far short of the ideal suggested by this
description will be clear to anyone who ventures to begin it. It fails abjectly if construed as a comprehensive dialogue which begins in unreflective common sense and ends with all relevant puzzles resolved. It has, I
hope, greater merit if viewed as an abstract of a series of excerpts from
such a dialogue, a series which breaks into the discussion after it has long
been under way and breaks off where it does because the dialogue is still
going on.
The argument begins with some familiar puzzles about truth and time.
The reader may well see through these puzzles at a glance. I hope he does,
for they serve the purpose of introducing as directly and as simply as I
know how the major themes which it is the purpose of this essay to explore, some of which are as baffling as any philosophy has to offer. I have
"taken time seriously" since I cut my philosophical teeth on McTaggart's
well-known paper on the unreality of time and the attempts of Broad and
others to refute him. I soon discovered that the 'problem of time' is rivaled only by the 'mind-body problem' in the extent to which it inexorably brings into play all the major concerns of philosophy. Here, if
anywhere, analysis without synopsis must be blind.
Among the topics I propose to discuss are the connections between
truth, confirmability, and determinism; the philosophical and scientific
significa nce of the three-valued logics; the relative priority of things and
events; the status of time in the common-sense world, and of space-time
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